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WHO CAN WE TRUST?

When clever, able people join their skills in a common purpose, they can achieve outstanding results and benefits for others as well as themselves. Such is what we expect in a publicly quoted business.
But when these executives do so in order to cover up an embarrassing mistake, engage in a “fraud”,
and then get rid of the witness best placed to detect and expose it – their collective skills become
focused on destroying that witness. Woe betide the effect of this on the business, the witness, and on
the third parties involved.
This is the story of Magellan Aerospace Corporation and its third highest-ranking executive, Brian Little.
In the 3 years since they fired him in September 2006, during which time they have been locked in
battle in a Bristol court, the stock market value of the company has indeed collapsed and he and his
family have forfeited their ancestral family home to pay his legal fees. As if this were not enough, the
stress in explaining his story and the facts in the case has rendered Mr Little unconscious with seizures
on three occasions in court, requiring paramedic support.
You may ask ‘Why should this matter to me?’
The answer is – there, but for the grace of God, go I. If Brian Little was not there to pursue justice, all
of us would be worse off because, without people like him, the big corporations would not be brought
to account and would simply walk over us.
But, you may say, if there was a misstatement of the accounts by management the external auditors
would find it and refuse to sign off the accounts. Could there ever be a situation in which they found
deception and still sign off the accounts? If so, is that not something everyone should know about?
Then you say, surely the shareholders would want to know all about this? Why would any shareholder
want it covered up? What possible interest could that shareholder have?
And even if a shareholder did have such an interest, you may then ask – by what possible means could
he and/or others enlist the support of such impeccable institutions as Ernst & Young and
PricewaterhouseCoopers ? Because of being able to rely upon the unquestioning support and
reputation of the Chairman of the company’s Audit Committee , who is an internationally recognised
authority on corporate governance?
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And what sort of pressure could have been brought to bear on the corporation’s UK lawyers
PinsentMasons LLP to retrospectively certify crucial Magellan UK written resolutions – involving Mr
Little, and pivotal to his UK case as true and complete, when no such Notice of or Board meeting
/resolutions took place before his dismissal?
Could all of these icons of respectability have contributed to a cover-up? If our confidence in them
were to be so undermined, in whom could we place our trust to regulate the world of business?
The answers to these deeply disturbing questions lie in the document attached.
What matters if the truth doesn’t?
An Anonymous Observer

Foreword
This account is at once personal, narrative, analytical, and evidential. It is tightly argued in content and aimed at
a broad readership, ranging from those who know nothing about the case, or, indeed, the aerospace industry, to
those who were principally involved as main players in the case. As such, it is set out in levels to allow the
reader to be selective or all-embracing, depending on his or her interest in the case, and designed to allow each
reader to measure the facts. It is therefore presented in five sections.
Following Brian Little’s Introduction (Section 1) is the Evidence in Detail ( Section 2) , supported by a series of
attachments (Section 3). This includes witness evidence from the relevant public UK court notes, some
documents and then Question & Answer notes from the Magellan AGMs in May 2008 and 2009.
Section 4 provides views from 15 people from all walks of life, who were provided with Sections 2 and 3, and
recently asked by Mr Little to review the evidence.
Finally, Section 5 is a document he created as a Supplementary Witness Statement 2 (SWS2) in January 2009 to
provide his perspective on the UK case and its implications for his wider family and this “Director with
Character.”
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Mr John P. Cheffins CBE- Rolls-Royce Chief Operating Officer – in that role in 2006 and 2007(Not a witness)
Other MAC/MALUK witnesses- Mr N.Jones & Ms Wade (Finance), Ball and Walker (HR), Mr Coley ( solicitor)
Mr John F.Tracey Lead Partner from PwC UK for the 7 month “independent forensic investigation” (Not a witness)
Mr Don Linsdell - Audit Partner from Ernst & Young Canada for Magellan Aerospace Corporation (Not a witness)
Mr Ian Powell
- Chairman and Senior Partner of PricewaterhouseCoopers in UK (PwC UK)
Mr Christie Clarke
– CEO and Senior Partner for PricewaterhouseCoopers in Canada (PwC Canada)
Mr Louis Pagnutti
– Chairman and CEO for Ernst and Young in Canada (E&Y Canada)
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they did produce witness statements for the court, were stood down re my anxiety for them. Ms Jones (Finance)
was not called by me, at her request.(19)
My Solicitors were CMS Cameron McKenna LLP (London) ,
Leading Counsel Mr Andrew Stafford QC and Junior counsel Mr Andrew Edge (as per his CV).
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Section 1

: 1.0 Introduction

For the three years since my summary dismissal on arrival at Toronto International Airport by
Magellan Aerospace Corporation (MAC) – “a Toronto Stock Exchange listed company” - I have
been pursuing my legal case for Unfair Dismissal by reason of whistleblowing in a UK court.

Of the various issues raised in my original whistleblower claims, one of the central issues was
that I had “reasonable belief” that accounting errors and a mis-statement were likely to be made
in the MAC balance sheet, relating to MAC’s amortisation recoveries of the
Engineering/Development costs and labour learning costs on its largest project asset, the Airbus
A340-500/600 (2006.capitalized value > C$40 million).

I believe that by firing me on 18 September 2006, MAC was expecting to silence me on this (and
other financial/ business /legal matters), by removing my voice and preventing this becoming
public knowledge in the financial reporting for the Group. Those accounting errors/ misstatement
were then made later in Q3/4.2006 in the MAC accounts.

Initially, MAC accepted that I was “reasonable in my belief “ but, since the publication of a
“forensic investigation” report commissioned from PricerwaterhouseCoopers (PwC) , supporting
MAC’s likely sales of the A340-500/600 and their amortisation treatment in MAC’s balance sheet.
MAC have now sought to reverse that stance and try and prove that I had no grounds for my
“reasonable belief” in the three protected disclosures I made to two “Management” Directors and
the Senior Officer/CFO and Corporate Secretary in Aug/Sept.2006.

I strongly believe that irregularities remain in MAC’s assessment on the A340-500/600 for
MAC’s Balance Sheet. To demonstrate this, one has to not only examine the conduct and
performance of the Senior Officers and Directors of MAC but also directly challenge the
information, and lack of it, which formed the basis of the conclusions in the PwC report. I have
largely done so in the evidential phases of the trial, which have just completed. The case is of
course ongoing.

I believe that, at the very least, the PwC report on A340 was neither “forensic” nor
“independent.”
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I have summarised my conclusions in the pages that follow but have also included some of the
substantive factual evidence at my disposal to allow readers to consider the subject matter and
findings for themselves. That is consistent with what I stated I would do at the Annual General
Meeting (AGM) of MAC on 12 May 2009.

2

Relevant Context

2.1 I cannot begin my narrative without setting the ethical context, which MAC had set for itself in
its own Ethics Policy ….

“It is the policy of Magellan Aerospace Corporation to conduct its business affairs in compliance
with all applicable laws, statutes, rules, and regulations and expects Employees acting on its behalf
to do likewise. In addition , business dealings among Employees and by Employees with customers,
suppliers, governmental and regulatory authorities, communities and shareholders
(“stakeholders”) must be based on principles of honesty, integrity and the ethical standards
outlined below”.
“The principles in the Code are the individual and collective responsibility of all Employees.
X LAWS, STATUTES and REGULATIONS

It is the policy of Magellan to comply, not merely with the letter, but also with the spirit of the
law. Violation of the law can affect Magellan’s reputation and ability to carry on business. Each
employee is responsible for knowing and understanding the laws, rules and regulations’ applicable
in the performance of his or her duties at Magellan and complying with the letter and spirit of
these law, rules and regulations. Ignorance of the law is not a valid defense if the law has been
contravened. Employees must not knowingly or actively assist in activity that is criminal in the
jurisdictions in which Magellan conducts business…..”

“III. INTEGRITY OF RECORDS AND SOUND ACCOUNTING PRACTICES

Magellan takes very seriously the accuracy of its financial records and financial statements. All
Company records are to be prepared with care and honesty and in compliance with Magellan’s
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internal control procedures, record keeping policy and with Canadian generally accepted
accounting principles and all standards, laws and regulations for accounting and financial reporting
of transactions, estimates and forecasts .

All Employees involved in preparing or providing information for inclusion in any reports or
documents which Magellan is required to file with any governmental or regulatory agency or any
public communications are responsible for ensuring that (i) information provided is complete,
accurate and current, and (ii) reports and documents are prepared in conformity with all
regulatory requirements and filed in a timely manner. If an Employee becomes aware of a
materially inaccurate or misleading statement in a public communication, the Employee must
report it immediately to the Chief Executive Officer of Magellan or the chairman of the Audit
Committee of the Board. Making false or misleading statements to external auditors can be a
criminal act that can result in severe penalties. No Employee may directly or indirectly take any
action to fraudulently, influence, coerce, manipulate, or mislead Magellan’s independent public
auditors for the purpose of rendering Magellan’s financial statements misleading.”

2.2

On 11 May 2007 Magellan Aerospace Corporation (MAC) provided a Press Release to the

Canada News Wire (CNW) and Toronto Stock Exchange (TSE) for its Q1.2007 earnings report
and then stated again in its Annual Report to shareholders for FY2007 at pages 10 and 11:
“ In addition, administrative and general expenses also contain legal and accounting fees of
approximately $3.5m incurred by the Corporation in relation to a wrongful dismissal claim by a
former employee and as a result a detailed investigation of concerns raised by a former employee
regarding certain accounting issues. The concerns were thoroughly investigated by
PricewaterhouseCoopers (“PWC”) who, under the direction of the Corporation’s audit committee,
prepared a report for the audit committee on their findings. The Corporation’s legal counsel has
advised the Board of Directors that PWC met with the audit committee and the Corporation’s
external auditors, and based on the report prepared by PWC, PWC has advised the audit
committee that they had not found anything that would undermine the integrity or accuracy of
the Corporation’s financial statements.

Amended and Restated Results” …… Accounting errors and misstatements –see Page 16
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2.3

The “wrongful dismissal claim” referred to by MAC above has resulted in 40+ days of

public evidence in a UK court/tribunal. The “evidence” was completed on 22 October 2009;
when the Tribunal ruled that they had now read and heard sufficient and proportionate
evidence on the A340 subject to allow them to form their own opinion on my “reasonable
belief”, in the context of the overall case. MAC called some 12 witnesses from the
MAC/MALUK Board and senior staff. Neither PwC nor E&Y appeared as witnesses for their
client, Magellan Aerospace. I presented 16 witnesses, including seven in key roles from MAC’s
main UK customer, Airbus UK and their primary UK suppliers at the time of my “summary
dismissal” on 18 September 2006. The UK process now moves to Closing Submissions in
January / February 2010 and as I stated to shareholders and others at the MAC AGM on 12
May 2009 (4165/p.120-122), I can now air my views and the basis for those beliefs about
A340 in response to those publicly stated by MAC from 11 May 2007 in all of their public
documents and UK court evidence.

3.0
3.1

General Case Summary
My “Reasonable Belief” in MAC’s Likely Accounting Error / Misstatement in
Q3/Q4.2006 (which I consider they made – then and ever since)

Throughout my legal claim in the UK for Unfair Dismissal by reason of whistle blowing, I have
asserted, amongst other Protected Disclosures, my continuing belief that the balance sheet
of MAC is materially overstated because of the treatment of the A340 capitalised cost.
A340 was the single largest project Asset at > C$40 million on the MAC balance sheet at
FY2006.

3.1A : Whilst there is acceptance (in the”Respondents Protected Disclosure PD Schedule”in the UK court) that these matters were disclosed to two MAC Directors (Mr Neill and Mr
Edwards) and a Senior Officer (Mr Dekker) in August and September 2006, and would tend to
show a breach of the law, their position on my “reasonable belief” was initially expressed in
May/June 2007 (6 June 2007-CMD 4) as
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“ At present there is no challenge made by the Respondents in regard to the
“reasonableness” of any beliefs of the Claimant. If that is not a live issue between the
parties, ordering disclosure (of the PwC report) in connection with that non issue would, with
respect, be inconsistent with the over-riding objective and would not be necessary for the fair
disposal of the case. Naturally, the issues in litigation can shift. Further, if, say, the issue of
reasonable belief became a live issue between the parties that would be relevant to consideration
of whether the PwC Report was a relevant document for disclosure. However, until such time as
the final Report exists, the above cannot be determined.”

The UK Court/Tribunal then ordered disclosure of the “PwC report” which MAC had relied on
for its press release at page 8 on 11 May 2007. That was the “Final Draft” PwC report. The
Final Copy of PwC’s report was then released in Canada / UK, after their seven-month C$3m+
“independent forensic investigation” was completed, at the end of August 2007.

3.1B : During the first hearing in the UK court/tribunal on 16/19 November 2007 the
Respondents (Magellan) position was on the record as

“It is right to say that, prior to the receipt of the PWC report, the Respondents
envisaged that the issue of reasonable belief might not be a live issue. PWC concluded
that the view adopted by the Respondents as to the treatment of those costs and
likely sales of the A340 formed no basis for criticism.”

Since then a Court Order and directions have been required by the UK court for relevant
documents. For example, in November 2008, when the Tribunal Ruled that

“These documents could potentially or could well be relevant to the issue of
reasonable belief, and we were swayed because the MAC financial statements state
there was reliance”.

As a result we now have a number of document disclosures from December 2008 to November
2009 of various MAC A340 production, spares and repairs schedule
representations/commentaries for FY2006 to E&Y and PwC.
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3.1C : When I asked again publicly during the final “evidence” stage in the UK court/tribunal
on 22 October 2009, the Respondents counsel Mr Lynch QC restated their change /
challenge to my “reasonable belief” and reiterated “We stand by the PwC report”.

3.2 My response to MAC’s rebuttal of my case
In its rebuttal of my “reasonable belief” case MAC has argued consistently that the accounting
treatment for the A340 capitalisation / NRC recovery can be supported by a combination of the
following:

(a) A340-500/600 Aircraft Production Build Total Expectations
- BUT I say no consensus market estimate since 2006 supports Aeronca/MAC senior
management‘s representations of aircraft production demand.(MAC Representations, as
late as 13 March 2007, was for an almost 300 aircraft total production build– was 291a/c / 1184
engine exhaust units – 3605 B/D- see attachments D1/D2 at page 98 and 99). Furthermore,
also in March 2007, management’s accounting treatment had not been amended to reflect the
reduced demand levels in the period from 2007 – 2009, confirmed by Airbus in their A340
delivery projection /production plans since Aug/Sept 2006. I had determined, after Farnborough
Air Show, that it was the “end of the A340-500/600 production line.“ I certainly was not alone.
In Sept. 2006 a senior Airbus Procurement Manager had also told my MALUK VP
Manufacturing colleague, Mr Underwood, that the A340-600 was “Trashed.”

then (b) A340-500/600 Spares (including replacement spares)

- BUT I say MAC’s likely, predicted need/volume of spares is wholly inconsistent with
industry experience and airline expectations (3605H.p68). ( MAC/Aeronca projected to be
190 on 1 March 2007 and then on 14 March 2007 Mr Neill re-forecast it to be “in excess of 800
units over the period FY2007 to FY2021” ) At a practical level, it is also contrary to the product
design/certification documents and the Component Maintenance manuals at the airlines. It is also
not supported by the “agreed” contract language for guarantees on Shop Processing Time (SPT)
or the Direct Maintenance Cost (DMC) guaranteed $ values per flying hour in the MAC contracts
with Aircelle, and in turn Airbus. When Magellan’s customer, Aircelle, was asked about
“replacement spares”, they wrote “we believe the whole thing is a hoax… ”(see page 46)
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and then (c )Potential Magellan A340-500/600 Factory Repairs
(“On Condition” maintenance)

-- BUT I say, by their advisor’s own admission (PwC 8.72) - due to the “unpredictability of
repair work”,

- these should not be included when recovering capitalized assets. Mr Neill,

as a Director of MAC, also restated that this was indeed their approach in MAC (3598B/3597),
just hours before the MAC Board approved the FY2006 financial statements on 30 March 2007.

In part this accounting treatment is because other companies, such as the global number 1
supplier of engine nacelles/exhaust systems, Goodrich (also audited by E&Y), provide a Repair &
Overhaul service for the A340 /Trent 500 Exhaust Plug and nozzle to the airlines. Mr Lynch QC
confirmed this MAC approach in his cross-examination of Mr Bobbi when he stated

“ that Mr Neill makes it expressly clear that Magellan is simply basing its calculations for
accountancy purposes on spares or replacements, he ‘s not included anything to do with
repairs”

3.3

Witness : Mr Mark Bobbi; ” That’s right.”

A340-500/600 accounting changes since FY2006

Notwithstanding the introduction of a new Canadian inventory standard (3031) in FY2008 that
permitted the “write off” of approx C$10 million in A340 labour learning costs, plus the benefits
of retrospective and future price increases following “arbitration” with Aircelle in 2008 (PART of a
C$10.4m retroactive price adjustment in Q3/2008 – some of that short-term pricing/revenue gain
I did anticipate-in my former role) - … MAC management has not been able to provide any
credible market-based information that supports their assumed treatment of the A340
assets in FY2006 and subsequently.
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4.0

In considering my summary termination and claims, I believe the following are also relevant:

4.1

A340 was and is vitally important to MAC. The A340-500/600 project investment/asset
was the single largest financial number (>C$40m) and failure to fully realize the value of the
project would, inter alia, bring about the triple consequences of (1) an overstatement of project
/NRC assets (2) financial losses and (3) create a future cash deficiency / non-recovery in the
internal and public reporting.

Naturally, one would expect that all the MAC senior executive management would therefore be
well versed in the detail of the A340 project and the centrality of the cash recovery from that
MAC asset in the strategic / budget plans. This was, not least, because of MAC’s ongoing
liquidity and “Debt/funding” needs before, during, and even now.

The substantial cash deficit predicted for A340 is still impacting MAC’s liquidity. MAC recorded in
their Q3.2009 results that they are, as yet, unable to redeem the C$20m preference shareholders
in 2010, although Mr Dekker did tell the MAC AGM in May 2009 (p118) “In view of our projected
cashflow we view that funds will be available in January and there will be sufficient liquidity”. Also
Mr Edwards now receives, in 2009, approximately C$ 13m – 15m in interest / management charges
from MAC. This is in return for the more than C$100m in funds he has provided to MAC since March
2007 (avoiding a “going concern” before the FY2006 unsatisfactory financial results were publicly
released) for his further bank guarantees and through 12% interest pa.C$65m loans and his
investment of some C$40m in 10% interest pa.convertible debentures. In parallel, since the filing of
their defences in the UK court in Jan.2007, the TSE market capitalisation of MAC has fallen from
circa C$300m by about 90%. Regardless, a former Ontario Premier Mr Bill Davis, as Chair of the
Human Resources and Compensation Committee, has approved corporate management bonuses.

4.2

Any responsible company management and audit committee would keep such a

key asset under frequent review. Logically, one would expect that every company with
substantial NRC investments, as MAC had, would consider in its due diligence on a quarterly
basis their Program Estimates to Complete (EAC) and use:

(a) its Customers program and delivery projections whilst also seeking
(b)

external market forecasts from a number (from at least 7 available) of professional third

party forecasters to “verify” a manufacturer , such as Airbus’s “natural optimism”
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(c ) reading the information/data from publications/articles in global aerospace/airline industry
magazines
(d) and listening/gathering and considering the information, which it learns itself, through the
numerous contacts in its trading relationships with their customer – in the A340 instance , from
Airbus Toulouse/Airbus UK and Aircelle and other people thoughout the aerospace/airline
industry.

These four (“due diligence” checks (a),(b),(c),(d) ) will be highlighted in the following narrative.

But MAC is a Group that notwithstanding a stated accounting policy in its FY2006 Financial

Report at page 14 of relying on “customers delivery projections as well as external market
forecasts to determine the number of units over which to amortize non-recurring costs”,
refer (a) and (b) above:

--- disregarded its customers own “much lower” A340 program forecasts / production plans
--- used a solitary “outlier” A340 market forecast and did not obtain any of the other six out
of seven of the available external market forecasts from professional analysts (whilst at
least Mr Neill was well aware of the Teal Group pessimism since 2006 : PwC UK aware too)

--- was “seemingly ignorant” to the implications of the market publications/articles & industry
feedback
when representing the accounting treatment for its largest balance sheet capitalized
asset.>C$40M.

The facts and evidence in this report from Pages 23-131 speak individually and collectively for
themselves.

4.3

MAC’s top management did not take that responsibility seriously. MAC’s top
management has failed to comprehensively accept individual and collective responsibility and
display the knowledge one would normally expect in relation to the management of and
accounting for one of the largest single asset items on the Group balance sheet. Whilst each
top manager has their individual functional roles (as I had as Senior Vice President –IT,
Strategy and Business Development), they also, as a Senior Officer, have legal and fiduciary
duties to the shareholders for the MAC business, which they quite simply “legally” cannot
delegate away to others.
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Indeed the Institute of Directors, in its UK Directors handbook, edited by PinsentMasons, states
at page 24 “ Directors should be aware that when they delegate any of their duties to
others, the responsibility and liability for fulfilling those duties remains with them….” As
colloquially the North Americans say, “the buck stops here.” Mr Dekker dealt with this during
his testimony when …..

the Judge asked him “You’ve heard the Claimant’s motivation. What can you tell us? It was a
valid concern. How did you regard it at that time?”

and Mr Dekker responded “We were aware of this programme and the risk. It was not being
disregarded by anyone. As a management team it’s important to have different points of view.
Mr Little’s view is important in this assessment but his is not the only one. His point of view was
valuable. The auditors were comfortable with the outcome.”

I would remind the reader of the MAC Ethics policy at page 7 which stated, “Ignorance of the
law is not a valid defense if the law has been contravened”. Nor can “apparent” ignorance of the
widespread customer/market and contract information available to top management be so
singularly disregarded by all, and then attributed simplistically as an assessment by a Senior
Officer, who was also charged and experienced in his functional role, as a “different point of
view”. After all, it had legal and public financial reporting consequences for each, and all, of us.

Notably, as Mr Dimma ,Chairman of the Audit Committee, states in his most recent book “
Tougher Boards for Tougher Times : Corporate Governance in the Post-Enron era :” If there is
one governance lesson to be learned from the many corporate calamities of the past few
years, (and counting),it can be captured in the title of this chapter 2 “Individual Competence,
Collective Impotence”. Later in his Chapter 23 “Personal Take on Ethics” he says “Firstly,
merely staying on the right side of the law is not enough, Although for some, even that is too
much to ask. Without it, chaos rules. But the law as a regulator of ethical behavior is usually
too little and invariably too late. The law sets boundaries that separate those on the right
side…………..”

4.4

Worryingly, the MAC Board and the management seem all too ready to absolve
themselves of this responsibility through the appointment of advisers (e.g. PwC/E&Y)
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and an unquestioning reliance on their opinions in areas where they MAC, have the
ultimate duty and responsibility. The advisors on the other hand state they rely on
management representations. This then becomes circular as the Board and management pass
the buck to the auditors and/or forensic accountant, who pass it back to them. The term
“management asserts”, which PwC use in their report, often signals that they are relying on an
assertion by management for a central component, which is not underpinned by PwC
“independent” analysis or substantively incomplete/ wrong.eg Revenues variance $8470K at
para 8.62B or shortfall / PwC Spares & Repairs logic, maths &,business basis for expected
demand of “1572” units for Spares and Repairs – para 8.71/8.78.

Also Mr Linsdell, as MAC’s lead E&Y auditor, concluding comment, to Ms Clare Pettifer and
me on 14 December 2006 at our meeting in London, that “It doesn’t pay to be a
whistleblower” has seldom left my mind since and certainly will never leave my living
memory.

Although MAC ‘s Chairman Mr Edwards repeatedly told the UK court in his 5 June 2008 and
31 March 2009 testimonies that “he trusted the company’s auditors EY to provide a fair
analysis of MAC projects” he and Mr Dimma, as Chair of their Audit Committee are not
strangers to accounting errors and mis-statements at Magellan. In the FY2007 Annual
Report at Page 11, they recorded, following the reference to the PwC investigation above. “
Amended and Restated Results

In FY2007 “Accounting errors and mis-statements in accounts receivable were uncovered
at one of the Corporation’s divisions during the course of an ongoing process to collect
outstanding accounts receivable on a timely basis. This prompted an internal investigation that
uncovered the overstatement of various assets on the balance sheet resulting from improper
accounting and also discovered unsupported and unrecorded transactions.

As a result of the accounting irregularities that occurred from 2003 – 2007 ……… Although
the amounts of the restatements relating to the individual years prior to 2007 were not likely
material, the Corporation has restated those periods as the cumulative irregularities was
material in 2007…”
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4.5

PwC was an expensive exercise that was flawed in its conception and execution. As the
evidence has shown, by most working definitions of the terms it was neither “forensic”
or “independent”. I have highlighted major shortcomings in the “independent” “forensic”
“investigation” process, and the very limited information base used by PwC in conducting an
exercise that has cost MAC shareholders some C$3.5m in legal and accounting fees.
Surprisingly Mr Dimma stated to the UK court that the PwC investigation “was only necessary
after I <Brian Little> engaged the extremely risk adverse audit community”. I would
highlight that this was after his own inferior investigation – see his evidence at Attachment E. I
have given Mr Dimma, PwC, and E&Y the opportunity to comment on the factual content of
this report, in advance of its finalization and full release. They chose not to do so.

I was denied a similar opportunity to comment on the factual contents of the PwC Final Draft
report, when I asked in July 2007 if we would be invited to do so. The PwC report on A340 is
flawed in its underlying information/analysis, and conclusions that are, and would be judged,
ungrounded by experienced aerospace and accounting personnel.

According to Mr Alan B Zysman B.Comm, CA-IFA, CFE of Zysman Forensic Accounting Inc of
Toronto Canada, “a forensic investigation” is “the integration of accounting, auditing and
investigative skills to provide an accounting analysis that is suitable to the court, which will form
the basis of discussion, debate and ultimately dispute resolution” . According to the New
Oxford Dictionary of English (1998), ‘forensic” “means of or relating to or denoting the
application of scientific methods and techniques to the investigation of crime, but it can also
mean of or relating to the courts”.

According to “A Guide to Forensic Accounting Investigation” (Golden & others, Wiley
2005) the bedrock of an effective audit are

1. professional scepticism,
2. knowledge and experience and
3 independence and objectivity.

One of our real concerns from the very outset of the PwC “independent forensic investigation”
(585), likely to be chaired by Mr Dimma, was written up in a Network of independent Forensic
Accountants (NIFA) editorial article, during the time of the investigation on 14 March 2007,
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about “A healthy dose of common sense and scepticism. Does what you are being told
tally with other evidence that you have been presented with? One of the key mistakes
that had befallen many a forensic accountant is paying lip service to a client’s claim –
only for it to slowly disintegrate before their eyes, due to not carrying out some
commonsense reasonableness checks. “

So, when I use the term “Forensic Deceit” later in this document on A340, I mean that it is not
trustworthy, because either the intention of the authors PwC or the effect of their less than
rigorous investigation or audit standards was to mislead the reader in the “facts” and
conclusions from its work.

Nevertheless, this was a draft report that after 100 days was damming in commenting that
“Financial control in MAC and MALUK in relation to the areas we examined is poor and
needs to be improved; this need is particularly acute given that MAC is a public
company.” It is significant that this critical comment is totally omitted from PwC’s Final Report,
supporting my strong belief that this report was in effect an attempt to “whitewash” my concerns
and vindicate the position of Mr Dimma and MAC.

4.6

In the legal case, MAC first stonewalled, trying not to disclose any of the underlying
documents on the accounting issues by denying their relevance. That stonewalling
approach has been a hallmark of their conduct of the case, as their legal team have
consistently refused to look at the documents requested by me in advance, to confirm their
relevance, preferring instead to drive up the time and cost both inside and outside the court
process by mounting spurious arguments such as “this is a classic fishing expedition” and “to
cross the line between fishing and non-fishing” you must demonstrate some evidence of
relevance. When the documents are finally disclosed by Magellan it is evident to everyone why
they were and are individually and collectively “substantively” relevant .

I am disappointed also that after enormous cost to me, my family and in terms of damage to
my career after a “swarm” of largely misplaced allegations on their part, regarding my personal
character and conduct/behavior (see my public Witness Statement W/S – 126 pages, my
Supplementary Witness Statement SWS1–30/235 pages and my SWS2–14 pages at
Attachment L/P.182 - 195)

MAC has still failed to provide credible or

compelling documentary evidence to refute the basis for my whistleblower claims.
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As my QC stated at the first hearing in Oct/November 2007 “Moreover it is important to
appreciate that the Respondents approach is entirely consistent with the way in which
whistleblowers are treated; first ignored, then demonized, then dismissed and then
publicly rubbished.” What makes it look and feel worse was that all the business activities I was
engaged in , with Airbus UK and its MD, were focused on improving short and long term profits
and cash flow – this objective was evidenced by my actions both before and even shortly after,
my “without-warning firing” on arrival at Toronto International Airport.

All I was doing was carrying out my three roles to ensure that we at Magellan dealt diligently
and professionally with the commercial and financial matters highlighted – including A340 500/600. With the liquidity /funding challenges in August/September 2006, and which were
forecast to continue, I don’t think that Mr Neill wanted to deal with these and A340 properly,
given the triple impact on the MAC finances, before his retirement in December 2006, that is at
the financial year end. It was Mr Neill’s functional and Director role and legal responsibility to
have the financial impact of the “Trashed” A340 practically completed in MAC’s public financial
reporting before he retired in Q4.2006/FY2006, and certainly before being promoted to Vice
Chairman. That he would, unfairly, leave to others. I did not think that should be left to our new
President and CEO, Mr Butyniec, to address as he took office.

As for Mr Edwards, our Board meeting on Thursday 10 August 2006 had been difficult. One of
his comments “one hand of the senior management here in MAC don’t’ know what the other is
doing”. When Mr Neill, Mr Edwards and I spoke about the A340 -500/600 programme after the
Board meeting, including the obvious triple financial consequences of that, I was to learn from
Mr Dekker the following morning that he had since been instructed by Mr Edwards that there
was to be no more cash to be sent from MAC to MALUK. Mr Edwards had never said that
before in relation to MALUK. I still do not know whether the A340 -500/600 programme
reduction, with its resultant significant cash deficit, conversation in some way provoked Mr
Edwards to give his instruction “No more cash to MALUK” . All I knew was that MALUK was a
separate legal entity with no overdraft banking facility / no Parent Company Guarantee and an
inappropriate loan/shareholder structure from a “solvency test” perspective.

After I was fired Mr Dekker and Mr Smith tried to cover up an important change on 18 October
2006 (although I was still a UK director until removed on 15 November 2006) by having a
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PinsentMasons solicitor certify on 11 July 2007 as “Original” Written Board resolutions
dated 28 April 2005 changing the MAC loan/shareholder structure at MALUK. I would
emphasise that I was a director of MALUK at that time and can confirm that no MALUK Board
meeting ever took place that day in accordance with the Articles of Association and therefore
obviously Magellan could not disclose, in accordance with the Tribunal Order dated 3
December 2008 the Request 4 for the Notice or the MALUK Board minutes, - critically this was
the Board meeting on which E&Y and the PinsentMasons solicitor had relied on for that
certification as Original Board resolutions (506/477-481) and reported in the MALUK FY2005
statutory accounts.

That important change was the conversion of a £10m intercompany loan from MAC into
shareholder equity (allotted).The next day,12 July 2007 the FY2005 MALUK statutory
accounts (528) would be filed, late, with the UK Companies Registry.

Mr Edwards repeated this “No more cash to the UK” to all the attendees at our MAC staff
meeting the following Tuesday 15 August 2006 (p.82-85). I believe I understood his justifiable
frustration with MAC and MALUK senior management, and the regular need for further cash
funding. Nevertheless, it was frequently clear that Mr Edwards wanted to ensure that Magellan
could continue to retain and secure funding from public and banking sources – not just solely
and continually rely on him. I took his explicit remarks very seriously; and acted accordingly,
unfortunately in hindsight.

The prospects of that triple impact of a C$10M + ( a higher number to be “finalised” – but fired
before we could work through the detail in the strategy and my meetings in Toronto that
September week) failure to fully realize the value of the project would, inter alia, bring about
the triple consequences of (1) an overstatement of project /NRC assets (2) financial losses
and (3) create a future cash deficiency / recovery, which was what MAC didn’t need, and in
the financial markets would most likely be unwelcome in the near-term in raising “public”
monies.

It is my belief that the management of MAC did not want to address the A340 NRC issue,
whilst concurrently facing ongoing liquidity challenges AND the planning/execution of the
replacement funding of the C$70m convertible debentures due within 18 months.
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My three roles and experience were such that I was probably the best “networked” into the
European customer /market information. I was in the midst of the Aircelle/price arbitration
preparations and I was expected to formally take over part of Mr Neill’s role on MAC’s strategy
on his imminent retirement. In coordinating the development of that MAC business strategy it
would have been wholly remiss of me not to be focused on the cash income expectations from
projects, such as the largest one - A340-500/600, as well as recommending which aerospace
/defense projects we should invest in, with the financial resources required to do so, and the
justification for same.

Lastly, and by now it should be perfectly clear, I had a fiduciary duty to the shareholders, my
quarterly certifications and a obligation to comply with the law and our Ethics policy. It is
significant to me within hours of my dismissal at the Airport ,MAC sent out an Announcement
of my leaving the company to all its customers and suppliers. As you will see at Page 54, this
was signed by both Mr Edwards and Mr Neill and was couched not in the customary anodyne
language of such announcements but in words that served to cast doubt over the reasons for
my departure. It also stated that any communication the addressee would have had with me
should be directed to other officers of the company. I believe that this latter statement was
made in part to cut me off from the very people who could, in all likelihood, provide supporting
evidence. I would add that this announcement also had the effect of compromising
substantively my ability to find another job in the aerospace industry, through the reputational
damage and suspicion it caused among headhunting firms who inevitably learned of its
existence.

Whistleblowers normally stand alone.
Nevertheless the fact that I have been able to present to the UK court 16 witnesses speaks
volumes…………………..

Which brings me back to character. Directors and Senior Officers individually and boards
collectively must have the conviction and the strength to speak up and say NO more often than
they do. Mr Dimma’s testimony that “all investigations were about your termination, not about
subsequent claims” and his two page investigation report on 14 November 2006 (p111/112) stating
that “my concerns were historic” and that they were not “financial or governance issues that were
of concern to me as Chairman of the Audit Committee” , despite everything he states in his books,
was an enormous surprise and profound disappointment.
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5.0

My assessment on the A340-500/600 project / balance sheet at MAC today

We as shareholders still face a big hole in the balance sheet and consequently, a material
shortfall in the planned cash recoveries from one of the largest assets in the balance sheet.

I have repeatedly asked that MAC voluntarily disclose, for some 7 months now, the few
documents (Requests 16B and 16C in FY2008/FY2009) that would prove that I am wrong
today. Only a couple of weeks ago they instructed their solicitors to state they would not be
doing so. After the experience you will read about it here, it is simply not sufficient to make
Management Representations to the auditors and then, in the same breath, say we rely on the
auditors, Ernst & Young. The buck stops with MAC management and the MAC Board.

After very careful consideration of all the evidence I reiterate my earlier assertions (Protected
Disclosures PD22,PD23 and PD24 from Aug 8+9 , 10 and 14 September 2006) , that the
Balance Sheet treatment of the A340 assets remains overstated by at least C$10
million in the current public reporting in 2009 by the Directors /Senior Officers of
Magellan Aerospace Corporation.

The adjustment, for the change in accounting treatment under the new Canadian inventory
standard 3031 in January 2008 , by a further C$10m does not, of course, recover the cash.
This figure would also have been much higher in the financial reports to the TSE/public in
FY2006 and FY2007. I believe from the financial analysis carried out, subsequent to my
termination and for my witness evidence, the figures at the end of FY2006 and FY2007 were
an A340 asset mis-statement of approximately

C$20 million - C$30 million – see

doc.4242A etc. The CFO Mr Dekker and others have been provided with these documents.

Brian Little as at Wednesday 18 November 2009

Former Roles, Duties and Responsibilities

1. Former Senior Vice President – IT, Strategy and Business Development – 12 May 2005 to 18 Sept.2006
See Organisation Notice for my promotion to MAC on page 53

2. Former Senior Officer of MAC – promoted/appointed 12 May 2005 to 9 November 2006 - MAC Board
3. Former Director of Magellan Aerospace UK – “removed” by MAC/MALUK on 15 November 2006
(with Functional responsibility in UK for Sales and Marketing, Engineering and IT. Not the Manufacturing business)
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Section 2
The “Detail” Report
A340-500/600 Background
Magellan Aerospace Corporation (MAC) entered its A340 contract in 1998 with Hurel Hispano /Aircelle
for the A340-500/600/Trent 500 engine exhaust system, for the period to 31 December 2012. As he was
then President/CEO, as well as Chairman of MAC, Mr Murray Edwards was at least responsible for the
decision to agree to amortise the Magellan costs for engineering /development and manufacturing costs
for the A340-500/600 (Non Recurring Costs = NRC) over 1285 Engine exhaust system units.
Amortisation means spreading the Hurel Hispano/Aircelle agreed MAC estimated NRC costs over the
contractually-agreed volumes and time. MAC would then take the risk on the projected volumes for the
production and sale of the A340 -500/600 aircraft (Mr Edwards accepted 300 aircraft) and then seek to
recover these NRC costs/investments in the requisite higher selling prices for the units delivered up to
FY2012. In the meantime, those NRC costs would be added as Assets to the MAC Balance Sheet, rather
than be written off to the Profit and Loss account as incurred. That initial substantial investment would
then lead to a progressive asset reduction; creating a significant cash recovery gain as each engine
exhaust unit was paid for by Aircelle in due course. These 1285 units were calculated as 300 aircraft x 4
engines (1200 engine nacelle exhaust system units), 20 units for development/testing and 65 units for
initial provisioning (IP) spares (element one) for airlines operating the Airbus A340 – 500/600 Aircraft with
RR Trent 500 engines.
A few years later (date unknown) and up to 13 March 2007, management at Magellan had increased its
Spares and Repairs estimate from 65 to 190 units. This was to provide for the second element,
“Rotables”, (the extra units needed to support airline service whilst those exhaust nozzle and plugs were
being repaired within the guaranteed turnaround time of 30 calendar days in MAC/ elsewhere) and third
element, a percentage of units returned for Factory Repair to MAC/elsewhere, which would eventually be
judged to be Beyond Economic Repair (BER) and require replacement.
A340–500/600 Unit “Volumes” - I filed my legal claim for “Automatic unfair dismissal by reason of
“Whistleblowing” (ERA.103A) in December 2006 - and reconfirmed in it (GOC para 65.3 /PD23/2603 )
what I had stated in August and September 2006, before being “fired”, regarding the internal Airbus
future delivery program projections now being between 60 and a 100 further aircraft deliveries (Airbus;
to a maximum total aircraft build of 195 ) and the resultant C$10m + despite this MAC management
/Senior Officers, Mr Dekker and Mr Butyniec, and Mr Neill a MAC Director, would still lead and represent
in their A340 Program Estimate to Complete (EAC) for Q4/2006 and other relevant documents
(1831/1831A &3605B/D) to Ernst & Young (E&Y), their external auditors, and PricewaterhouseCoopers
(PwC) (1831/1831A &3605E/G) during its “independent forensic investigation”, that there would be almost
300 aircraft built. As late as 1 March 2007 MAC actually presented a A340 -500/600 projected total
build of 291 aircraft /1164 engine exhaust units.
This was almost DOUBLE Airbus’s “Most Optimistic” A340-500/600 further build program
projections. Even the imminent production /delivery rates for the period 2007- 2009 were also
almost DOUBLE those stated by Airbus since August /Sept 2006 (2117). With these “misleading”
1164 units, and the 190 units predicted for Spares and Repairs, MAC could continue to represent that
1285 units be used for amortization/ NRC recovery in its FY2006 financial statements.
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In UK court evidence (p.79) the MAC CFO Mr Dekker confirmed that the A340 was the single largest
NRC project in MAC and that after approximately 33% of deliveries (towards the1285 amortization
quantity ) in the Program EAC, there still remained, on the MAC FY2006 Balance Sheet, NRC of
approx. > C$40 million assets. Also that the Q4.2006 EAC workbooks provided to EY for their FY2006
audit represented that the remaining 833 units were scheduled to complete by FY2012/contract period.
In completing this A340.Program EAC each quarter, and particularly for Q4.2006/FY2006,
The Magellan Aerospace Corporation (MAC) FY2006 Annual Report at Page 14 states that
“The Corporation relies on customers delivery projections as well as external market forecasts
<sic> to determine the number of units over which to amortize non-recurring costs”.
So using common (sense) every company with substantial NRC investments, as MAC had, would
consider in its due diligence on a quarterly basis their Program Estimates to Complete (EAC) and use
(a) its Customers program and production delivery projections whilst also seeking
(b) external market forecasts from a number (from at least 7 available) of professional providers to
“verify” Airbus “natural optimism”
(c ) reading the information/data from publications/articles in global aerospace/airline industry magazines
(d) and listening/gathering and considering the information, which it learns itself, through the numerous
contacts in its trading relationships with their customer – in the A340 instance , from Airbus
Toulouse/Airbus UK and Aircelle and other people thoughout the aerospace/airline industry.
These four (“due diligence” checks (a),(b),(c),(d) ) will be highlighted in the following narrative.

Although the current MAC President and CEO , Mr Butyniec inexplicably did not know in the UK court
(p.81) which (b) external marketing forecast reports Magellan used in assessing the validity of what
was its largest EAC/NRC Balance Sheet asset - the A340 -500/600 - it is now clear, from the UK public
court evidence, of the former CEO (retired in December 2006 /FY2006) and now MAC Vice Chairman
Mr Neill, that the sole external market forecast input, apparently completely relied on by MAC, was from
Forecast International (FI) of the USA.
FI are best known for their market forecasting work on US defence projects /engines, rather than
expertise in the Civil aircraft market. FI’s A340 annual report in April 2009 (4084) now forecasts a further
reduction in the aircraft to be built by Airbus to a total aircraft build of 133 A340 – 500/600 aircraft. In
March/April 2007, whilst reducing its 2006 forecast it was still predicting a further 117 deliveries to a
production build of 213 aircraft.
That 2007 forecast left FI entirely out on its own, when compared with the six other external market
forecasters and incredibly was some 15% higher than Airbus’s own OPTIMISTIC total build delivery
projections scenario of a 100 further production aircraft deliveries (to a total of 195 a/c) or even more
concerning some 50% above the Airbus “pessimistic” view of a 60 further deliveries (to a total of 155 a/c)
from January 2007 . In 30 years, I have never before witnessed an aerospace market analyst report
predicting a higher demand than that of the manufacturer. Many others concur with that experience too.
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The FI forecast of total aircraft build of 133 in April 2009 is now finally within the 2006/07 range of 130 –
150 production aircraft (“consensus” = 135 aircraft / 540 exhaust units) from the other recognised
SIX of SEVEN professional providers of A340 external market forecasts (b).
The substantive analysis and resultant numerical forecasts had been evaluated by everyone else
(FI projected 78 aircraft sales - total 213 a/c - above that 135 a/c “consensus”) in an almost unique
“market forecaster” consensus on the A340-500/600 future, since as early as 2006 (e.g. 135 a/c Teal Group - 2993) and certainly by April 2007 (e.g. 135 a/c -Merrill Lynch – 2936).
The March /April 2007 Teal Group A340 external market forecast annual report (b) was headed
“Dead Plane Flying” (April 2006 - Airbus’s Tragic Quadjet) and was at least one of perhaps the other six
“market consensus- 135 aircraft” forecasts available within PwC (London - Mr Hoon Lee) for this forensic
investigation.
Although I had heard Mr Aboulafia of Teal Group speak at the AIAA conference in Toronto in late
September 2005 (with Mr Neill et al) I had never seen any of his Teal Group market forecast reports for
A340. I was sufficiently impressed by him generally then, to tell PwC in our late January 2007 meeting,
during their question about outside of MAC market expertise and knowledge (audio tape- 587) “ Just to
deal with the outside of him – referring to John Furbay – I suggest what you do is you get two or
three analysts to give their view, probably the guy who is best in the market is TEAL group, a guy
called Richard Aboulafia , and everybody, all the others , may have different views but he is worth
reading and getting. It would cost you a couple of thousand dollars but he is usually not that far
away from reality.
I think most people see it like this – this is the end of the line.” Although Mr
Furbay and Mr Neill responded to PwC Canada at Q4 (3598A) on 22 March 2007 that “We are unaware of
other sources beyond Forecast International……” . Whilst that response, surprisingly it would seem was
the extent of Mr Furbay knowledge, at least for Mr Neill that certainly was not true. He referred to the Teal
“pessimism”/ p72/75/77.
Following these audio-recorded comments when my support team and I received the Final Draft PwC
report after the UK Court Order for disclosure on 20/21 June 2007 we were stunned to see that PwC had
included only a single external market analyst report from FI and ignored my initial recommendation to
“get two or three”, one of which ought to have been from Mr Aboulafia/Teal. I then decided to obtain, for
the first time myself, the Teal Reports. The A340 Teal reports for June 2005 (242 a/c) and April 2006 (135
a/c) and 2007 (139 a/c) were sent to me by Teal on 3 July 2007. At that time, I was totally unaware that
these Teal Reports were already freely available within PwC via their annual subscription, throughout the
entire 7-month period of the PwC Independent Forensic Investigation, to support exactly these types of
audit/ investigatory work through their knowledge management processes for the global PwC firms.
Mr Neill, as he quite clearly recalled in response to a question from the Judge in the UK court ,(p.77) had
provided PwC, in March 2007 from his extensive reading with his file of A340 press articles retained
from Flight International, Aviation Week and Air Transport World publications and perhaps others.(c) He
could not recall whether he provided the Teal Group information. These naturally gave a sense as to the
A340 market/sales etc. at the relevant times (e.g.4271/4) .I know he did retain such a file in his office as on
regular occasions we would discuss articles and subjects which we had both seen or read. I also used
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articles from publications regularly in my December 2005, March 2006, and May 2006 Board
presentations.
PwC do not mention any market data/articles from any publications or any Teal Forecasts in their
Reports. Mr Neill provided his assessment to the court of the probable reasons for that (p77). PwC were
also unable; recently, to retrieve Mr Neill’s “Publications” file and return it to MAC when requested
(4294A/G). This was to enable its contents for the period September 2005– March 2007 to be a matter of
court record. I have been able to obtain all the relevant A340 articles directly from the Publications
mentioned by Mr Neill on 27 July 2007 for that period. Those articles (c).that I recall that Mr Neill and I
had read separately and discussed (mostly Flight) are annotated accordingly now in the UK court bundle.
I also used copies from publications/articles (c ) with the MAC Board, often sending the Directors copies
to read in advance of the Board meeting so that they could be used as part of my Board presentation. For
example, an extensive folder (100+) pages was sent on the Aerospace/Market environment in December
2005. I used these, amongst other things, to help identify phases of progression and crucial decisions.
For example for the A340 – 500/600 programme:
(A)
the response to the Boeing 787 program and sales success was the launch of the original
Airbus A350. Initially it had been launched as a much-improved A330 at Paris Airshow in June 2005. It
was not targeted to replace the A340-500/600 and separately an engineering programme was launched
in September 2005 called the A3456 – or A340 Enhanced – from both Geoff Pinner in AUK Engineering
and Iain Gray as MD, Airbus UK . I was aware of this because of the study and engineering resource
implications on the UK wing and resources. This also gained some publicity in Flight in November 2005
(4270) and I spoke with Mr Neill and the MAC Board about that article/subject matter on 8 December
2005.
(B)
by the end of 2005/January 2006 in the Aerospace publications reporting (e.g.4272/4) it was
clear that the Boeing 777 had completely outsold the A340. Current sales campaigns were being lost on a
monthly basis by Airbus. Without the A340 “Enhanced” product the future looked “terminal”. This is why
my email dated 19 February 2006 to Mr Neill, Mr Butyniec, Mr Dekker and Mr Edwards (1437/8) pointing
to the current situation regarding sales campaigns and my concerns that some internal Airbus estimates
of production volumes for the A340-500/600 programme were for just 75 sales/deliveries from that time
was crucial ( a total production build of 150/155 aircraft - (Brian Little witness statement para 200.)
I also endorsed my Q4.2005 Canadian regulatory Senior Officer quarterly certificate dated 24 February
2006 to Mr Neill and Mr Dekker recording the “continuing challenges on A340 and we would need to keep
under close scrutiny in 2006”. (Brian Little witness statement para 201.doc 1457-1460)
From my customer network within the Airbus top management I was aware that some of the sales
campaigns (Qatar) and orders ( such as Emirates A340 600 for 18 aircraft ) were all now inextricably
tied up with product development decisions on A340 Enhanced and the A350. Some of this was also
reported within the aerospace/airline industry. (Flight 4276)
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(C)
On or about 16 March 2006 - from the knowledge I had gleaned from within Airbus and the
recent articles I had read in publications (c ) - just before MAC’s Board meeting on the 17 March 2006, I
informed Mr Dekker that MAC’s financial statements were based on an assumption regarding Aeronca’s
ability to fully recoup its NRC on the A340 and that MAC would have to review its financial statements to
ensure they accurately reflected the Group’s profitability and assets in the second half of the year .
For example, I was aware from Mr Iain Gray (the Airbus UK MD, a member of the Airbus Executive
Committee and a key member of the Airbus product development steering committee) that Emirates had
now stated unequivocally to Airbus that their order for 18 A340 600 aircraft for delivery in 2009 -2011 was
dependent on an Enhanced A340- 600 product. The engineering study (AUK Wing/T1500 engine) for
A3456 was now vital. Rolls Royce had also firmly told Airbus that Airbus / RR needed to do something
different as the Boeing 777 (its only engine source was GE) was winning every major sales campaign.
(D)
Again at the 11 May 2006 MAC Board (Brian Little W/S 204). I provided files (c ) and a
presentation on the Twin Aisle market (including A340 /A350 – 247/6) explaining in some detail during
that 10/15 minutes the phases which the original A350 and A340-500 /600 were moving through. I
recommended that we continue to be present in this Twin Aisle market and believed that we should target
a revenue value of $500K per aircraft of core competence work from both the Boeing 787 and Airbus
A350 aircraft programmes as they would most likely broadly share this market. MAC Board concurred. As
part of the presentation I also commented on the widely publicised reporting of remarks ( 4290) by Mr
Udvar Hazy, one of the best known customers (ILFC – International Lease finance Corporation) and a
respected commentator in the airline industry on the challenges facing Airbus on A340 -500/600 and
their “current” A350 product offering. Several key decisions would now be made in the next couple of
months – page 28
Mr Edwards also referred to the Pricing challenges with Aircelle and that Mr Dekker and I were now
seriously considering a potential action through arbitration. I was underway with a complete contract
review of all the prior Magellan/Aircelle contract documentation and some European lawyers were now
provisionally engaged with us to determine the probable value of any arbitration process and expected
case outcome. Then July/August 2006 timeline and my conclusion “end of the A340-500/600 line” –
p.28
I do not know which of the seven external market forecast reports (known to Airbus and me) or other
publications Ernst &Young had access to within the knowledge management process of the global E&Y
firms and which they utilised as references for part of their annual audits at MAC on the A340- 500/600
projects, or indeed other large projects at MAC such as the GE 414/Super Hornet, in coming to express
their audit opinion each year. However, we do know that a market range of 130 -150 aircraft would have
been revealed by any of those other six global market reports. Ms Hadfield ( EY UK) told Mr Precious
and me on 7 December 2006 that she had also read the UK Times article in late October 2006, which
had recorded in its headline “End looms for Airbus A340 as Emirates cancel $4bn orders” 2642/3) (c )
Reflecting apparent confirmation within Magellan of these market report developments, Mr Underwood,
the Vice President and General Manager of Magellan UK, noted at a customer meeting (d ) with Mr
Vandersteen of Airbus UK , on the 15 September 2006 (2291) that Mr Vandersteen had just told him
that the Airbus A340-600 program was “TRASHED”. Mr Underwood subsequently confirmed to the UK
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court that Mr Vandersteen was, characteristically blunt; Mr Vandersteen was very well placed within
Airbus to know and act on the future A340 plans, as he had substantial responsibility for the
purchase/financial and cash commitment by Airbus procurement to meet A340 production.
Strangely, Mr Butyniec stated in January 2008 (p.81) that this crucial “Trashed” information about A340
from Mr Vandersteen had never been relayed to him by Mr Underwood (d ). This was despite Mr
Underwood reporting directly to him and their joint awareness of the A340 – 500/600 being the single
largest project for /NRC asset/cash recovery - with greater than C$40 million remaining on the MAC
Balance Sheet in FY2006. Mr Dimma was similarly not advised of this, later in his inquiries. (297D).
Although PwC interviewed Mr Underwood , neither he nor PwC state whether A340 was discussed by
them.
I am interpreting this senior Airbus Manager’s use of the word “Trashed” as a succinct summary of what
my more comprehensive factual analysis of the A340 – 500/600 programme had concluded in mid July
/August 2006. This was now effectively the end of the airline sales orders and production line for A340.
The timeline for the four crucial decisions that finally determined my “end of the A340-500/600 line “
conclusion were:
(1) A350-1000XWB was publicly launched at the Farnborough Air Show on 17 July 2006 (now
effectively a product specification for the long-term A340- 500/600 replacement) following a
“customer/airlines initial A350 product specification - rebuttal year” for the earlier Airbus product
offerings for A350/A340 Enhanced (Aviation Week- 4290/4290A). (Brian Little Witness Statement
paragraph 205)
(2) A consequence of this was the A340 – 500/ 600 “Enhanced” (A3456?) work ceased – 10 July 2006
(Brian Little Witness Statement paragraph 204)
(3) Because the A340 “Enhanced” study was terminated, Emirates and Airbus considered a different
aircraft sales solution in July/August 2006. Within a few months, Emirates confirmed their
cancellation of their existing order for 18 A340 600 aircraft and the diversion of those cash
prepayments into other Airbus sales transactions. (Flight .29.Nov.2005= 4270 &
17.March.2006=4277 & 1 Aug.2006= 4279/80 & UK Times : 28 Oct 2006 =2642/3 (BL W/S 205)
(4) In June 2006 (after re-appraisal-Flight.14. Feb 2006 – 4276) Qatar Airways confirmed their initial
decision for 20 Boeing 777 aircraft, rather than any further orders for the A340 600 product
(Flight 27June 2006- 4278). This was yet another sales win, as for Air Canada in Nov 2005, for the
Boeing 777 (4272/4). As Air Transport World (ATW) reported “ Some orders are option
conversions from previous sales battles , but in the past 18 months the trend is that Boeing are
winning all the major campaigns” (4287- March 2007) (Brian Little Witness Statement paragraph
201)
At our weekly MAC staff meetings on Tuesday 1 August 2006 (Request 8 doc; the only set of MAC staff
minutes that cannot be located by MAC; from the 1246 pages they decided to disclose) and on the 12
September 2006 (Section.35.2179) I discussed with Mr Edwards, Mr Neill and Mr Furbay the current
A340 market /sales and related product developments, alongside further A340 programme reductions for
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2007 -2009. These covered the period from mid-July and the Farnborough Air Show through to early
August 2006, and I also updated them all whilst attending the entire four-hour staff meeting on 12
September 2006, after my recent telecoms of that last several days with Airbus in Toulouse /UK on A340
– 500/600.
All of these developments and their implications for future A340 aircraft sales campaigns/orders plus
their consequential impact on MAC finances were discussed by me with Mr Neill on 8 August 2006 in his
office for 10/15 minutes (PD22), AND then noted on my Senior Officer quarterly certificate (part of
Canadian regulatory & MAC processes) for a further discussion on 9 August with Mr Neill/Mr Dekker,
which never took place (My Protected disclosure PD22). (Brian Little Witness Statement paragraphs
210 & 211)
I ensured it was to feature in my specific conversation with Messrs Neill and Edwards on 10 August
2006, after a difficult MAC Board meeting. I told them both again that Airbus’s internal sales plans were
now for some 60 (to 155 a/c) to 100 (to 195 a/c) and I believed the financial consequences for MAC
would exceed – C$10 million (PD23- confirmed : Yes .Col.1). and would be required in our future public
financial reporting ( PD23- confirmed :Yes Col 3(1).Brian Little Witness Statement paragraph 212.doc
2605 Obviously a part of that impact would be to simply further inflate MAC funding needs in the
strategic plan by FY2011. This customer Pessimistic scenario (of 155 a/c) was now final confirmation of
what I had said in my emails (1437/8) to Mr Neill ,Mr Edwards, Mr Butyniec and Mr Dekker on 19
February 2006 - a further 75 aircraft deliveries to a 150/155 total aircraft production build for the A340 500/600.
I raised the subject again on Thursday 14 September 2006 with Mr Dekker at 07.39 pm in the final part
of my 29 minute call , (PD24 - confirmed Yes:.Col.1.and Yes ; Col 3 (1) ) Brian Little Witness/S para 213
as part of a wider review on the forthcoming arbitration on A340 pricing and the current contract
escalation formula with Aircelle(849-879), following our extensive conversation on some other crucial
MALUK subjects (Protected disclosures - PD6,PD7,PD8,PD9,PD10– deferred, and then not investigated
by PwC).
The significance of these A340 decisions from a strategic and financial accounting /cash recovery
perspective was enormous for MAC and its future cash /funding. This A340 subject would all be against
a backdrop, in 2007, of activity to replace the funding of the C$70 million of 8.5% convertible unsecured
debentures and be strategically central to future cash generation for use in MAC and of course the
accuracy of its Balance Sheet/P&L.(3038). There is no way that they could be considered as normal,
random, management conversations. The level and circumstances in which these meetings took place
underpin their importance from a policy, strategic and business/legal perspective, before the forthcoming
Strategy meetings, which I would lead in Toronto in my functional Senior Vice President (SVP) role for
MAC business strategy development on Tuesday 19 September 2006
It was imperative for me (since my promotion to MAC in June 2005 –see attachment A1 page 53),
bearing in mind my functional MAC Strategy and my fiduciary responsibilities as a Senior Officer of MAC
to the public shareholders and the Toronto Stock Exchange, that these matters be comprehensively and
numerically addressed by all of us at those forthcoming strategy discussions in Toronto. This never took
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place for me. A significant part of my three week annual holiday was interrupted by business. As Mr
Smith, MALUK CFO, was encountering difficulties he asked for my assistance (2108) with major
Magellan UK (MALUK) matters involving price increases and sales income/cash acceleration with senior
Airbus management. This had of necessity now to include the Airbus UK Managing Director Mr Gray,
who was a witness.(2439/2441) In tandem, as I was the best-known Director, and with my colleagues’
“involvement and knowledge”, I was properly agreeing contractual variations with the Managing Directors
of two of MALUK’s largest trade creditors for raw material - delaying our payments by 14 days to 27
September 2006.Both of whom were witnesses. These items demanded time, as did my further
preparations on A340 and for the MAC Strategy meetings. Then I suddenly found myself, on arrival at
Toronto Airport from Belfast on Monday 18 September 2006, being summarily “fired” by Mr Neill, without
warning, and in breach of the statutory disciplinary/ dismissal procedures known to Mr Neill, shortly after
collecting my luggage.
Within hours Magellan Aerospace had sent notifications to customers, staff and suppliers stating “….Mr
Brian Little is no longer an employee of Magellan Aerospace Corporation or its subsidiary companies…”
and those public statements have been regarded as being pregnant with unstated reproach. Anyone
reading them were prompted to wonder and ask what I had done wrong (see page
54/2479).Concurrently with Mr Edwards and Mr Neill co-signing this Announcement I was still
concentrating on gaining final approval from Mr Gray, the Airbus UK MD, for his authorization for A380
engineering work (2441) with a sales revenue and straight profit of £209K/C$440K. There was a deep
sense of irony in all of this. I was “fired” while that £209K profit was recorded in the Q3/2006 finances of
MALUK Engineering (2547/2647), which was to offset an A380 sales reserve of £200K released in 2003
by Mr Neill and Mr Dekker, and enabled MAC to publicly report its first positive net income of C$221,
000 in many quarters.
RETURNING now to the MAC Annual Report at Page 14 “The Corporation relies on customers delivery projections… (a)
The published AIRBUS / customers delivery projections reduction for the period from 2007 to 2009
to only 32 aircraft, , were provided to both E&Y and PwC (e.g. 3600).
Although the MAC FY2006 Annual Report stated its reliance on those customer projections (a) as part
of MAC’s assessment of the number of units to be used in NRC recovery, I believe PwC deliberately
IGNORED those Airbus A340 customer projections in their Report. As a result NO reconciliation
/commentary was carried out by PwC in their report between Airbus numbers and the MAC
“representations” set out below:
(a) both PwC and E&Y had the AIRBUS volumes/timing in their planned delivery projections in the
period from 2007 to 2009 documents – which were equal to 32 aircraft or a production rate of 10
aircraft per year(2007= 52 units,2008= 40 units,2009= 36 units : doc.3600 (a) dated 6 Feb.2007 not referred to in the PwC report) which was widely known within Magellan since September.2006.
(b)

the Q4.2006 EAC dated 21 February 2007 (1831A) with volumes/timing equal to some 833 units
(2007 = 40 exhaust units , 2008 = 156 units , 2009 = 162 units , 2010 = 162 units , 2011 = 162 units ,
2012 = 151 units) and therefore an assumption that the remaining 833 of the 1285 units would be
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delivered to Aircelle by the end of the commercial contract in FY2012 (doc.1831A – not an Exhibit in
the PWC Forensic Report).This was also the basis of the initial submission to the MAC strategic plan.
(c) the Airbus volumes/timing in the MAC 1 MARCH 2007 representation to EY & PwC (doc
3605B/G) in the period from 2007 to 2009 – was equal to 62 aircraft (2007 = 72 exhaust units,
2008 = 72 units , 2009 = 104 units; documents not Exhibit in the PwC report) . This was equivalent to
a production rate of 20 aircraft per year , when the A340 – 500/600 rate was thoroughly briefed to
have halved (c- 50% ) to an approx 10 per year in Aug 2006 – see MAC 12 September staff
meeting (2179) and (2117) As (a). Mr Butyniec confirmed his knowledge of that production rate of 10
aircraft per year as making sense in the UK court (p.81). MAC’s total production build program was
for 291 aircraft/1164 units – see Mr Neill’s evidence to the UK court on 14 November 2007 (p.73). It is
noted that Mr Neill and Mr Furbay later wrote on 22 March 2007, in response to PwC Q1 (3598A),
that “. Other forecast data supplied to you on numerous occasions indicates volumes greater than
1247 and this is potential upside in the program, but we have chosen not to use these figures in our
business projections”
(d) then the PwC forensic team obtained an advance copy in mid March 2007 of the March/April 2007
market forecast from FI. In the near term the Forecast International March/ April 2007 “HIGH
CONFIDENCE” aircraft delivery volumes projected for the period 2007-2009 was for 41 aircraft or
equivalent to a production rate of 14 aircraft per year (almost 30% higher than the manufacturers,
Airbus production plan at (a) ( FI = 2007=56 exhaust units , 2008=52 units , 2009=56 units with
the remaining forecast for 2010 - 2015 = 304 units : doc.3616), PwC having obtained this latest FI
report in mid March 2007, directly from FI sources, passed it on to MAC and Mr Neill (notes.p.67).
For its largest NRC project it is simply NOT credible that Magellan Senior management did not consider
ALL the inputs (a) Airbus programmes (b) external market reports, (c) aerospace publications
information and (d) their communications network they had on A340 from mid 2006 to early 2007. At its
most simplistic a Representation document that MAC would manufacture the equivalent of 62 aircraft (on
1 March 2007) and 41 aircraft (14 March 2007) for the period 2007 to 2009, when they were all aware
of a rate of 10 aircraft per year in the Airbus programme for 32 aircraft (3600) is simply absurd. Even a
cursory glance at their FY2007 EAC /budget for 10 aircraft / 40 units, as compared to their 1 March 2007
representation of 20 aircraft / 78 units would create some basic questioning of the market /production
number submissions. This surely could not have been oversight/incompetence by Magellan top
management?
And then we have the document disclosed on 27 August 2009 headed Aeronca Aircelle A340 program –
Actual/Estimated Quantities (Engine Sets) dated 14 March 2007 . This document is included at
Attachment C2 page 68 and should be referred to by the reader now. This is vitally important as it is
recorded in response to Q3 from PwC (3598A) by Mr Furbay/Mr Neill on 22 March 2007 that
“Management’s judgment does not differ from the estimate used at 31 December 2006. Please see
Answer 1 above. Any alternative projections produced were at the request of PwC or E&Y and were
provided for reference purposes. New information that has become available has not changed our
well established and consistent estimate and is therefore not pertinent.” It is not known which firm
asked for the analysis based on the two other detail program volumes outcomes below. This document
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3605H is critical as it opens up the subject of replacement spares needs at an “assumed” 40,000 flying
hours creating in excess of 400 -700 units to enable MAC to continue to use 1285 units in the amortization
for the Q4/2006 EAC /FY 2006.
Outcome 1 : Production volumes plan– a plan based on Airbus’s actual production plan for 2007-2009 to
build 32 aircraft (that is (a) 3600 above) with production completing at a total aircraft build of 135 aircraft
(542 + 20 development units). This of course was what I suggested (150 a/c my assessment pre
termination –see 1437/ 2605 and then 135 aircraft in my W/S 226.3) and also the market consensus –
135 aircraft- of 6 out of 7 of the other professional forecasters in 2006/early 2007. The Spares and
Repairs line was then reforecast on Mr Neill’s instruction based on Dr Thamburaj’s email of 12 March
2007 (3618/3621) and a useful “Exhaust life of 40,000 hours” / 5000 flying hours per year and its resultant
Spares total calculated of “886” Spares and Repairs (uplifted from the MAC/Aeronca forecast of 190 on 1
March 2007).
Outcome 2 : Airbus website – total aircraft sales orders – 153 aircraft (3602) and then termination. The
production demand forecast of a further 228 units by MAC failed to review the seven customer outstanding
orders - for multiple aircraft - status. The Emirates order for 18 had been cancelled in 2006. Air Canada for
3 was “effectively” cancelled in 2005. Aerolineas Argentines (6) and Virgin Atlantic (6), for which deliveries
were suspended indefinitely. In effect a real total build of “132” aircraft with “12” of those “suspended”.
My assessment was, and is, that the Outcome 1 production forecast (a) used by MAC on 14 March 2007
was exactly what I said, whilst the Spares and Repairs is grossly inflated using “Spares replacements” and
ignoring the Factory Repairs (at MAC or elsewhere), when only units that are returned by the airlines and
judged Beyond Economic Repair (BER) should be counted – a “norm” of 13%-15% - for Spares. Even on
MAC’s “incorrect” assumption of complete replacement at 40000 flying hours the calculation has two
business errors. The first, as Mr Neill agreed in his evidence, is that it should have been based on airline
aircraft in service dates (not historic delivery dates from Aeronca to Aircelle). Secondly the average annual
hours are 4400 flying hours per year. That is a nine year replacement cycle – 40,000/4,400 (not eight
years).
When this calculation is “corrected” then the MAC predicted “maximum” Spares demand is for a
further 613 units, and not 868. The production termination at 135 aircraft now meant that the
shortfall to the 1285 units required in the Q4 EAC was 705 units with a MAC-assumption-based
“spares” demand of 613 units by FY2021. PwC had doc.3605H (C2 page 68) from 14 March 2007 via
Mr Furbay.
PwC failed to question all the glaringly conflicting data at their disposal. MAC had represented in March
2007 production volumes for 2007 – 2009 that were DOUBLE those planned and published by Airbus
more than six months earlier. Whilst this was clearly misleading PwC consciously elected instead to
use as the SOLITARY basis for their Report (see para 8.78.p.63) the FI March/April 2007 market forecast
for 2007–2009/2015, which, not only did it not reflect the “market consensus -135” amongst the
professional providers but also, unprecedentedly for the industry, and improbably, FI had also
positioned its forecast by almost 30% above the definitive production plans of 32 aircraft for the
next three years of the manufacturer itself . I have never in thirty years witnessed this before in any
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external market forecasts in the aerospace industry, nor have any of the many others with whom I have
spoken in the last two years.
Additionally and centrally PwC, as recorded at PwC para 8.3, were aware from my briefings/documents
and filed Grounds of Complaint within the UK court process (PD23) that the Airbus internal sales/program
scenarios of a further 60 (total build 155 aircraft) and 100 aircraft (total build 195 a/c) - which naturally
tend to be higher/optimistic, as they are the manufacturers - exceeded by some 15 – 50% the
remaining total aircraft build forecast of 117 made by Forecast International in March 2007.
In March /April 2007, in common with all the other market analysts and forecasters, FI had successfully
identified the four drivers (as is stated in Page 33) for substantial reductions in market volumes in its
Forecast Rationale (3616) using their language
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

“The planned A350-900 and -1000 will offer competition to the 777” (A350XWB launched –
Brian Little Witness Statement para 205 and as BL timeline.1.above)
“The Possibility exists that the company will build a “cleaned up” A340 …. but during 2006
company officials showed little enthusiasm for committing resources to such a move”(A340
“Enhanced-3456” terminated – Brian Little Witness Statement para 204 and as BL timeline.2)
“Emirates Airline was a major proponent of an upgraded A340. The company already operates 16
A340s and had ordered another 18, with 10 options for delivery in 2009-2010. But the company
cancelled the order in the last quarter of 2006. We think this move is significant and that other
carriers will be equally unwilling to wait for Airbus to clarify its intentions towards the A340” (A340
“Enhanced” abandoned / Emirates order for 18 cancelled–BL W/S205 and as BL timeline.3)
“The company began 2007 with a firm order backlog of 43 aircraft, and market demand for the
A340 is relatively weak. Put bluntly, the A340 has been taking a beating from the 777, and Airbus
has not yet offered carriers compelling new reasons to select its four engine aircraft over Boeing’s
design. Industry feedback indicates that the 777 offers lower operating costs and better overall
economics” (Current A340 Sales campaigns& orders –BL Witness Statement 201 and as BL
timeline.4.4272/4)

(These four decisions were restated in the Forecast Rationale April 2009 FI report – which now forecast a
total aircraft build of 133, finally joining the market consensus of the others.. It adds in 2009 (5) “that the
Virgin Atlantic outstanding order for six a/c for delivery in 2013/14 is all but certain to be cancelled.”
However, FI failed in April 2007 to follow their “Forecast Rationale” analysis language through in to their
annual numerical forecast of the reduced production forecast numbers – by 70 to 213 aircraft (but still
some 78 aircraft:312 engine exhaust units greater than the “135 a/c market consensus“ of the six
others) I am reliably informed by FI that in the April 2007 report Bill Dane (who had just recently been
diagnosed with terminal pancreatic cancer) “elected to keep production in the early part of the period at
the level he did for only reasons he can answer. Additionally FI are not privy to Airbus internal documents
– if our forecast exceeded the actual numbers produced , it is because Bill Dane believed –for reasons
only he could explain that they would “. From what I can determine the FI processes do not consider
existing fleets and future airline sales and campaigns for long haul routes, from a “top/down and
bottom/up science”, for those existing/potential new customers of A340 aircraft. As a former FI employee
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Mr Bobbi was able to confirm that was not part of the FI process and often it was just a “guesstimate” by
the analyst.
In conclusion the FI numerical forecast was therefore fundamentally impaired, as well as unbelievably
exceeding Airbus’s own production plans for the immediate future from 2007 – 2009 by +9 aircraft
(almost 30%) whilst over the 10 year period from 2007 – 2016 they were 20 to 60 aircraft (15 % –
50% higher than Airbus’ own internal views – WS 205/2605).
All the other forecasters, like Mr Greenslet’s Airline Monitor, had dramatically reduced their forecast below
Airbus’s worst case scenario (of 155 aircraft) following his top-down and detailed routes/airlines analysis.
Greenslet was notably quoted in a Business Week article “Boeing Roars Ahead” in November 2005
“The A340 is going the way of the dinosaur”.After discussing that article with Mr Neill he retained my
copy of this edition of the magazine (4296A).
I submit it is NOT credible to consider that Mr Neill, Mr Butyniec, Mr Dekker and Mr Furbay, on their largest
single cash- generating project in the strategic/ budget plans, would make these significant errors in
accounting estimates, unwittingly, in the EAC/ documents in their representations to E&Y in March 2007.
Additionally, Mr Butyniec (acting CEO) was never interviewed by PwC, although he certified those
Q4.2006 accounts (323.p.81). I was surprised about that, as Mr Butyniec, in July 2006, had told me that
he too was concerned about MAC ever recovering all its A340 NRC (B Little W/S 205 unchallenged). I
had said to PwC in January 2007 that “He (Mr Neill) and Mr Dekker and I have got to face into that
because that’s what going to happen. That’s not fair to Mr Butyniec to be taking over a balance sheet that
isn’t right.” (586)
We know, at least in part, what E&Y did; as PwC amended its “Final Draft” Report to include in its Final
Report in August 2007 at para 8.61 “The Q4 FY2006 EAC was also used by EY for year-end auditing
testing purposes.” (b at p30/31)it represented that a further 833 units (those remaining units to 1285)
would be delivered by FY2012 and the end of the current contract.
As yet we also do not know how E&Y reconciled this Q4.2006 EAC and the volumes /timings by FY2012,
with the customers’ delivery projections they received from MAC and me , as well as which of the other
six external market forecasts they accessed and consider in their annual audits at MAC.
AIRBUS /A340- 500/600 Outstanding Sales Order Book
Also, although PwC are the auditors for Air Canada and Emirates airlines, in assessing the “future
requirement” emanating from the seven customers in the Airbus outstanding Order Book (3600/2), at para
8.67(a) PwC failed to reduce their “current” orders to 132 aircraft, by removing 21 aircraft. This
exaggerated PwC’s calculation of future demand by 84 exhaust units.
These 21 Airbus Orders had already been “cancelled” and removed from the airline capital commitment
public reporting of PwC’s own audit clients in PwC Montreal at Air Canada=3 of the A340 600 (Ann.
Report pages 37, 38, 71 - 13 Feb.2007 – 3604 C/E) , and in PwC Dubai at Emirates =18 of the A340 600
in 2006(Ann. Report pages 061/097 on 16 April 2007 – 3604 A/B). By anyone’s imagination, with
aerospace and forensic experience, this was more than a simple error.
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This was all the more astonishing as these “cancellations” had also been known to E&Y and every MAC
Board member in 2006 via my individually addressed MAC “Director” Files delivered by FEDEX to every
MAC Director (4 December 2006:DIR 44 – UK TIMES (2642/3)----- “End looms for Airbus A340 as
Emirates cancel $4bn orders”, as well as being widely reported in the aerospace industry , including the
Forecast International April 2007 Report exhibited in the PwC reports.
Finally it was also well known in the industry, from September 2006 – April 2007, that two of the other five
A340 customers, Virgin Atlantic Airways (6 a/c) and Aerolineas Argentines (6) had suspended indefinitely
their orders.
In fact, less than a month after the PwC Final Report was released the Aerolineas Argentines order for six
A340-600 was removed from the Airbus O & D website. This left a total Order book of 138 aircraft (3096
/3098), whilst as FI record in their April 2009 report -- “the six aircraft ordered by Virgin Atlantic for
delivery in 2013 and 2014 are all but certain to be cancelled”. That is consistent with market speculation
since early 2007 and what I was told in mid July 2009 by the top management at Virgin Atlantic Airways.

So PwC conclude their Number of units/volumes analysis “forensic investigation” (p62)
8.78 “ PwC Observation : Based on third party information presented above
<referring to FI numerical market forecast information for April 2007 of a total aircraft build
of 213 aircraft> and on management information obtained, the delivery of a
combination of production and spare units totaling at least 1285 units over the life
of the programme ending FY21 is not unreasonable”
B Little Observation : So with the DRAMATIC fall in forecast A340-500/600 total
aircraft production - a Magellan engine exhaust system “Shortfall” in units, now
calculated by PwC to be 365 (para 8.76) was required to reach the 1285 units
amortization in the Q4.2006 EAC. “Spares” (replacement parts) were all that
remained to make up that “Shortfall” of “365” to 1285 units. The 1 March 2007
representation to E&Y and PwC, just days before, of a forecast of 190 Spares &
Repairs was now insufficient to meet the 1285 units required in that EAC.
PwC correctly record at para 8.5 that “Brian Little explained to PwC that the allegation was mainly about
production units since the volume for spare parts is not significant.”
B Little estimates a “shortfall”,,per PwC para 8.68, in Q4.2006 EAC to the amortization total of 1285 units
of > 700 + units – now required as Spares volumes (P42)
It seems reasonable to believe and conclude that Magellan / CFO Mr Dekker, and also now CEO Mr
Butyniec as he stated in his testimony regarding Spares (p.81) have represented to their auditors E&Y,
for the FY2007 / FY2008 audits,and will imminently represent again for the FY2009 EYaudits, the
position that their UK solicitors have stated in the extracts from their four letters at P.34 on
Spares/replacements.
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Specifically, that the commercial predictions for the likely spares and replacements are based on a Mr
Neill/Mr Furbay schedule dated 14 March 2007 (3605H) – “Aeronca Estimates based upon Exhaust
System Life of 40000 hours” when Mr Neill stated to PwC on 29 March 2007 (3597/3598) (and possibly
told E&Y at Board on 30 March) that
“This analysis showed that the likely spares requirement
was in excess of 800 units over the period from FY2007 to FY2021”.
We all also know in the UK court evidence on 27 July 2009 that the subsequent independent PwC
“expected demand” Spares and Repairs calculation in March 2007 was heavily and wrongly
inflated to1572 units, which in turn exaggerates the revenues by greater than $100 million. PwC
was not only flawed in its “market” demand forecast but also was logically and mathematically
incorrect, as can be seen by considering their comments and table at PwC paras 8.74 - 8.76.
Attachment C3.92 at page 71 and my analysis and the remarks below.
“PwC para 8.74 : Assuming a maximum 20-year amortization period for the A340 programme and the
8-year average useful life of exhaust system units would imply the following :
(a) production units delivered between FY 2001 and FY2012 would need to be replaced or repaired
twice by FY2021
(b) Production units delivered in FY2013 would need to be replaced or repaired once prior to FY2021
(c) Production units delivered in FY2014 and thereafter would not need to be replaced or repaired
prior to FY2021 .”
B Little assessment : A cursory glance at para (a) will reveal the logic error as the period should be
from FY2001 – FY2005 (not FY2012) and consequently para (b) should have read production units
delivered between FY2006 and FY2013.
and at “PwC Para 8.75
By referring to the PwC table 8.75 (page 71) readers will see, as recorded in the UK court during Mr
Neill’s evidence, that the PwC “expected demand” is based on both logic and mathematical errors
FY 2001 - FY2006 of 414 x 2 when this should be for units in airline service to FY2005 = 296 X 2
FY 2007 - FY2012 of 348 and then PwC double to 696, rather than X 1 for FY2006 – FY2012=436.

This of course meant that PwC
1. together with the FI “outlier” 213 aircraft production market forecast created the “lowest”
possible calculated “shortfall” of “ 365 ” units
2. and when then combined with that PwC “heavily and wrongly inflated” Spares and Repairs
expected demand of 1572 units above the resultant 23% (365/1572) could now form the
basis of justifying the marginally higher than aerospace industry norms for airline BER units
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(norm 13 to 15%) and PwC analysis of, and support for, replacement spares. That is for those
“365” parts returned by the airlines for Factory Repair, from their expected demand of 1572, and
which were eventually judged Beyond Economic Repair (BER) . Those airline operators would
then be faced with no choice but to have to purchase Spares replacements, ultimately via or from
the Original Equipment Manufacturer, MAC
.
It is my belief that the “1572” was consciously exaggerated by PwC so as to reduce the % attributed
to BER to a number which, whilst still higher than the industry experience norms of 13 -15% was not
“outrageous”.
This was part of the “Forensic deceit” by PwC.
The market consensus and my view was for a production “shortfall” of 700 + units and spares
numbers of a further 132 units. Other experienced people and organizations, including Mr Bobbi,
assess the further Spares needs at between 104 – 112 units.
Had the PwC calculation properly considered the market consensus – 135 for production and the
airline aircraft and dates in service with the actual average annual hours (4400 hrs) then even on
PwC and MAC’s own assumptions the calculated number should have been just over 600
units for predicted demand for Spares AND Repairs by FY2021. That was, and is, logically and
fundamentally different to that in the PwC report with substantial ramifications for the A340 asset
valuations/cash recovery in the MAC Balance sheet and their Observation /conclusion at para 8.78.
None of the MAC Board, including the Chairman Mr Edwards, Mr Bill Dimma as Chair of the Audit
Committee, Mr Neill, Ms Butyniec and Mr Dekker, corrected that crucial “1572”factual error with PwC
when they had the opportunity to do so during that seven month long PwC “independent forensic
investigation?”, and before the PwC report was finalised and published at the end of August 2007.
As I said in my witness statement at para. 224.4 “ .. I considered the mathematical spares
calculation included in the report to be at best, misguided”.
Indeed Mr Dimma told the UK court on 4 June 2008 that “The Audit Committee looked very, very
carefully at the draft and final PwC report, but we didn’t get into the exquisite level of detail that Mr
Little is now pursuing and Mr Dekker would have been involved with.”
For the record, the referenced “exquisite level of detail” subject was about my regulatory quarterly
certificate comments and the quarterly Estimate at Completion (EAC) as at Q2.2006 for A340. When
asked the question earlier “EAC – Estimate at Completion document – did the Audit Committee look
at this regularly? Mr Dimma had replied “Yes” (See Attachment E)
Mr Dimma has written extensively about the need for good Corporate Governance. For example in
his last book “Tougher Boards for Tougher Times – Corporate Governance in the Post-Enron Era.”

Mr Dimma was asked during his testimony by videoconference in the UK public court on 4 June 2008
Mr Little

Why did you instruct PwC?
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Mr Dimma

You met Barbara Hadfield , external auditor, E&Y .
Auditors are extremely risk averse. Ms Hadfield raised the issue with her
partners. They felt they had an obligation to meet you.

Mr Little

Then the Audit Committee decided to commission an investigation?

Mr Dimma

Yes, E&Y were sufficiently concerned you had raised these issues; they felt
that they should investigate further. On UK counsel advice, the Audit
Committee hired PwC.
(see UK court notes at Attachment E)

That PwC report had cost the public shareholders of MAC C$3.5m +, and was commissioned
/managed by Mr Dimma, following his own inferior investigation in Sep-Nov 2006, in which he had
concluded in a letter (E2.page 113/114) that “the matters that you were raising were historic” and
“the issues you raised were not financial or governance issues that were of concern to me” and
subsequently” there was no substance to the purported concerns”.
Mr Edwards was asked during his testimony by videoconference in the UK public court on 5 June 2008
Mr Little

Mr Edwards

Chairman
Mr Edwards

Why were my points, especially on the A340, not included in the PwC
report?
A large amount of money was spent on the external auditors E&Y and the
third party PwC. They were of high repute. They reported to the Board
and the Audit Committee, it was acceptable to rely on them.
“How much money was spent on the PwC Report?”
“Too much!!
The shareholders struggle with the fact that the amount
spent on that report could have been used for creating jobs etc….it cost
in excess of C$3m. It is a substantial amount, but it was at the
instruction of the Audit Committee, which is made up of fully engaged
independent directors. It was a standard and detailed report.
– see UK
evidence in court at Attachment D

PwC also recorded after 100 days in their Final Draft Investigation Report at para 2.40 (605/606) that
“Financial Control within MAC and MALUK in relation to the areas we have examined is poor
and needs to be improved: this is particularly acute given that MAC is a public company.
Examples of poor financial control that we identified during our work include;
(a) Accounting adjustments made with insufficient supporting analysis and documentation;
(b) Inadequate understanding or documentation of balance sheet provisions and insufficient
documentation of the decision to release certain provisions
(c) A lack of awareness of the program accounting requirements under either Canadian or
UK GAAP….
(d) Poor control over individual projects from an accounting perspective. Project sales
volumes, revenues and costs are not reviewed with sufficient frequency or rigour.
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Following the public release of the FY2006 MAC Annual Report and the Q1.2007 earnings report
(2956) that recorded “that PwC has advised the audit committee that they have not found
anything that would undermine the integrity or accuracy of the Corporation’s financial
statements” a UK Court Order was granted on 6 June 2007 to provide a copy of that referenced PwC
report to me, on or before 20 June 2007. That was after 100 days investigation and based on their
“Final Draft” report- May 2007.
Although Mr Dimma had told me in an email on 24 April 2007 “Hi, Brian : the PWC report is nearing
completion and should be available to the Magellan Board meeting of May 10.Re distribution, it is my belief
based on discussions with Torys, that , at this point, this is neither clear nor decided.regards, Bill.” In the event

Magellan management, Senior Officers and MAC Directors were all able to read that Final Draft report,
and were invited to comment on its factual accuracy and any omissions (324A/B/C). I was not.
Following that UK Court order and provision of the PwC Final Draft Report on 20 June 2007, I wrote to
Mr Dimma (2974/5) to ask whether we would now be invited to provide our comments in a like manner.
Despite never meeting the authors of the report from PwC Canada, and the Court Order disclosing the
Draft PwC Report to us some six weeks before its finalization and publication, there were various
emails exchanges (3002-3005) in which I was advised
…..“With respect to your reviewing and discussing the report with PwC, PwC interviewed and
otherwise communicated with you on a number of occasions before and during the preparation of the
report, and received a great deal of information from you”
and
…… .“PwC is of the view that further contact with you will not add to its investigation or conclusions
and the Audit Committee has accepted that view”
and
……..“It is evident that you may not agree with everything in PwC’s report but the Audit Committee
is confident that PwC’s investigation was thorough and competent, and is prepared to rely on
PwC’s conclusions. “
Mr Dimma was asked during his testimony by videoconference in the UK public court on 4 June 2008
Mr Little

Was I asked to make comments about factual accuracy? (3002) Sent by independent
lawyers working for the Audit Committee. I asked to make comment as I had been
advised by Deloitte. I asked if I would be asked to comment on the factual
accuracy – it was denied?

Mr Dimma

You met with PwC during the investigation

Mr Little

These are specific questions. I asked if I could make comments. This opportunity
was denied.

Mr Dimma

In the view of the Audit Committee, PwC is a reputable firm, a first
class UK forensic accountancy team, capable of getting all the facts for a
sound report. They did so. There was no need for other parties’ comments.

Mr Little

Why could the MAC/MALUK management comment? It takes longer for me now to bring
up factual issues.
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Chairman

You don’t have to.
couple.
Mr Little A340 …..

Not sure that Mr Dimma can help on factual issues.

Try a

(continued see UK evidence in court at Attachment E)

Obviously no such invitation was extended to us by the Audit Committee OR by PwC for my factual
comments.This was considered to be a poor decision, given the draft report was now in our possession.
Today I still have our paragraph-by-paragraph response on factual accuracy/omissions to the PwC
Reports.
This was also inconsistent with what PwC had assured my accountant Mr McCreery and I in January/
February 2007, having read Mr Dimma’s November 2006 letter to me, and our specific concern over
Mr Dimma’s vested interest in not being conflicted by his prior conclusions. To have him now be
allowed to chair a “independent forensic investigation” without any “independence” “process”
safeguards was odd.
Since then I have offered Mr Edwards support to MAC on an expenses only basis in seeking to recover
at least the equivalent of £1m (circa C$2m) from the professional indemnity for the MAC shareholders,
as this would assist the MAC Board in meeting their published primary objective. In a separate PwC
report brought to my attention on US Securities Litigation for 2008, I note that 52% of the class action
suits accounting claims are for inadequate accounting estimates. Precisely the position I believe on the
A340-500/600 situation at MAC (4101)
Mysteriously, when the Final PwC Report was finally published after 200 + days (seven months) in
August 2007, the “Financial Control within MAC” at PwC Final Draft para 2.40 stated above had been
deleted in its entirety. Seven months later MAC would record “Accounting errors and mis-statements”.
Returning now to the A340 Spares “volumes” statement from Mr Neill on 29 March 2009 (3597/p67) :
“……In mid 2006 the requirement indicated 1155 units would be produced as original equipment
hence the balance would be produced as Spares. However and independently John Furbay was
asked to produce a forecast of spares required based on the Engineering work completed by Dr
Thamburaj (on 12 March 2007) which concluded that the useful life of the exhaust system was
approx 35000 hrs (to provide a margin of safety John Furbay’s analysis used 40,000 hours as the
useful life). This analysis showed that the likely spares requirement was in excess of 800 units
over the period from FY2007 to FY2021 so to achieve a volume of only 190 units was an extremely
safe number to use in the EAC analysis. This data was sent to you on 14 March 2007. Now with the
latest FI forecast (referring to their March/April 2007 annual report market forecast for a total build of 213 A340500/600 aircraft) it suggests the original number will be reduced and with it the forecast for spares
will also reduce by a corresponding amount, but the requirement for spares still exists andh will
provide a total quantity in excess of the 1247 used in the 2006 EAC 6. Hence the amortisation
methods used in the EAC are still valid and the conclusion that the program will be profitable
overall still correct”.
Given the focus now that “Replacement Spares” had become as a central component in exceeding the
“365” shortfall to 1285 units for amortization in the MAC Q4.2006 it would seem wholly inadequate that
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PwC did not include in their Reports any mention at all of the relevant aerospace/airline industry
documents which would be natural and standard practice (not just forensic) to review for this subject
matter
PwC failed to consider and document in their Report
1. the Product Support contracts between Aircelle and MAC for service life policy/warranty, maintenance
cost guarantees
2. or apparently read and document that the Component Maintenance Manuals with their twenty out-oftolerance conditions would require Factory Repair.
3. None of the quality/inspection survey/life documentation in the possession of MAC or the airlines was
considered in the PwC Report.
4. Finally no checks had been made or documented of the communications/ contract documents with
Aircelle for a predicted 40.000 flying hour life for the exhaust system and other obvious technical
product engineering / certification documentation which would naturally exist.
I do not know how E&Y satisfied themselves on these “886” “Spares” projections and what supporting
documentation they examine in their annual audits. However, we do know, from Mr Neill’s testimony on
27 July 2009, that the reason he asserts as to why there are currently minimal sales orders placed for raw
materials on TIMET, the patented supplier of the long lead time BETA21S/834 which generally involves a
material and manufacturing cycle time of some 18 -24 months, was that all these Spares materials were
already available in “excess” inventory in MAC.The documents (3605H/p68), which include the “886”
Spares projections made on 14 March 2007 by Mr Neill/Mr Furbay, show their predicted volumes by year
of

Delivered = 18: 2007-2009 = 23 units ,2010 = 81 exhaust units,2011 = 90 units ,2012 = 70 units,
2013 to 2017 =295 + exhaust units and 2018 to 2021 =327+ exhaust units

It would be a common everyday practice for external auditors, such as E&Y, to count physical stocks
/inventory and orders.. And therefore quite simple to verify Mr Neill’s recent testimony on the “excess”
stocks , as there ought therefore to be some 120 – 150 sets of unique materials in place for the A340
Machined rings - Front Cowl/nozzle Part No:F78AE5112200 /F78AE5112204 ( illustrated on 3625F)
and the Front Plug : F78AE0212204 and Rear Plug : F78AE0318000 (illustrated on 3625N) which are
unique to the A340 Nozzles and Plugs. It is also worth noting the crucial point that these Machined Rings
are very unlikely to be required for factory repairs but are obviously necessary in replacement spares.
Although I requested, since May 2009 (Request 16D), that MAC voluntarily provide the documentation
from their computer production planning systems to underpin this assertion it was not forthcoming.
Clearly if that inventory is already available in Aeronca/MAC there is no short/medium term concern about
MAC’s ability to support its likely predicted demand for spares (some 177 units by FY2011 --3605H) as
the airlines will have these exhaust system parts readily available when they are needed in their
Maintenance activities.
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If, however, the inventory is not available now, and Mr Neill was incorrect in his testimony, then either the
raw materials need to be promptly ordered from TIMET to secure their supply in support of the MAC
predicted demand for spares, or this evidence from Mr Neill should be regarded as further confirmation of
the “hoax” observed by Aircelle, their customer.
For information : Dr Thamburaj is the Manager of Advanced Engineering Services at
MAC and was neither interviewed by PwC during their independent forensic
investigation nor either member of the UK legal team as at 11 November 2009

Despite this the Respondents’ UK solicitors (PinsentMasons) are “On the record” stating
in PinsentMasons letter extract dated 27 August 2009 “In regard to the likely need for spare exhaust
parts, the Respondents case has always been (and remains) that Dr Thamburaj’s work gave rise
to a calculation of the likely life span of the parts. This allowed an estimate to be made as to the
likely demand of such parts. Dr Thamburaj’s work concerned this and not some regulatory,
mandatory requirement, that the parts be replaced after 40000 flying hours. Indeed, Mr Neill
made this expressly clear in his email to Mr Furbay at pages 3597/8
And then in PinsentMasons letter extract - 14 September 2009 – “As you well know, our view is that
Magellan’s position on the likely, predicted need for spares (based on Dr Thamburaj’s research)
is clear and consistent.”
And then in PinsentMasons letter extract – 29 September 2009 “The Respondents’ views as to the
need for potential spares and replacements has not changed”
And then in PinsentMasons letter extract – 6 October 2009“That case is and was that Dr
Thamburaj’s research allowed MAC to make commercial predictions as to the likely need for
replacements.” The commercial predictions schedule of a minimum “886 units” was disclosed on 27
August 2009 by PinsentMasons (3605H) following Mr Neill’s reference to it on several occasions. It is
shown at C2.p68.
I wrote to PinsentMasons and Mr Lynch QC on 30 September 2009 and included part of the
following
As both Mr Neill in his email at document 3597 and PwC state in document 693/p70 at para 8.68 “ ...
“The shortfall of 365 units is therefore required to be made up of spares in order to support the
future programmes volume estimate of MAC.” and at para 8.72 “It is of note that the internal
report also makes reference to the requirement for repairs in its conclusion and not explicitly to
the need for spares or replacement units.
Management acknowledges the unpredictability of repair work and has appropriately chosen not
to consider repairs in the EAC analysis. Management believes that given the estimated life of
the exhaust system, there will be a combination of spare units and repair work. Further,
management asserts that the requirement for spare units will support and exceed the total
number of units projected in the EAC” We know from the oral evidence of other Respondents
witnesses and also Mr Neill on 27 July 2009 that “Management asserts” is a reference to him–see UK
court notes at Page 62.
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Para 8.76 “In order to achieve MAC’s EAC projections , only 365 replacement (i.e. spare) exhaust
system units would need to be delivered. This is far below the expected demand of 1,572 spare
and repair units as set out in paragraph 8.75 above.”
B Little assessment: For the record it would seem that PwC have concluded that in excess of some
23% (365/1572) of their Spares and Repairs calculation at Para 8.75 is acceptable for inclusion in the
Q4.2006 EAC. We also know now from Mr Neill’s oral evidence that although PwC did not
acknowledge or refer to it anywhere they also had the Furbay/Neill 14 March analysis in late March
2007 (3605H), a sum of 365?/886 or 41% minimum allocation for complete replacement Spares.This
must have been a part of what was in Mr Neill’s mind and some of his assertions in his emails and the
exchanges referred to at document 3597/3598. For completeness we know that the remaining “365”
“calculation” was based on the outlier Forecast International April 2007 report whilst also mistakenly
double counting 30 units in Airbus/Aircelle WIP and inventory. Had the attached document 3605H
production volumes produced by Aeronca on 14 March 2007 (and similar to the market consensus of
the six other global forecasts and data from the publications cited by Mr Neill been used) then in excess
of a further 700 replacement spare units would have been needed to sustain the 1285 in amortisation,
so PwC should have written in para 8.68
“The shortfall of 700 + units is therefore required to be made up of spares in order to support
the future programmes volume estimate of MAC.” …< .Or recognise a write down of some of the
A340 asset /cash recovery.>
In real business terms, 700 + Spares would mean that every A340 aircraft in airline service would
require a “Spares replacement” - not just Repairs – at least once in its product life. That crucially is not
(1) what Mr Neill said in his oral evidence (repeatedly) during his cross-examination by Mr Little on 27
July 2009 See example extract from my court stenographers transcripts in Attachment C (P57-64),
(2) what Mr Bobbi said in his oral evidence during his cross examination by Mr Lynch QC on 8 June
2009 See example extract from my court stenographers transcripts in Attachment C (P64-66),
(3) what is stated in the Airbus/Aircelle Component Maintenance Manuals –doc (78.11.41 Pages
5001/5002 and 78-11.42 pages 5001/5002/5003 & 15004.page 2 - numbered 3625G/H and
3635Q/R/S/T) which refers to the twenty out-of-tolerance conditions stating that “return the Exhaust
Plug or/Nozzle unit to the manufacturer (listed as Aircelle/France) for analysis and factory repair.
(4) what Dr Thamburaj of MAC was saying in his emails to Mr Neill (3617/21) on 12 March 2007 when
he says …….. “If the Repair opportunity should come to us, we should seriously consider the
coating option as well, to reduce the extent of degradation in service.” AND “This will mean that the
components will be coming back for repair within 8 years as a minimum, if the usage is 5000
hours/year”
(5) the summary and conclusions in Professor Ghonem’s on BETA21S thin sheets - 2003 Article /
emails (at 3622/3622H),
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(6) at least from all the information available at present the “current” view of the many people, with
whom I have recently been obliged to speak, with actual experience within the aerospace
industry/airlines.
MAC ‘s legal team have confirmed to me on Thursday 22 October 2009 that MAC continues to
maintain this “replacement/spares position”, both in their UK litigation and crucially also to the
business / airlines / public , together with those projections of in excess of 800 spares between
FY2007 and FY2021. I have again pleaded in person at the October 21/22 hearing directly with their
legal team to discuss the four “solicitors” statements of the MAC position directly with Mr Neill and Dr
Thamburaj at the end of October. To alleviate my professional concern that Dr Thamburaj may not have
known about the Replacement Spares representations that were being made in his name I determined
after the October 2009 hearing to write directly to him. This was so that he had a full opportunity to see
what representations are being made in his name in both this UK litigation and the business/public
arena. This would also enable him to consider the various pieces of information carefully and talk to the
MAC senior management before I would complete this document. I hope Mr Neill and Dr Thamburaj can
now be clear to everyone, including Airbus, Aircelle, airlines, staff, and MAC auditors EY.
I copied my email to Dr Thamburaj to Pinsentmasons and then received an email on 10 November 2009
stating that MAC would not be replying. I was and am satisfied that I have now completed everything
that could reasonably be done by me to ensure that Dr Thamburaj is fully aware of these
representations..
I also now provide an extract from my court stenographer’s transcript from Mr Bobbi’s (a leading global
engine/nacelles expert) cross-examination by Mr Lynch QC , on behalf of MAC, in the UK public court on Monday
Mr Lynch QC What I suggest to you is that what Dr Thamburaj is plainly writing about is
indeed the service life of these units. You see that, don't you?
Mr Bobbi

Yes, I do.

Mr Lynch QC

What I suggest to you is this: that although, within of the email, what I
suggest to you is that on a fair reading of that email it's plain that what Dr
Thamburaj is saying is that the durability or lifespan of those units is 40,000
flying hours. That context, he once uses the word "repair", towards the very
end that's right, that's a fair view?

Mr Bobbi

In paragraph 2 and -- yes, of course, they've said that repeatedly.

Mr Lynch QC Exactly, good and that relates to replacement, doesn't it, spares rather than
repairs. If that's the lifespan of the unit, then once the lifespan is over
it's a question of a replacement, other than repairs, that's right, isn't it?
Mr Bobbi

Not necessarily.

Mr Lynch QC Well, but that would be the obvious inference to draw, wouldn't it, from what
Dr Thamburaj is saying. The obvious inference to draw is that that is the
service limit, that's the lifespan of the unit, and obviously, if the lifespan
is that, then one needs a new unit when its lifespan is spent. That's the
obviously sensible reading of Dr Thamburaj's email, that's right, isn't it?
Mr Bobbi

He is still confusing spares and repairs.
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Mr Lynch QC I don't think he is, and that's my point. If we look again at his email isn't
it perfectly obvious that what Dr Thamburaj is saying is that that is the
lifespan of the unit, that's exactly what he says.
Mr Bobbi

He's estimating it's the lifespan of the unit.

It's a matter for the tribunal to perhaps
take a view as to whether it has to take an extra step to interpret
that. The Tribunal can determine whether that plainly means the actual
lifespan of the unit.

Mr Lynch QC At least we can agree on that.

Mr Bobbi

Estimated lifespan!

and shortly later
Mr Lynch QC

Right. So it's plain, isn't it, that PwC did indeed examine and accepted,
for accountancy purposes, the validity of incorporation of Dr Thamburaj's
calculations, yes?

Mr Bobbi

That was the only information that they had.

Mr Lynch QC

Right. And that information would indeed, because it related to lifespan,
that information would indeed provide the basis on which PwC could rightly
conclude that indeed these would involve new units that would be sold, that's
right, isn't it?

Mr Bobbi

No, that's not. Because a component has a "lifespan" does not mean
necessarily it will be replaced by something new, it can be repaired.

Mr Lynch QC

Yes. Well, no, I think the whole point is this, it's not, Dr Thamburaj's
point was not a question that they will need repairs after that period, Dr
Thamburaj's point was that around 40,000 flying hours was indeed the lifespan
of the unit. That after that,its lifespan was spent and should be replaced.
That was the point.

Mr Bobbi

Well, and if that was the case, he should have informed the customers.

Mr Lynch QC

Well, whether or not AIRCELLE was aware of that is another matter.

Mr Bobbi

I think it's an absolutely incredibly important matter, if he believed that.

Following the example extracts cited above in Mr Lynch QC’s cross-examination/Mr Bobbi’s evidence
above( p64-66) and deriving from that, Mr Bobbi stated in writing (4184/3) on 10 June 2009 to the Head
of Customer Support Managers at Aircelle in France , Magellan’s customer ;
“As you probably now know, I have been working on behalf of Brian Little, ex of Magellan and engaged
in a lawsuit against Magellan over his firing. My job was to provide insight into the forecasts of the A340500/600, estimate spares/repair consumption for the Magellan assembly, and validate or dispute
Magellan’s spares forecast.
In my work, I contacted several A340 customer airlines inquiring whether or not Magellan and/or Aircelle
have ever informed them that there was a 40.000 hour or less “replacement” requirement for the Trent
500 nozzle assembly. They were unanimous in stating that there was no such information provided to
them nor had they any other technical concerns with the A340-500/600 nacelle nozzle.
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Now, I can formally ask you if Magellan had ever informed Aircelle that their component would require
replacement at 40,000 hours or less.”
and MAC’s customer, Aircelle, responded
“ We have no knowledge of any life limit for the component and we’re the vendor.

We believe the whole thing is a hoax …. but its getting around.
You got any more info?”
I think everyone understands that with the substantial aircraft production reductions and production series
cessation the Spares forecast was now crucial (at least “365” units per PwC “independent forensic
investigation?” report Para 8.76 (BL – deficit of 700+) to the “volumes” deficit in the EAC submitted by
MAC Senior management to E&Y for 1285 units in MAC’s 2006 Balance Sheet and thereafter. As you
have seen from examples above the line of questioning by Mr Lynch QC, acting for MAC, in his crossexamination of Mr Bobbi on 8 June 2009, consistently underlined those views in his questioning on
replacement spares/lifespan – See also attachment C. P64-66 for further extracts.
The Trent 500 engine exhaust plug and nozzle are not classified for a regulatory/mandatory replacement
and instead are Maintenance “On Condition”-- they cannot then be included for NRC recovery. PwC also
confirmed that these “Repairs” revenues are not eligible in accounting policy terms for Balance Sheet
/NRC recovery. This is because of the “unpredictability of repair work” - to use the PwC language at
Para 8.72 (& 8.77)-p70/71 which is further reinforced by the words of Mr Neill in his email on 29 March
2007 (3597/8) when he said “Repairs we would choose to ignore these in any EAC analysis being
done”.
That email from Mr Neill was sent just hours before the MAC Board minutes record on 30 March (309V)
“After a thorough discussion on the Financial Statements, the press release and MD&A in respect thereof
and on motion duly made, seconded and unanimously carried the following resolution was passed
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the consolidated financial statements of the Corporation for the period ended
December 31,2006 and the press release and MD&A in respect thereof (“Exhibit “A” to these Minutes) are
hereby approved subject to final changes proposed by Ernst and Young being made. “
These documents were then publicly released to the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSE).
We also know from the Airbus /Aircelle/Magellan Design Certification report (3625U/Z) and the Aircelle
Trent 500 Customer Support Engineering Leader, who confirmed to one of the world’s leading airlines
Etihad Airways (4186/5) on 23 June 2009 as follows…..--“There is no specific life limitation for the T500 exhaust system. The exhaust system, as the whole
nacelle, is certified for 20,000 flight cycles.” > certified design life =160,000 flying hours.
As a result the A340-500/600 operating airlines have Airbus /Aircelle Component Maintenance/IPL
manuals (F78AE5110000=3625A/I & F78AE0200000=3625J/T) for the Trent 500 engine nozzle/plug
which are managed through airline “On Condition” checks, for the twenty potential out-of-tolerance
conditions in the exhaust plug and nozzle. Any such occurrence involves their return to Aircelle or
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potentially others for “analysis and factory repair.” Those out-of-tolerance items are expected to be
fixed solely by a “Factory Repair”, not necessarily by Magellan (e.g. Goodrich R&O capabilities –4269F),
unless the analysis is that the unit is considered Beyond Economic Repair (BER) and an OEM
replacement spare is necessary.
An examination of the spreadsheet, which is at Attachment G (page 129), clearly shows the unfolding
of the stages of corporate deceit, in which I believe both MAC and PwC were complicit, as the case for
their estimates of production revenues deteriorated. Column B of the spreadsheet shows my estimates
of aircraft production and spares, which were based on my experience and market intelligence prior to
my dismissal in September 2006. Column C sets out MAC's own estimates as of 1 March 2007, which
they provided to PwC and to MAC's corporate auditors Ernst & Young and which they intended to
represent to the financial markets as justifying MAC's financial projections for FY2006, and this, of
course, they do. Columns C and D show the implications of the later estimates defended by both MAC
and PwC, despite the adoption of figures for production which were vastly above the predictions of six
out of seven of the market industry analysts and, critically, above the projections contained in the
available data well known within Magellan from Airbus itself.
As they realised progressively that it would be impossible to defend their figures, Mr Neill attempted to
confuse the picture by beginning to give evidence in court on 27 July 2009 that in fact the total quantum of
production units, projected spares and (now to be included) scheduled repairs would allow MAC to reach the
amortisation levels required to justify their EAC for Q4.2006 and financial statements.Mr Neill consistently
refers to Heavy Repairs /Worst case scenarios – see extracts at Attachment C Pages 57-64. It would
now seem that when Mr Neill discovered, from the points made above and in his cross examination, that it
was uncomfortable for him to continue to use the MAC estimates on aircraft build or his Spares re-forecast
“in excess of 800 units” to support MAC’s accounting assertions, he would attempt to change again (p.61)
and demonstrate this time that the overall quantum of revenue and NRC recovery from the A340 -500/600
could still be achieved, by taking into consideration its projected income and using that pricing to recover the
remaining NRC from Factory Repairs scheduled during the lifetime of the exhaust systems.
However, the case for inclusion of repairs equally became impossible to justify for technical reasons,
accounting standards and the existence of alternatives sources for this repair work This was not PwC’s
(para 8.72/p70) or his view on 22 March 2007 (3598B) and 29 March 2007 (3597.p67).
Nor has it been my experience at Bombardier /Shorts or Rohr/Goodrich for engine nacelle component as “
Factory Repairs” are unpredictable in terms of when they shall occur (unscheduled), how much revenue /
cost will be appropriate and finally there is no certainty that any Factory Repair will be carried out by the
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) . For example, others such as the Number 1 global nacelle
supplier, Goodrich/Rohr, also offered competition on the Repair & Overhaul of the Trent 500-exhaust nozzle
and plug (4269F)
The situation, in my view, is even more damning when one comes to consider calculations on estimates
for spares. Using all available information, my estimate in Column B is and was that approximately a
further 132 units (total 150) had to be produced to satisfy the Spares requirements of the estimated
production run of aircraft during their operational lives. This figure includes those units, which would be
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returned for factory repair, but would be found to be beyond economic repair ("BER") and therefore
would require actual replacement. Incredibly, ostensibly using the same data (but of course using a
bigger number for the production run), MAC came up with a total figure of 886 units for Spares
(3605H.p68), of which 395 would be for BER units. This is set out in Column E and you will see that I
have noted at the side the fact that the industry norm for likely percentage of BER units to total
production is some 13% to 15% / say 20% max.
For MAC to have predicted, as is the implication, that around 46% of total Spares produced would be for
BER reasons defies industry logic and experience. The PwC forensic report, as detailed in Column D
does produce a percentage of BER to total spares just above the upper limit of experience, at 23% but,
as you will note, the base figure is a Spares total almost double (“1572”) that predicted even by MAC,
an interesting outcome for a "forensic report".
One is forced to the conclusion that, in both cases, there was a strong element of deciding on a desired
number (like the “1572” by PwC and then working backwards to achieve it, enabling MAC to exceed the
1285 units needed for amortization in Q4.2006.
As a result, MAC initially seemed to revert to the stance that they stand by PwC's estimates of revenue,
as set out in its independent forensic report, and detailed in Column D. It is my assertion that the
implication of the analysis I have done in Column D is that there remains a hole in MAC's balance sheet
to this day compared with what MAC has told the public and market. I am forced to another conclusion:
it has been relatively easy for me to analyse and present production and other figures, as they are
publicly available and the subject of market gossip and intelligence, and to model their implications.
There is no doubt in my mind that MAC and PwC could do, and did do, the same calculations over two
years ago before PwC decided on the exaggerated figures to be presented in PwC's "independent"
report. There was a strategy to "hold the line" on them both in my court case and in the public
statements to the financial markets".
In overview then , MAC has argued consistently that the accounting treatment for the A340 capitalisation
/NRC recovery can be supported by a combination of the following:

A340 – 500/600 Aircraft Production Expectations
- BUT I say no consensus market estimate since 2006 supports Aeronca/MAC senior management‘s
representations of aircraft production demand.
(MAC Representations – D2/p99- as late as 13 March 2007, was for an almost 300 aircraft total
production build). Furthermore, management’s accounting treatment had not been amended to reflect the
reduced demand levels from 2007 – 2009, confirmed by Airbus in their A340 delivery projection
/production plans since Aug/Sept 2006.I had determined, after Farnborough Air Show, it was the “end of
the A340-500/600 line. “I certainly was not alone. A senior Airbus Procurement Manager also told my
MALUK Vice President colleague that the A340-600 was “Trashed.”
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then A340-500/600 Spares (including replacement spares)
- BUT I say MAC’s likely, predicted need/volume of spares is wholly inconsistent with industry
experience/airline expectations and the commercial contracts . ( Aeronca/MAC projected - D2/p99to be 190 on 1 March 2007 and then on 14 March 2007 Mr Neill instructed it to be re-forecast - C2/p68to be “in excess of 800 units from FY2007 to FY2021” ) At a practical level, it is also contrary to the
product design certification documents and the Component Maintenance manuals at the airlines. It is also
not supported by the “agreed” contract language for guarantees on Shop Processing Time (SPT) or the
Direct Maintenance Cost (DMC) guaranteed $ values per flying hour in the MAC contracts with Aircelle
and in turn Airbus. When Magellan’s customer, Aircelle was asked about this, they wrote back…
. “We believe the whole thing is a hoax”
(page 46)
and then Potential Magellan A340-500/600 Factory Repairs (“On Condition” maintenance)
-- BUT I say by their advisor’s own admission (PwC) - due to the “unpredictability of repair work” these should not be included when recovering NRC assets. Mr Furbay and Neill also told PwC on 22
March 2007, in response to PwC Q5 (3598B) that “Not recognized in our estimate is the sales and
margins that come from repairs since this is much harder to predict.” Mr Neill, as a Director of MAC,
also restated that this indeed was their accounting approach in MAC in his 29 March 2007 email to PwC,
just hours before the MAC Board approved the FY2006 financial statements on 30 March 2007. In part, this
accounting treatment is because other companies, such as the global number 1 supplier of engine
nacelles/exhaust systems, Goodrich (also audited by E &Y) provide a Repair & Overhaul service for the
A340 /Trent 500 engine Exhaust Plug and nozzle to the airlines. Mr Lynch QC confirmed this MAC approach
in his cross-examination of Mr Bobbi when he stated in referring to doc 3597 at p67 “ that Mr Neill makes it
expressly clear that Magellan is simply basing its calculations for accountancy purposes on spares
or replacements, he ‘s not included anything to do with repairs”. Mr Bobbi answered ” That’s right.”
Attachment C page.65
There will be Rotables and BER replacement components required as Spares. Various estimates of 3638 spares for “Rotables” and approximately 75 spares (15% of the 500 units in active service) for BER.
Future spares estimates from four experienced sources, other than MAC, vary from a further 104 to 132
Exhaust system Spares. And NOT Mr Neill’s “the likely Spares requirement of in excess of 800 units over
the period from FY2007 to FY2021” in his email on 29 March 2007. Had the exhaust plug/nozzle been the
subject of a mandatory or regulatory scheduled repair then it may possibly be considered, for accounting
purposes, in the 1285 units/amortisation. An example of this is the Repair & Overhaul of Engines by RR.
In conclusion, MAC management has not been able to provide any credible market-based information
that supports their assumed treatment of the A340 assets, despite the introduction of a new Canadian
inventory standard (3031) in FY2008 that permitted the “write off” of approx C$10 million in A340 labour
learning costs, together with the benefits of retrospective and future price increases following “arbitration”
with Aircelle in 2008. Mr Edwards gave his testimony on this subject matter, immediately after the public
release of the MAC financial statements for FY2008 by video conference from Calgary on 31 March 2009,
when he also stated that “you have to look at the pricing and costs forecasts as well as unit sales.”
see further UK court notes in attachment D. My factual comments above exclude my four points on A340
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“Pricing subject matter” (as one example: my observation on the PwC analysis for the Q2.2006 to
Q4.2006 Variance analysis at PwC table 8.62 / para 8.62(b) - $7640K/$8470K – only 10% of the
identified “$8470K revenues increase” was attributable to delays in unit deliveries so that future sales
would be in later years – 4213A) See also my w/s para 210
Also my three points on the “Costs subject matter” (as one example; the assumed Costs/Escalation
formula implications recognized by PwC of successful higher initial pricing at para 8.93/8.95 and the
current 0.31 escalation formula portion for BETA21S / implications of same – 4209C and my witness
statement at paragraph 203.2 and the re pricing at (A) of $X18148 per unit re doc 1788/1787 from John
Furbay on 19 June 2006 which followed document 1732- 1741 from John Furbay on 24 May 2006).
(See also Brian Little Witness Statement paragraphs 206,210,213,224.6)
Which from my knowledge/ reading of the commercial contracts etc. in 2005/6, in my functional and
Senior Officer roles, before MAC proceeded into “arbitration”, was sufficiently considered by me to explain
its importance as part of my 29 minute review /conversation with CFO Mr Dekker on 14 Sept 2006 before
he requested that we finish our telecom as he now had other commitments in the Office. (PD24).
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After very careful consideration of all the evidence I reiterate my earlier assertions (Protected
Disclosures PD22,PD23 and PD24 from Aug 8+9 , 10 and 14 September 2006) , that the Balance
Sheet treatment of the A340 assets remains OVERSTATED by at least C$10 million in the
current public reporting in 2009 by the Directors /Senior Officers of Magellan Aerospace Corp.
This figure of C$10m + was obviously much higher in the Financial reports to the TSE/public at
31 December 2006 and since.
The public evidence of an A340 financial breakeven position at Gross Profit level (+$137K) in the
Q4.2006 EAC following inflated pricing assumptions through the escalation formula , in that EAC
representation to the auditors is addressed through the various scenarios I have set out. Those detailed
documents were provided to MAC in July/August 2009 and are included in the UK court bundle. The
results are summarised at document 4242A. These show an overstatement of A340 asset values and
financial losses of between USD $20 million -- USD $30 million for the most probable scenarios
(4242A).
The natural consequence of which is of course a further deficiency in cash recovered and identified
within the MAC strategic planning process commencing on 18 September 2006 for the MAC business of
some
USD $20million – USD $30million.
Although MAC ‘s Chairman Mr Edwards repeatedly told the UK court in his 5 June 2008 and 31 March
2009 testimonies that “he trusted the company’s auditors EY to provide a fair analysis of MAC
projects” he and Mr Dimma, as their Audit Committee Chair are no strangers to accounting misstatements at Magellan. In the FY2007 Annual Report at page 30, signed by them both, they recorded
“Amended and Restated Results
In FY2007 accounting errors and mis-statements in accounts receivable were uncovered at one of the
Corporation’s divisions during the course of an ongoing process to collect outstanding accounts receivable on a
timely basis. This prompted an internal investigation that uncovered the overstatement of various assets on the
balance sheet resulting from improper accounting and also discovered unsupported and unrecorded transactions.
As a result of the accounting irregularities that occurred from 2003 – 2007 , the Corporation recorded a loss of
$5,478,000 , net of anticipated insurance proceeds, as the overstated carrying values of the assets were written
down to their appropriate values. Currently the Corporation is engaged in a process to recover a portion of the
loss through its $1,500,000 all risk crime insurance policy. Although the amounts of the restatements relating to
the individual years prior to 2007 were not likely material, the Corporation has restated those periods as the
cumulative irregularities was material in 2007………”
A financial LOSS of C$6.978,000 and restatement of MAC assets downwards for the period 2003-2007
I repeat again my assertions above --------- that the Balance Sheet treatment of the A340 assets
remains OVERSTATED by at least C$10 million in the current public reporting in 2009 to the
TSE and public by the Directors and Senior Officers of Magellan Aerospace Corporation.
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(Note; MAC never disclosed in which business unit within MAC the accounting errors and misstatements – the
“fraud” - took place between 2003 and 2007,when Mr Neill (CEO to 2006) and Mr Dekker (CFO throughout the
period) were ultimately in charge. All I can add is that there were two MAC business units in which I was
instructed by Mr Neill that I had no business/functional role and conclude it must have been one of those, given
my normal attention to strategic, substantive and detail matters. MAC stated later that it had recovered C$1.5m
monies from its crime insurance policy.

25 June 2007 I wrote to Mr Dimma (2974/6) and asked
“Please advise whether it is the MAC audit committee /PwC “independent investigation” plan to
invite me to submit my comments before the report is finalized. If it is then I will make myself
available to support same.”Mr Jewett, on behalf of Mr Dimma and the Audit Committee responded on
12 July 2007 (3002), my response on 16 July 2007 (3009) and 17 July 2007 (3003-3005). Mr Jewett’s
final response was on 18 July 2007(3009). In effect MAC management, Senior Officers and Directors
would be allowed to comment but no such invitation for comments on the factual accuracy or
substantive errors in PwC’s Final Draft Investigation Report would be extended to me. This was
inconsistent with our expectation and requests since early February to the Audit Committee and the
discussions between Mr Tracey and his PwC team and Mr McCreery – my accountant - and I in Belfast
(585). Following the publication of the Final PwC report in late August 2007 I recorded my
concerns once again on A340 in an email dated 11 September 2007 to Mr Edwards (read on 11
September 2007 at 15.08) and Mr Dimma (read on 11 September 2007 at 15.39) – Page 127
“For the record
Now that the public evidence in the UK case has been completed, and given the significance still of the
A340 subject , I now extend an invitation to the following parties (as a minimum) to comment with any
supporting contemporaneous documentation, on the factual accuracy in any part of this report.
Likewise if there are substantive errors in omission.
(1)
(2)

MAC Audit Committee
Mr W Dimma and Mr P Jewett (TORYS)
PricewaterhouseCoopers - coordinated by Mr John Tracey ,Ms Caroline McQuater and Mr
Osborne for Mr Powell and Mr Clarke
(3)
Ernst & Young (Canada) - coordinated by Mr D Linsdell with Mr L.Pagnutti.
No response or input was forthcoming from any of the above by 13 November 2009, or by 27 November
with the Final report preliminary release and again to 4 December 2009 ,despite the Respondents
solicitors stating that they “consider there are many inaccurate and incorrect statements” This preliminary
Final Report” release was also available for input until 4 Dec. 2009. No input/comments were
provided. You could obtain any MAC written schedule of the “substantive” errors from Mr Dekker.
For the avoidance of doubt this report does not deal with all A340 (Section 8) matters or any of the other Sections of
the PwC reports Some of which concurred with my concerns – such as Boeing 737 discounts and the MAC
Q4.2006 earnings statement was adjusted downwards by C$ 904K to reflect that. Or MALUK “doubtful solvency” –
August/September/October 2006 – for which the Audit Committee/ Mr Dimma stated “I have no idea” (p108) and did
not include in the PwC scope, even though it represented almost half of the protected disclosures made and an
injection into and from MAC funding was needed– this was initially deferred and then never investigated by PwC. Or
MALUK Manufacturing Inventory valuations in FY 2005 (part of C$1640K + corrected at MAC in FY2006 – 4071 by
E&Y) which we chose not to include in my Grounds of Complaint so as to narrow the issues/ CMD matters at the UK
court/Tribunal.).
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Section 3 : Attachment A1 : Brian Little - promotion to MAC and appointment as Senior Officer
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Attachment A2 : Announcement to Customers / Suppliers /public etc - sent on Tuesday 19
September 2006 at circa 9 am Calgary time
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Attachment : B

Common (sense) “due diligence” checklists

(a) Customer Delivery projections

(b) External market forecast reports

(1)
(2)
(3)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Airbus program build forecasts
Airbus “production” plans - wing
Airbus Final assembly - Toulouse

Airline Monitor/Ed Greenslet
Teal Group/Richard Aboulafia
Janes DS forecast (Doc. solutions)
Forecast International
Bank of America Merrill Lynch securities
Walsh Aviation/consulting
Frost and Sullivan

(c ) Aerospace Publications

(d) Communications / Network

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Flight International
Aviation Week and Space Technology
Air Transport World (and ATW online)
Interavia
Speednews
Aircraft
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Airbus Toulouse
Airbus UK
Aircelle
Rolls Royce
etc.

Attachment “C” - to be read in conjunction with Page 45/46

(A340 Spares and Repairs)

The only written evidence (Mr Neill’s witness statement) on A340-500/600 was at para 102
“He raised a concern about an A340 programme and regarding the Ellanef- Boeing contract by writing in
manuscript on the sub certificates he provide to John Dekker, with his brief observations. These observations
were related to the poor sales record of the A340 600 aircraft and we still had related costs in the Aeronca
inventory which might not be recovered, as well as the status of the negotiations with Boeing on price
adjustments. In respect of the former matter , I shared with the Claimant some work completed by Dr Raj
Thamburaj , Director of Engineering, on the life expectancy of the exhaust systems for the A340 aircraft engines
and indicated there was substantial spare parts and repair sales potential which had not been included in the
forecasts. As regards the latter matter since the Claimant had been involved in the Boeing meetings, I
concluded that in the context of the overall amount of company reserves and provisions, this was not enough
to be a material event. Moreover, in both cases, points were considered by John Dekker and me and we took
the view in good faith that they did not require a qualification to the quarterly certificates being filed…”
Extract from Mr Dekker’s oral evidence/testimony from my UK public court notes in his cross-examination by
Mr Little in April 2008 ( Quarterly Certification in accordance with Canadian law and MAC processes)
And later
Mr Dekker

I’d go through with Mr Neill the certs and identify remarks of that nature. We
need to be sure we’re fully versed. I saw this (referring to document 2006)
and Mr Neill said he’d talked to Mr Little already. Issue re enough product
from Aeronca. It was not my expertise. I’d just leave that to him.

Chairman

What he wants to know is did you have a discussion with BL?

Mr Dekker

It was noted

And later
Mr Little

Would you expect BL to be obliged to look at the accounts, Aeronca etc (BL
added referring to document 1830 etc) to satisfy himself?

Mr Dekker

The self-cert process is laid out fairly clearly

Mr Little

Can you specifically say you’d be expecting me to satisfy myself?

Mr Dekker

I’d be disappointed if you didn’t

And later
Mr Little

I was specifically concerned because I saw at least C$10m, and probably more.

Chairman

Mr Stafford QC cross examined Mr Neill. Do you want to focus on a question to
Mr Dekker? Any question you can ask Mr Dekker to establish or show us your
reasonable belief. You should also bear in mind they all had concerns

Mr Little

I had a real concern that Arbitration was not just the solution that we had to
address. The magnitude and impact were not being recognized?

Chairman

You’ve heard the Claimant’s motivation. What can you tell us?
concern.
How did you regard it at that time?
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It was a valid

We were aware of this programme and the risk. It was not being
disregarded by anyone. As a management team it’s important to have
different points of view. Mr Little’s view is important in this
assessment but his is not the only one. His point of view was valuable.
The auditors were comfortable with the outcome.

Mr Dekker

Extracts from Mr Neill’s oral evidence/testimony from my court stenographer’s transcript in his crossexamination by Mr Little by videoconference in the UK public court on 27 July 2009 (Spares and Repairs)
(also see Attachment D (pages 72 – 78) for part of Mr Neill’s testimony on 14 November 2007)
Mr Neill

: Since facts are and last year the Aeronca shop received units in total from
Lufthansa and Lufthansa Technik for heavy repair, four were extensive to the
tune of a hundred thousand dollars, significant profit margins for Aeronca,
every year since 2006 we have delivered somewhere between 350 and 650 thousand
dollars' worth of spare parts, which airlines would use to refit the exhaust
nozzle and the likes to the engines in question.
We also had conversations with the Virgin Atlantic maintenance repairs
specialist, Mark Stocks, about what was happening in his airline, and at that
time, we made a proposal to him for a number of replacement units, so while it
is true that the engineering life was 80 to 100 thousand hours, there is
significant wear and tear on the units in service that do require maintenance
and repair.

Mr Little : Right, so that there's absolutely no doubt for everybody else, Rich, in my mind
there is no argument that there is at least 100-130 units in spares and (BER)
repairs here on a On Condition basis, that's not in dispute. What I'm
disputing is PwC and yourselves coming to a conclusion that there is a demand
for 1572 units which are both mathematically and logically wrong, and I want to
pursue that subject, if I may …….

And later in evidence
(Note:Email from Mr Neill (3597/8) refers to “This analysis showed that the likely spares requirement was in
excess of 800 units over the period FY2007 to FY2021 so to achieve a volume of 190 units was an extremely safe
number to use in the EAC analysis. This data was sent to you on the 14th March”. This MAC document (3605H)
was disclosed by the Respondents solicitors PinsentMasons on 27 Aug 2009 and used a total production build of
135 aircraft and “886” spares”). See Attachment C.1 for email doc 3597 and C.2 for Aeronca schedule doc 3605H.
Mr Neill’s evidence
Mr Little :

Document 3597 and 98. (Pause).

Mr Neill

This is a memo from me to Pricewaterhouse.

:

Mr Little :

That's correct, and I'm just going to let the tribunal read it first of all,
and yourself, to remind you, and then I have four or five questions I want to
ask.
(Pause).
( BL :This email is at C.1. page 67 for the reader)

Mr Little :

All right?

Chairman

Yes.

:

Mr Little :

Mr Neill

:

So this is from yourself, copied to John Furbay, noted at the end of March,
essentially, as distinct from what we saw earlier.
Yes.
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Mr Little :

Mr Neill

:

Mr Little :

And this is coming off the back of what Dr Thamburaj has done in the middle
of March 2007 for yourself, on the useful life.
Correct.
And this refers to a spares requirement in excess of 800 units from 2007 to
2021 as opposed to the 1572 calculated by PwC?
(BL–this MAC schedule for 800+ units from Mr Furbay/Mr Neill -3605H- dated
14 March 2007 was then disclosed by the Respondents solicitors, after my
request, on 27 August 2009 and is at C2.Page 68. MAC had sent it to PwC.
PwC’s calculation of expected Spares and Repairs demand is at C3.92 Page 71

Mr Neill

:

Mr Little :

If you make the assumptions for the forecast that we've just agreed on, then
the numbers will generate whatever the numbers are, and if it's 800, it's
800.
Okay. Oil' now --

Mr Neill

We're not building -- go ahead.

:

Mr Little :

No, you go ahead?

Mr Neill

I was going to suggest that the 800 was likely over the life of the
programme, and it was well in excess of the numbers that, at that point in
time, we needed to recover all of the costs.

:

Mr Little :

Can you then go to the beginning of the second paragraph?

Mr Neill

Yes.

:

Mr Little :

You refer there that generally when an exhaust achieves its recommended and
predicted life it will be taken out of service and a new one will replace it.

Mr Neill

Yes.

:

Mr Little :

What do you think that would normally mean?

Mr Neill

:

Well, what happens when --

MR Lynch

:

Tribunal –

CHAIRMAN

:

Sorry --

MR LYNCH

:

So sorry to interrupt, this seems perhaps to be, it may be my mistake, and if
it is I very much apologise, but if we look at questions -- the only
questions that were permitted on question 17, aren't they just the two about
disclosure.

Mr Little :

No, I've said (reads)

CHAIRMAN

We were not asked to arbitrate on 17.

:

Mr Little :

No, there's a series of specific questions to some of the detail in paragraph
1 or 2, I expect five or so questions and that's what I'm doing now.

CHAIRMAN

:

We were not asked to arbitrate on 17, as far as I recall.

Mr Lynch

:

Okay.

MR Little :

I'm now on my second question.
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Mr Lynch:

Okay.

Mr Little :

But the question essentially is, this then implies to anybody, like a PwC,
that after 40 thousand hours, it's going to take them out of service and a
new one is going to replace it. That's what that language implies?

Mr Neill

Well first of all, I don't -- I don't entirely agree with you. The
recommended life is a way of describing a service life for a period of service,
and I think I'd go on further here to talk about these decisions about replace
or repair, that has to be made by the overhaul base or the overhaul centre, and
I would assume that that decision is made and when that decision is made, and
that becomes the recommended life of the component. Let me also say that in the
engine repair and overhaul business, it is traditional that when the whole
nozzle unit is returned to service that a detailed report is written on its
condition and on the basis of that condition, the air worthiness authorities
approve the service life. And if it's in good condition, they will extend the
service life, if it is in poor condition, they will reduce it and that then
becomes the recommended life of that component.

Mr Little : Mr Neill, this very specifically is to PwC, it's all about Thamburaj's report,
and it says, "Generally if an exhaust achieves its predicted recommended life
it will be taken out of service and a new one will replace it." If that is not
basically saying a replacement at 40 thousand hours, to everybody, other than
those within the industry, what is it saying? It could not be any clearer.
Mr Neill

: It doesn't use 40 thousand hour life, it doesn't use the repair mandated
regulatory life, it uses the term recommended life because that is not a known
number, per se.

Mr Little : But Rich, you've related it to the 800 units up above between 2007 and 2021 and
I can tell you it is about 800 units on that basis.
MR LYNCH

:

No, no.

CHAIRMAN

:

Just put a question to him, rather than comments.

Mr Little :

Well, it's quite explicit, the English language says to somebody in PwC that
"an exhaust achieves its predicted and recommended life it will be taken out of
service and a new one will replace it” and just above that “to provide a margin
of safety John Furbay’s analysis used 40000 hours as the useful life” -- and
is equivalent to 800 units, as calculated. And I would concur with that
calculation on that basis, as I have done in case 4B.

Mr Neill :

I would, sorry, I would, in response, I would suggest that we're in a new
paragraph in this email, we're talking about spares and repairs and we're
talking about life in relation to spares and repairs. I don't know how PwC
interpreted this, but I have assumed that they segregated these two paragraphs
to come up with the conclusions that they did.

Mr Little:

Rich, with respect --

Mr Neill :

Beyond that, you're asking me to testify what they understood but it and I
can't.

Mr Little

No, I'm suggesting to you you're lying, because that says to anybody, a
replacement. The calculation of 800 stacks together with that, it only makes
sense in that context. It can't mean anything else, and they then go off and say
that's how they've done their calculations, but can't even get the maths right.
(overspeaking)

CHAIRMAN :

Wait, please. You're suggesting he's lied in the email?
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Mr Little:

Yes, he's deliberately lied and given that impression.

CHAIRMAN :

In the email.

Mr Little:

In the email relating to the 800 and he then conditions --

CHAIRMAN :

No.

Mr Lynch :

Wait.

CHAIRMAN :

In the email, what you're suggesting is that he's lying to PwC.

Mr Little:

He's deliberately given the impression of that 40,000 hours replacement.

CHAIRMAN:

I hear what you say but I want to make a note of it. I suggest that you are
lying in the email. Not anywhere else, but in that email. That's what's been
suggested to you, I think that that's a lie.

Mr Neill

Well, I have two or three comments here. In an email I saw from Mr Little
addressed to our counsel, Pinsents, in two sentences he managed to accuse me of
being a cheat, a fraud, guilty of purporting a hoax, and the likes, and quite
frankly, when I read all that language I was angry, because I take some pride in
trying to be truthful in everything that I do. I may not always be as clear as
I should be but I take pride in being truthful, but then I got to think that
this is the very issue that surrounded the way that Mr Little behaved within the
corporation that led in the end to his termination, and I calmed down a little
bit, because to me it was consistent with the character of the individual.
Now, recommended life, I used that term because I didn't know if it was the
service life or whatever, nor if it would be a life that would be approved by an
air worthiness authority, and so I used that language for just that reason. I
also had some conversations with Stephen and Stephanie, which I refer to in the
opening paragraph and in which I thought I was very clear about what life was
all about.

Mr Little:

And then when you looked at the PwC report, they write a calculation based on
eight years and do all those numbers. That's all they understood?

Mr Lynch :

He can't possibly know that.

CHAIRMAN :

Right, that's a matter for submission, isn't it.

Mr Little:

You then proceed to say, "As far as I know there's no mandatory FAA or FAA
services life on the exhaust to mandate this type of replacement so it will be
an Engineering and Maintenance decision made by the Airline and Overhaul Centre
that causes this to happen. If an exhaust is damaged or suffers other forms of
premature failure (e.g. mechanic’s errors) the decision could be made to repair
the parts rather than replace them.” So we're both agreed that this is an On
condition …..

CHAIRMAN :

We have been through this. We know that.

Mr Little:

Yes, okay, so I'd like to read a little bit of evidence you said earlier, if we
could.

Mr Lynch :

Tribunal, I do think that last bit is rather important, in terms of examining
the allegation that Mr Neill was lying in the email because he is saying in the
last bit we've looked at that this is not a regulatory matter, there is no.

CHAIRMAN:

It's the respondent's position that there is not a regulatory matter. I accept
what you say about that.
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Mr Little:

Sorry.

CHAIRMAN :

That that's what it says in the email.

MR Little:

I'm also saying that it's not --

CHAIRMAN :

You agree with it, there's no issue about that. It's whether or not -- I mean,
it must be your case, I assume, that at some point that position has changed
and changed back again, I don't know.

MR Little:

I think my position is that it has been said on that basis and when this has
gone out into the industry in the last month or six weeks, they're coming back
and saying, what are you talking about, there's no ordered material, nothing
here and there, there's nothing that stacks up against normal business
processes.

CHAIRMAN :

Okay.

MR Little:

Okay, the EAC then chooses to ignore – your fourth point, just the end of that
paragraph?

Mr Neill :

The spares.

Mr Little:

Yes.

Mr Neill :

Yes.

Mr Little :

So your point here is, we ignore repairs, irrespective of the size, and for the
EAC we have purely done replacement products which we think are around 800
units. That's what that's saying. That's what you've told PwC?

Mr Neill

Is that a question?

:

Mr Little :

I think so, isn't it?

Mr Neill

Are you asking me --

:

CHAIRMAN:

Mr Neill

You've said, we're ignoring --

Well, the question is, really (overspeaking) Mr Neill, the question really is,
is that an accurate statement?
:

I ... hindsight is 20/20 and you look at language today, and it could be
clearer, but the point I was trying to make, when units are repaired in
overhaul ... are on the line and people buy spare parts to support that we
don't normally include that in the EAC calculations. But major repairs and
the sale of major spares, like whole new nozzles and plugs we do.

Mr Little :

And that’s consistent with what the PwC people said, that the EAC is predicated
on the basis of replacement spares? And what you’re also saying

Mr Neill

Yes.

:

Mr Little :
Mr Neill :

Mr Little :

So we're back to the 800 units, effectively.

Okay, is that correct?

You keep saying that, I assume you're saying on the basis that that's your
belief.
No, my presumption is, I'm asking you, that's how PwC have interpreted what you
said and got a mathematical calculation wrong, but the rest of it is on that
basis?
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Mr Neill

:

Mr Little

I think you want me through the ... to show you that there was an error in the
second line of their calculations which would reduce the number, so on the
basis of that's what they did, you've interpreted it that way and I would have
to agree with you right now, but it still doesn't change the overall basis of
the EAC, that we had more than the necessary 1250 or whatever the number was
mentioned in this email to get all the amortization completed.
: Rich, just so we're both on the same wavelength, the evidence you've given is
that the table, you didn't correct, and both of us believe that it's probably
wrong. You've said independently in this email that you've done a calculation
that suggests 800 units on a replacement basis on 40 thousand hours is what is
in the EAC (Note: MAC disclosed document 3605h dated 14 March 2007 and sent to
PwC after his evidence on 27 August 2009) and what I'm saying is, if that is
true and everything has changed at 40,000 hours, purely for spares, that would
meet the 1247, which is your point, but it's only in that situation that
everything is getting replaced at 40 thousand hours without exception.
No repairs, nothing, straightforward replacement. That's what your emails are
saying??

Mr Neill

:

I think we're losing sight of the purpose of this email. The numbers stacked up
to justify us getting more than 1247 units that had been used at that time in
the EAC. I must admit I didn't go back and check in detail every calculation
that followed that. All I was saying was that if you took Dr Thamburaj's 40
thousand hours it would generate a significant number which, on top of the
production, would easily exceed the 1247 numbers needed to amortise out the
recurring costs. That's what I was trying to say in the opening paragraph.

Mr Little :

I've heard what you've said, we have your evidence. Earlier in this afternoon's
evidence, you made a remark too, this is our worst case scenario, and is for
the hot and high and damaged products. Was where the 40 thousand hours came
from, okay?

Mr Neill

Yes.

:

Mr Little :

So what you're saying is you've taken the worst case scenario of 40 thousand
hours and assumed that all 800 units will require to be replaced by 2021. Is
that correct?

Mr Neill

If you want to assume 800 units are needed then you have to assume that the
whole fleet will need that kind of replacement and that will occur if airlines
operate in difficult situations or conditions where there's significant
deterioration. However, to get beyond the 1247, which was the amount needed as
I understood it at that time to amortise out, you only needed 190 units and the
point I was making to PwC was that to exceed 190 units should be something that
is quite credible, because now you no longer have to rely on the worst case
condition you can look at other events occurring, like we've seen in the past
two years, that would suggest that they will be the repairs and spares bought
to support the fleets.

:

And shortly later
:

Mr Little

So how do we get 800? Only if we take the flying worst-case scenario and all
of the complete replacements. Now, this particular gentleman also made the
point that this is over a million dollars, this is the equivalent of --

Mr LYNCH QC : This is just another -- with great respect -CHAIRMAN

:

Well, I think he's laying the groundwork for it. There needs to be a question
at the end of…
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Mr LITTLE :

The question is, the airline industry, with all the rules and whatever, have no
sense of there being a worst case flying scenario for them involving them in
the expenditure of over one to two million dollars at around six or seven years
of service. This is about $300 million, effectively, in business. Timet have no
view of anything …

CHAIRMAN

When are you going to get to the question?

:

Mr Little :

The question is, how come everybody doesn't understand the magnitude of that
problem in the industry, Rich? At all? And Magellan doesn’t seem to be
doing something about it within their engineering and the quality process?

Mr Neill

And the answer is, I think, that only time will tell whether Dr Thamburaj's
tests, and the coupon tests that he did, is a clear representation of what will
happen in service. Somewhere between 20 thousand and 100 thousand

:

hours, it is clear that exhausts will have to be -- to undergo a
major repair and as I say, time will tell that.
Mr Neill :

In these documents there is no reference to specific hours for hot service life
-- let me say that again, for a hot compliant service life. What there is,
however, there is a number of pieces of data reflecting corrosion, the
bubbling, the impact on the honeycomb structure, all of which are statements
regarding what can happen to the product in service. The only document that
I'm aware of that has been released is an email I sent to Dr Thamburaj asking
him on the basis of these tests, we're -- we intend to use 40 thousand hours as
the number to feed into the meantime between unit removal forecast that we were
giving to Aircelle, is that a reasonable number to use and can you substantiate
it? And he responded, saying, yes, based on everything that he saw, the worst
case scenario was that a plug that had been subjected to -- the exhaust that
had been subject to heavy use, and a lot of damage inferences, especially
corrosion, may incur trouble at about 33,500, or 37,300 hours, so on the basis
of that we went ahead with the 40,000 hour number.

Mr Little :

And so the first time the calculation was actually done of the 33, 37 thousand
hours was actually that email that Raj did in March 2007?

Mr Neill

I believe so, but I don't know for sure.

:

Mr Little :

Okay.

Mr Neill

That was when I asked him.

:

Mr Little :

Okay?

Mr Neill

That was when I asked him.

:

and shortly later
Mr Little : Did you draw the attention of PwC and Ernst & Young and Mr Dekker to the
assumption of approximately 40 aircraft or 160 units for each and every year and
that Mr Dekker and you used in preparing the price and the unit sales on the
basis of those assumptions?
Mr Neill

:I can't recall. If it was -- if that was in one of the published forecast
documents, then I would have done so, but I cannot recall.

Mr Little : Okay. Did you ever attend any meetings with Ernst & Young or PwC with Mr Dekker
and/or Butyniec on the sales revenue and pricing assumptions which were the
subject of the 2006 audit process?
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Mr Neill :

No.

I attended one meeting with Mr Dekker.

Mr Little : Can you tell us what was discussed at that meeting just simply on that?
Mr Neill :

It was a wide-ranging meeting, they had a number of issues across Magellan that
they wanted to discuss and this was one of the items on the agenda, and I have
already, I think, testified to this, that my part of that discussion that I can
recall related to the spares and repairs.

I also now provide an extract from my court stenographer’s transcript from Mr Bobbi’s (a leading global
engine/nacelles expert) cross-examination by Mr Lynch QC , on behalf of MAC, in the UK public court on Monday
8 June 2009
( In addition to a WS Mr Bobbi produced two Reports ; Aug.2007 (3015-3025) and March 2009 (3890A- 3890W)
Mr Lynch QC

Mr Bobbi

If we could have a look at that, and if we could go back to, I am afraid this
takes us yet again to another volume, if we could go again to volume 9, that's
where you have to have been, and if we could look again at Dr Thamburaj's
report, and that takes us back to 3617,if you could look again at Dr
Thamburaj's email of 12 March to Mr Neill, and in particular if you look again
at the third and fourth paragraphs.
Yes.

Mr Lynch QC What I suggest to you is that what Dr Thamburaj is plainly writing about is
indeed the service life of these units. You see that, don't you?
Mr Bobbi
Mr Lynch QC

Mr Bobbi

Yes, I do.
What I suggest to you is this: that although, within of the email, what I
suggest to you is that on a fair reading of that email it's plain that what Dr
Thamburaj is saying is that the durability or lifespan of those units is 40,000
flying hours. That context, he once uses the word "repair", towards the very
end that's right, that's a fair view?
In paragraph 2 and -- yes, of course, they've said that repeatedly.

Mr Lynch QC Exactly, good and that relates to replacement, doesn't it, spares rather than
repairs. If that's the lifespan of the unit, then once the lifespan is over
it's a question of a replacement, other than repairs, that's right, isn't it?
Mr Bobbi

Not necessarily.

Mr Lynch QC Well, but that would be the obvious inference to draw, wouldn't it, from what
Dr Thamburaj is saying. The obvious inference to draw is that that is the
service limit, that's the lifespan of the unit, and obviously, if the lifespan
is that, then one needs a new unit when its lifespan is spent. That's the
obviously sensible reading of Dr Thamburaj's email, that's right, isn't it?
Mr Bobbi

He is still confusing spares and repairs.

MR Lynch QC I don't think he is, and that's my point. If we look again at his email isn't
it perfectly obvious that what Dr Thamburaj is saying is that that is the
lifespan of the unit, that's exactly what he says.
Mr Bobbi

He's estimating it's the lifespan of the unit.

Mr Lynch QC

At least we can agree on that. It's a matter for the tribunal to
perhaps take a view as to whether it has to take an extra step to
interpret that. The Tribunal can determine whether that plainly means
the actual lifespan of the unit.
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Mr Bobbi
Mr Lynch QC

Mr Bobbi
Mr Lynch QC
Mr Bobbi

Estimated lifespan!
Yes. And likewise, when we go to the detail of Dr Thamburaj's analysis, at
page 3621, we see, don't we, in the opening paragraph of 3621 that Dr Thamburaj
is referring to the service life of the components, do you see that?
Yes, I do.
Then if you would be kind enough to pick it up, you see the calculations,
100,000 over 3, 100,000 over 2.66?
Yes.

Mr Lynch QC If we look at the next paragraph down, "actual life limit" is again,
obviously, referring to the same matter, isn't it?
Mr Bobbi
Yes.
Mr Lynch QC Yes, good. If we could move on to Magellan's view and Mr Neill's view about
this same matter -- and we can put volume 9 away and go back to volume 10
(Pause).
The numbering is slightly confusing here. If we could start at page 3890AA.
Tribunal, you do have that one, don't you?
CHAIRMAN:
Mr Lynch QC

Yes.
That takes us through to 3890UU, and then you should find that the next page
is just a single letter, and four digits, and that should be 3890W.Do you have
that?

CHAIRMAN:
Mr Lynch QC

Yes.
If we could go to 3890W, Mr Bobbi, are you there?

Mr Bobbi

Yes.

Mr Lynch QC

We have Mr Neill's email to Mr Moore of PricewaterhouseCoopers. I know it's
a bit compressed in its typescript. Tribunal, of course there is a bigger
version in the bundle, if that's a bit small to read. (Pause).
Mr Bobbi, you can see, can't you, looking at the two substantive paragraphs - it actually is a feature of both those paragraphs -- that Mr Neill makes it
expressly clear that Magellan is simply basing its calculations for
accountancy purposes on spares or replacements, he's not included anything to
do with repairs.

Mr Bobbi .

That's right.

Mr Lynch QC

Good.
And then again shortly later

Mr Lynch QC

But do you agree that it is certainly right that if Magellan sells a new
unit, whether as part of a new aircraft or as a new replacement unit, a
spare, then they would all count for EAC purposes?

Mr Bobbi

Of course.

Mr Lynch QC

Right. So it's plain, isn't it, that PwC did indeed examine and accepted,
for accountancy purposes, the validity of incorporation of Dr Thamburaj's
calculations, yes?

Mr Bobbi

That was the only information that they had.
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Mr Lynch QC

Right. And that information would indeed, because it related to lifespan,
that information would indeed provide the basis on which PwC could rightly
conclude that indeed these would involve new units that would be sold, that's
right, isn't it?

Mr Bobbi

No, that's not. Because a component has a "lifespan" does not mean
necessarily it will be replaced by something new, it can be repaired.

Mr Lynch QC

Yes. Well, no, I think the whole point is this, it's not, Dr Thamburaj's
point was not a question that they will need repairs after that period, Dr
Thamburaj's point was that around 40,000 flying hours was indeed the lifespan
of the unit. That after that,its lifespan was spent and should be replaced.
That was the point.

Mr Bobbi

Well, and if that was the case, he should have informed the customers.

Mr Lynch QC

Well, whether or not AIRCELLE was aware of that is another matter.

Mr Bobbi

I think it's an absolutely incredibly important matter, if he believed that.

Note After this 8 June cross-examination Mr Bobbi was sufficiently concerned about the line of
questioning / position taken by Mr Lynch QC / Magellan to write to Magellan’s customer Aircelle
– see page 45/46
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Attachment C.1
Document 3597 : an email from Mr Neill (former CEO / now Vice Chairman) to PwC just hours
before the MAC Board resolution was passed for the approval and
public release of the MAC FY2006 Financial statements.
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Attachment.C.2 In the email at document 3597 (C1) and in his public testimony on 27 July
2009 at Attachment A Mr Neill refers to “ …….John Furbay was asked to produce a forecast of spares required
based on the Engineering work completed by Dr Thamburaj which concluded that the useful life of the exhaust system was approx
35000 hrs (To provide a margin of safety John Furbay’s analysis used 40000 hrs as the useful life). This analysis showed that the likely
spares requirement was in excess of 800 units over the period 2007 to 2021 so to achieve a volume of only 190 units was an
extremely safe number to use in the EAC analysis.” PwC did not refer to this information or document in any way in their PwC
report – instead they created logic , mathematical and business assumptions errors which exaggerated the potential reservoir of
Spares and Repairs work to “1572units”– see attachment C3.92 at page 71.For PwC to fail to document / disregard this information
from MAC is inexplicable.

Document explanation- this document was disclosed on 27 August 2009. It is the document which Mr Neill refers to in his email 3597 to
PwC(3605H).
The upper schedule refers to a) taking the Airbus production schedule provided to E&Y and PwC and assumes that the programme will complete
series production in 2009 – using doc 3600 – 6 Feb 2007. The total production being for a build of 135.5 aircraft. This essentially is approx the numbers
I was suggesting pre –termination and is the number used in my witness statement (para 224). The market consensus of 6 out of 7 of the external
forecasts was also for 135 aircraft.
b) Spares and Repairs: this is a calculation of the Spares required based on a complete replacement of an exhaust
system life of 40000 flying hours and an annual 5000 hours utilization per year (8 year cycle) Further spares total is 868 units.
The total of 1466 (over the 1285) units for amortization means that at least “705” Spares will be necessary
The lower schedule refers to a) total sales orders (153 aircraft)on the Airbus website at 3602(not adjusted by – 21 a/c for cancellations)
b) Spares and Repairs : this is the calculation of the Spares required if 153 aircraft built and 8 year cycle.

Brian Little assessment The Upper schedule for production is precisely what I wanted MAC to recognise for Production Build at
FY2006 i.e. 135 a/c/540 units The Spares and Repairs schedule - if one were to accept MAC assumptions on replacement at 40000
flying hours (which for the avidance of doubt we and the industry do not:Repairs etc ) then the calculation above contains two business
errors…. 1. the deliveries schedule is based on prior deliveries to Aircelle in the past years _ It should be (as Mr Neill accepted during
his testimony) be based on airline aircraft in service - after adjustment for low usage VIP aircraft this is for 125 aircraft or 500 units. 2.
the assumption of 5000 flying hours per year is too high- the actual average is 4400 (doc4240A/E) and therefore equivalent to a
planned nine year cycle replacement. If both these “business” errors are “corrected” then the revised Spares and Repairs total for
the period from FY2007 to FY2021 is for a further 613 units (see 4240A). If all units returned from the airlines for Factory Repair are
judged Beyond Economic Repairs (BER) and replaced - then in excess of 600 units required. Information estimates from others and
me is for a further build for Spares which would range between 104 and 132 units. It is expected that Repairs where necessary on
the Exhaust nozzle and plug will be carried out at one of the Repair&Overhaul sites (which may be MAC)
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Attachment “ C3.P90 ” Extract of “Draft Final” PwC report / Final PwC report
(Subject : Number of units section Paragraph 8.63 – 8.78 (Final doc 692)
Extract from PwC Final Draft report (identical in Final Report) of pages referred to during
Mr Neill’s cross examination on 27 July 2009.
Final Draft Investigation Report into Areas of Concern Raised
by Mr Brian Little

May 2007 __________________________________________________ MAC: Aeronca - Airbus A340 non-recurring costs

Number of Units
8.63 The EAC is based on the projected delivery of 1,285 units of the A340-500760Q exhaust system
over the life of the programme.
8.64 Those units are comprised as follows:
Development units
Production units Spare
units and repairs Total

20
1,247
18
1,285

8.65 434 production units have been delivered as at the end of FY2006 (which includes the 20
development units). MAC forecasts a further 833 units (40 in FY2007 and 793 in following years)
to be delivered until the end of the programme.
8.66 18 spare units have been delivered as at the end of FY2006. The EAC does not explicitly show
further spare unit deliveries. Management explained that a portion of the forecasted deliveries of
production units (833 remaining) should be allocated to spare units and repairs.
8.67 The estimate of 833 units to be delivered by the end of the programme is supported by the
following:
(a)

(b)

Airbus publishes information regarding its order backlog and deliveries with respect to its
aircraft. The A340-500/600 orders not delivered as at 31 January 2007 amount to 56
aircraft. This translates to a future requirement in the market for approximately 224 of
MAC's exhaust system units.

Market data on the demand for commercial aircraft is available. A report issued by a third
party, Forecast International Inc. ("Fl"), dated April 2007 (exhibit 8.4), estimates future
deliveries for this aircraft at 117 from FY2007 to FY20'f6. This translates to 468 new
exhaust system units from MAC.
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Attachment “ C3.P91 “ Extract of “Draft Final” PwC report / Final PwC report
(Subject : Number of units section Paragraph 8.63 – 8.78 (final doc 693)
Mr Brian Little
May 2007 _________________________________________________________ MAC: Aeronca - Airbus A340 non-recurring costs

(c) MAC has also performed a study to assess the future demand which may arise from the need for
spare units and repairs of the product. As explained below, MAC estimates that exhaust systems will
need to be replaced or repaired twice over the life of each aircraft. With the end of this programme
being estimated at FY2021, 1,500 units would have to be replaced or repaired.
8.68

Of the 833 units remaining to be delivered (as estimated by MAC), it is projected that a further
468 production units will be required to serve the estimated market demand (as per Fl report
dated April 2007). The shortfall of 365 units is therefore required to be made up of spares in order
to support the future programme volume estimate of MAC.

8.69

As per discussion with management, the initial specifications from Airbus regarding the
manufacturing of an exhaust system solution, made reference to an estimated life of 100,000
hours for the part. This approximates to the estimated life of an aircraft; being 20 years where
there is approximately 5,000 hours of flight time per annum. At this stage a number of different
material options were under consideration and were presented by Aeronca as part of the proposal
process.

8.70

Ultimately, a decision was taken to use a light material (Beta 21.) to the detriment of the estimated
life of the part. Weight restrictions were a major concern and Beta 21 was the preferred choice in
order to manufacture a light product. The shorter estimated life of the exhaust system gives rise
to a requirement for spares and repairs in the future.

8.71

In considering the requirement for spare units, an internal engineering report entitled 'Durability
Analysis on Aircelle A340-500/600 Exhaust System' (exhibit 8.5) was prepared by Dr. Raj
Thamburaj, Director at AMES, Orenda (a subsidiary of MAC), which concludes on the estimated
fife of the product. The internal report states that "Actual fife limit would be between 33,333h to
37,593h which means that repairs would be required after 6.6-7.5 years at the least". MAC
proposes that art estimated life of 8 years (i.e., 40,000h at 5,000h per annum) would be a
reasonable assumption.

8.72

It is of note that the internal report also makes reference- to the requirement for repairs in its
conclusion and not explicitly to the need for spares or replacement units. Management
acknowledges the unpredictability of repair work and has appropriately chosen not to consider
repairs in its EAC analysis. Management believes that given the estimated life of the exhaust
system, there will be a combination of spare units and repair work. Further, management asserts
that the requirement for spare units will support and exceed the total number of units projected in
the EAC.

Privileged and Confidential
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Attachment : D

Part A :Extracts from Mr Neill, Mr Dekker, Mr Butyniec. Mr Edwards
testimonies on A340 -500/600 programme and documentary support
( to be read in conjunction with Page 98/99
(A340 Production)
Part B : Brian Little assessment – Production and Spares (education)

Part A : Mr Neill (former MAC CEO and now Vice Chairman) - A340 Production assessment
I also now provide a extracts from my court stenographer’s transcript from Mr Neill (former CEO/current Vice
Chairman) cross-examination by Mr Little in the UK public court on 27 July 2009 “ On A340 Production”
Background : 14 November 2007 Mr Neill evidence in cross examination by Mr Stafford QC . Notes by junior counsel
Chairman

:

Airbus now more confident?

(In A340 -500/600 sales)

Mr Neill

:

It’s very technical – aircraft can fly anywhere.

Chairman

:

You did not share the pessimism. Your cynicism about that pessimism has been
vindicated because you have sold more.

Mr Neill

:

Correct. I chose to call the suppliers and discussed with them how they saw
the future- they said the estimate in the journal(BL Note: referring to
Teal) was extremely pessimistic.

Mr Stafford:

When did you have that discussion?

Mr Neill

Q1.2006 and Q3 and another one just a month ago.

(BL Note; October 2007)

Mr Stafford:

You could see what forecast said and spoke to RR

(John Cheffins – COO)

Mr Neill :

One of many

Mr Stafford:

Said it was pessimistic and as events turned out – proved to be pessimistic?

Mr Neill:

Yes

:

Mr Stafford : Document 2998 Dead Plane flying – April 2007 – over page . They have said
that the forecast now 139 not 163 (BL Note: typo in fact – 135 – see doc
2981)
Mr Neill

:

Yes

Mr Stafford : Still predicting low forecast?
Mr Neill

:

Yes

Mr Stafford

Belies the optimism you just stated

Mr Neill :

Moved the numbers up by 3 – phased out by 2010 – do not hear Airbus
saying that.
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and shortly later
Mr Stafford

Mr Neill

The fundamental is – even if pessimistic – the sales were never going to
reach the 300 aircraft originally projected by MAC
We had projected 1200 nacelles sold – we have now added to that – the number

:

to be sold through spares – that takes the number up to 1500 – 1600
Significantly in excess of that needed. To the original EACs we have added
in the line for spares – and looked at the total number that will be
sold.... Either way it exceeds the number
(We now know from the disclosure of doc 3605H on 27 August 2009 that Mr Neill was recalling that 14
March 2007 document and the numbers of 1500- 1600 from it – with production volumes of Outcome
1:135 aircraft and outcome 2 :153 aircraft)
Mr Stafford :

Mr Neill

:

Ignoring spares – concentrating on the number of new aircraft – has MAC ever
reduced its expected number of aircraft sales from 300?
Yes the pessimistic scenario…….No realistic

Mr Stafford :

Where are accounts placed?

Mr Neill

Between the two

:

Mr Stafford :
Mr Neill

:

Where is it now?
Lower than 300 – probably between 250 and 300
(doc3605B/D:dated 1 March 2007 for a total aircraft build of 291/1184 units was Representation to E&Y
PwC also received the doc 3605E/G – these were both eventually disclosed on 8 June 2009–D1.p98
=email to E&Y = 3605B&PwC=3605E &D2.p99–1 March 2007:doc 3605C/F=291a/c build representation)

Mr Stafford :

MAC had downgraded the number of aircraft to be sold

Mr Neill

Yes

:

Mr Stafford :

When ?

Mr Neill

Each quarter end – look at likely sales – we do it at the quarter end

:

Mr Stafford :

When downgrade?

Mr Neill

Each quarter end

:

Mr Stafford :

When started?

Mr Neill
Mr Little

:
:

Q4/2006
The meeting on 8th August – you agree that BL raised the concerns – you agree
that he explained what about.
You did not share anything with BL about the
reduction of service life!

Mr Neill

:

I showed him a copy of the work done regarding the expected life of the
plane– there was some certainty based on the research carried out in Canada.
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Mr Stafford :

Mr Neill
:
Mr Stafford :

Volume 5/2006 – the sub certification for Q2.2006 – see 2 items here – “A340
– To discuss” . On an important document – the issue of NRC – clearly formal
concerns expressed by him.
(Note PD22/JD.p80)
Yes
You would have been clear that it was NRCs that he was referring to

Mr Neill

Yes

:

Mr Stafford :

Mr Neill

Given that you had a discussion on the 8th – and he signs certificate with
qualification – must have been clear that BL not entirely comfortable? (PD22)

:

Correct.
But his experience with airframe – more with engine and spares –
parts wear out and are replaced more frequently than wings- so a difference
in our experiences
Mr Stafford : Volume 6 document 2115 – will see dated 7 September 2006 – An Airbus document
– move forward to 6/2117.
3rd box down – A340 – 500, A340-600
(CL note-MAC provided both E&Y and PwC with latest version(3600)in Feb 2007.)
Mr Neill
: Assuming also 7th September
Mr Stafford : These are the projections?
: Plan for production.

Mr Neill

Mr Stafford : It does not look healthy for 2006 – and appears to be diminishing from 2006 –
2008
Mr Neill

: Yes

Mr Stafford : Aware of this at the time
Mr Neill

: Yes

Mr Stafford : There was pessimism from Airbus at the time?
Mr Neill

: Yes

Mr Stafford :

The only trade estimates referred to by PWC – are Forecast International

Mr Neill

OK

:

Mr Stafford : The only trade estimates referred to by PwC – are Forecast international.
you provide Teal?
Mr Neill

:

Did

We gave everything we had to hand – included the plan for production. Did
not include the International – I think it included Teal – but cannot recall.

Chairman

:

Did you provide data from other publications?

Mr Neill

:

Yes

Mr Stafford : Vol 6 /2240 BL’s notes of a conversation he had with JD – need to
review.Reference to Monday afternoon – reference to 18th September .Looks as if
spoken to JD and foreshadowed his intention to raise on Monday.
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Mr Neill

: Did not know that he intended to raise – but had been on staff calls for last
year – the arbitration. It was known to me that an issue that was vibrant and
alive of which Mr Little was one.
Mr Stafford : Thankyou
Mr Lynch QC
Re-examination

The Chairman is accessing his notes from the evidence at P72-74 by Mr Neill on 14 November 2007 following Mr
Lynch QC’s first challenge to our junior counsel’s record of that 14 Nov. 2007 UK court evidence on 27 July 2009
CHAIRMAN:

My notes say that he was aware of a production plan, and the pessimism was
shared and reflected in Teal Group forecasts. And he mentions that Forecast
International is referred to in PwC, we provided all the information to PwC
which included all the plans from Airbus, we didn't give them Forecast
International, they had to obtain them. We also provided data from other
publications.

MR LITTLE:

It was slightly earlier than that, sir; there was discussion about Rolls-Royce,
and then him having discussions with the suppliers.

Chairman

:

MR LITTLE:
Chairman

I think just before that, sir, because it's just literally just before that.
:

MR LITTLE:
Chairman

In relation to Rolls-Royce, I've noted the forecast from Teal was worse in
2007, I don't see Airbus or Rolls-Royce saying that they would be phased out in
2010 but it was pessimistic. We projected 1200 being used.

:

He said, "I chose to call Rolls-Royce the supply of the journal and
...(Reading to the words)… was overly pessimistic."
This is it.
"I had a number of conversations ...(Reading to the words)... mentioned in the
PwC report."

MR LITTLE:

That's it.

Chairman :

He didn't agree with the pessimism of the journal in April 2006 and my cynicisms
as to pessimism of the journal were vindicated because Airbus have sold more
than the forecast

MR Little :

That's it, sir.

Chairman :

What do you want to ask him?

MR Little:

The point is, I think, that journal he had available, so my questions then
follow from that.

Chairman :

You need to ask him firstly, did he have the journal available to him, did he
read it, or was he told what was in it, and if he was, who told him, et cetera.

MR Little:

Okay. In your previous evidence you referred to the April 2006 Teal report. Did
you have that journal available to you, or how did you know what it was saying?

Mr Neill :

I did not have a copy of the Teal 2006 journal, I had a presentation made by
Teal over all of the state of the civil aviation business and what the likely
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sales would be and what products would sell, I did not get the copies of these
presentations until after the end of 2006.
Chairman

:

Sorry, when was that, after when?

Mr Neill :

After 2006 ,at the beginning of 2007.

Mr Little:
Mr Neill :

So you had the Teal report then for April 2006 ………. Mr Neill interrupts
… Not, I did not have the detailed Teal report that you keep referring to, I
had a presentation document made by Teal ... which talked about the civil
aviation business and the likely products that would play in it, that's what I
had.

Mr Little :

You therefore didn't have the April 2007 report, as well?

Mr Neill :

I did not, no.

Mr Little :

Right. Okay. As a result I'll adjust some of the questioning here. Okay.
It is true, isn't it, of all the market reports available, only the Forecast
International report from 2007 would allow you to use some figures to underpin
your reduced A340 sales figures of more than 200 aircraft?

Mr Neill :

We placed heavy reliance on Forecast International, we had used their reports in
one of the other Magellan divisions, Orenda, for many years, we had found with
regard to engine-specific forecast they were reasonably accurate, so I saw no
reason to deviate from that belief in the Forecast International numbers.
It
was to some degree confirmed by that time some of the uncertainty about how the
civil aviation market would unfold, and therefore we stood by the Forecast
International report.

Mr Little: Sir, if you look at the next two questions, and Mr Lynch, I think those two
questions now fall away, because of that answer.
Chairman :
Mr Lynch :

Yes.
Yes.

Mr Neill : Can I just add to that answer, it was partly because of our history with Forecast
International that I believe PricewaterhouseCoopers took out their own
subscription and subscribed to the F I reports, as well.
Chairman:

Because of your ….. Mr Neill interrupts

Mr Neill:

That was reported to me -- I beg your pardon?

Chairman:

Because of your reliance on it?

Mr Neill:

Because we had- yes, because we had said that we were using the Forecast
International reports as the primary document, at that time they did not have a
subscription to Forecast International, as I understand it, so they then decided
to take out their own subscription.

Chairman :

I see.
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The Chairman is accessing his notes from the evidence at P72-74 by Mr Neill on 14 November 2007 following
Mr Lynch QC’s second challenge to our junior counsel’s record of that UK court evidence during 27 July 2009
“Did you provide Data from other Publications?”

– Mr Neill

-

Yes

CHAIRMAN:

From my note it looks as though it was the evidence that further documentation
was provided. (Pause)

Mr Little :
Mr Neill :
Chairman :
Mr Neill :
Chairman :

Okay, so on that basis, sir –
Do you want me to add, sir?
Yes, please.
Judge?
Yes.

Mr Neill

Yes, it's now two years since this happened but I recall quite clearly, and Mr
Little knows this, that it was my practice to keep copies of all trade
publication articles, documents, as well as any forecast that we would make,
this would be, the trade publications would be Flight International and Aviation
Week primarily, but other things, such as Air Transport World and the likes.
What I did was I handed the file, with as much of that data in it that I had, I
gave it to Pricewaterhouse. And I do not recall if the Teal presentations that I
referred to earlier were in that file or not.

:

Mr Little :

But none of -- well, but none of those other publications, because we looked at
all of them, gave any indication of more than 200 aircraft beyond about March
2007, none of them, and we have looked at 14.

Mr Neill

If you say that, then I accept what you say, I cannot recall.

:

Mr Little:

Okay.

Mr Neill :

And they have the file.

Mr Little:

Why do you think none of that was included in the PwC report, or any reference
to it at all, not even mentioned? Why was the only document the Forecast
International Report, if there are , and there were …..

Mr Neill

I think this is really a question for Pricewaterhouse rather than for me, but I
think they had already at this time, as I understood it, purchased a separate
subscription to the Forecast International data. They looked upon them as a
trustworthy house and were relying on them for the information that they
provided, and I guess it took that as priority over other trade publication
articles

Mr Little

Why do you think they ignored the Teal report they had in PwC London

Chairman

I don’t think he can really answer that. I think the point that he says is,
well, he speculates, he’s already speculated once, but seems to be saying you
should ask PricewaterhouseCoopers.

(Note

: The Respondents requested the return of Mr Neill’s file (as did I request
they provide to MAC – doc 4294A-G following the evidence above.)
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and shortly later – Mr Neill A340 view re “production” as at 27 July 2009 in UK public court evidence
Mr Little

:

Just for the record, do you believe there's any life in the A340 product now?

Mr Neill

:

Well, I refer to a press conference that Airbus gave at the Paris Air show
this year, I believe you attended this.

Mr Little
CHAIRMAN

: I did, I also spoke to several of them including the -: Is this going to help us or is it just a matter of curiosity?
We've lost the link.

Mr Little
CHAIRMAN
Mr Little

:
:
:

That's whatever they use going forward -I don't think it's going to help us, I am afraid.
I think the relevance from my perspective is, if they now recognise there's
NO production, the only way to recover it is replacement spares and therefore
we're going into 700 plus replacement spares.

MR Lynch QC : Actually tribunal, we might want a little evidence about -Mr Little
: Can I give it too.
CHAIRMAN
: No, you can cross-examine Mr Neill about that
(The video link failed)
(Pause)
(2.50 pm)
We're back, yes.
New Speaker : Sorry, can you just speak again, I'm just putting the volume up.
Mr Neill
: We are back, we can see you loud and clear.
New Speaker : Thank you very much.
MR Lynch QC : Thank you very much indeed.
CHAIRMAN
: You were going to tell us about the Airbus presentation.
Mr Neill
: Oh. Oh, yes. Airbus, this summer, had a press conference at the Paris Air
Show, Airbus announced some improvements to the A340/500.600 fuselage, and
the introduction of a new skin for the belly fairing under the aeroplane,
the introduction of this skin would mean there would be a reasonable
improvement in the drag qualities of the aeroplane and an improvement of
fuel consumption in the order of about 1 per cent.
They said specifically that this would be offered to existing A340 600
operators and would be introduced on the production line as appropriate, so
it was a surprise to me, because every indication that we'd seen

from 2007 on, because of the difficulties Airbus were facing with the 380
programme, that was consuming both human resources and financial resources,
that they'd given up on the A340, but here was someone now saying:
we're prepared to do things to improve the performance of the aeroplane.
So is there life in this product? Perhaps, you can never rule out more
engineering improvements. The discussion, Brian mentioned Rolls-Royce
earlier, the discussion I had with John Cheffins in Rolls-Royce was on this
very issue, the sustainability of the programme and what could be done, and
at that time he confirmed that Airbus were doing virtually nothing, all of
their resources were devoted to the A380 and the launch of the new A350, and
therefore any opportunities beyond the production plan and backlog was
likely not to happen, he volunteered at that time that they, Rolls-Royce,
were offering the Trent 500 engine for another opportunity, which was the
reengineering of a military aeroplane in the States, and was somewhat
optimistic about that, but it's a long story to say that I had believed that
the outlook for the aeroplane was dim but given what happened this past year
I'm now no longer quite so sure.
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Mr Dekker Witness Statement at Paras 86/87 and 91 provides his evidence on A340-500/600.
“86. Fourth relates to Aeronca and Airbus non-recurring costs. The area of accounting for development costs is
difficult because it requires consideration of events that might happen many years in the future. As PWC
notes, in this specific instance there are inherent uncertainties when preparing revenue and cost estimates
for a 20-year programme, for example ongoing negotiations regarding the sales price of exhaust systems
units or future commodity price fluctuations.
87. Canadian Generally Accepted Accounting Practices require five cost deferral criteria to be satisfied before
the deferral of development costs is allowed and PWC concludes that these criteria have been met by
Magellan Corporation. I note that PWC concludes that the Claimant’s assertions cannot be quantified or
qualified as being likely to negatively impact management’s best estimates to achieve a breakeven position
at the end of the programme. In summary, PWC finds that the Claimant’s allegations are unfounded from
financial reporting and accounting perspectives.
91. As an overall observation on PWC’s report, I believe that PWC accepts that senior management did take
notice of the Claimant’s concerns, but that after consideration reached conclusions and/ or collective
decisions that he did not agree with. I agree with that. I am also struck by the fact that PWC states that its
“over-riding impression is of individuals within MAC and MALUK who are seeking to report properly the
financial position of the company.” I wholeheartedly agree with that.”
I also now provide an extract from UK public court notes from Mr Dekker (CFO) cross-examination by Mr Little in the UK in
4 April 2008 at 11.40am pp167 (His 10 June 2009 evidence on Pricing and costs not included)
Mr Little

A340-500/600 aircraft programme was the largest product except the super
jumbo Airbus A380 ?

Mr Dekker

It is one of the largest

Mr Little

In terms of the MAC Balance Sheet, C$40+?

Mr Dekker

Approx that yes

Mr Little

This is probably the biggest single item to be a management issue from the
inventory?

Mr Dekker

I don’t think I can dispute this

Mr Little

On 14th the conversation Mr Dekker and me had re arbitration might not have
been connecting. I was getting increasingly anxious.

Chairman

Did you have that impression re Aeronca

Mr Dekker

It was of concern to him yes. As it was to all of us

Chairman

PD24 then

Mr Little

This is the telephone conversation between JD/BL on 14th September. In it BL
is saying this really is getting much worse. Very concerned re financial
statements. What does Mr Dekker recall? We talked for 29 minutes and you were
…….. Chair interrupts

Chairman

Sorry to cut across you again. It looks like it’s admitted so you don’t need
to go there. It’s also accepted it tends to show breach
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Mr Lynch QC

NO, No!!

Chairman

You’ve admitted it in your schedule

Mr Lynch QC

Oh, I see, of reasonable belief

Chairman

It’s a continuation of your allegations on 11th August. As a finding of fact,
I can’t conceive we wouldn’t find on that. The only issue is whether you had
reasonable belief.

Mr Lynch QC

If everything alleged is established, the real reason is reasonable belief,
and we dealt with Mr Neill with…… Chairman interrupts

Chairman

It’s the same issue. It comes back to March re MAC financial statements.

Mr Little

I was specifically concerned because I saw at least C$10m, and probably more.

Chairman

Mr Stafford QC cross examined Mr Neill. Do you want to focus on a question to
Mr Dekker? Any question you can ask Mr Dekker to establish or show us your
reasonable belief. You should also bear in mind they all had concerns

Mr Little

I had a real concern that Arbitration was not just the solution that we had
to address. The magnitude and impact were not being recognized.

Chairman

You’ve heard the Claimant’s motivation. What can you tell us?
concern.
How did you regard it at that time?

Mr Dekker

We were aware of this programme and the risk. It was not being
disregarded by anyone. As a management team it’s important to have
different points of view. Mr Little’s view is important in this
assessment but his is not the only one. His point of view was
valuable. The auditors were comfortable with the outcome.

And shortly after

pp177-178

Mr Little

Financial statements

Chairman

As a matter of record will it help with reasonable belief?

Mr Little

Yes

Chairman
Mr Little

Mr Little

It was a valid

Ok
Vol7/ 2881 slowly reads out “ The Corporation relies on customers’ delivery
projections as well as external market forecasts to determine the number of
units over which to amortise non-recurring costs. Should deliveries not reach
the number projected, any unamortized balance that remains would then need to
be charged to cost of revenues which could have a material adverse impact on
the Corporation.”
: As well as the Forecast International external market forecast what others
were there?

Chairman

This is for Mr Neill. No challenge!!

Mr Little

But all the other market forecasts show this A340 programme as ending and the
cancellation of aircraft orders.

Chairman

That’s your evidence. He can’t tell us that. We know what forecasts were used.
They were the wrong ones. It doesn’t help with Reasonable Belief. What does
help is your state of mind. There’s nothing to be added by looking at this.

It’s a criticism but no challenge
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I also now provide an extract from UK public court notes from Mr Butyniec (COO now CEO) cross-examination by Mr Little
in January 2008
( Mr Butyniec did not provide any written evidence in his Witness statement on A340-500/600)
Mr Little

Document 7/2892 Inventory section re engineering costs. About C$100m in
Engineering/learning costs.

Mr Butyniec

Talk to John

Mr Little

A340 programme is about $34-40m. It’s a significant amount?

Mr Butyniec

It is

Chairman

Why are you asking the witness to look at something that is not in dispute?

Mr Little

Move to Vol5/1830 – Q2.2006 EAC for A340 programme. Gross loss of around $5m

Mr Butyniec

I can’t talk intelligently about this document

Mr Little

But you review each quarter with the finance people?

Mr Butyniec

Are the spares in here?

Mr Little

Changes to improve the results by Q4.2006?

Mr Butyniec

There is arbitration going on

Mr Little

Price escalating?

Mr Butyniec

I’m not sure if all put in - there was definitely some escalations

Mr Little

One of the things different is about the marketing forecasts as well as Airbus.
What marketing forecasts were used?

(the PwC Exhibits 8.3)

Mr Butyniec

I don’t know

Mr Little

Airbus internal plan – rate about 10 per year?

Mr Butyniec

That makes sense

Mr Little

You referred to spares earlier. At what stage did they become involved?

Mr Butyniec

I don’t know but for the total life of the aircraft about ……Chair interrupts

Chairman

You are asking the witness in some detail he simply cannot remember

Mr Little

It’s the single largest item on the balance sheet.

Chairman

Mr Dekker can answer!!

Mr Little

Aircelle A340 contract to 2012?

Mr Butyniec

We have lots of contracts that die at 2010/2012.

Mr Little

Mr Vandersteens comments on A340 – “Trashed”- Mr Underwood didn’t relate to
you?

Mr Butyniec

No

Mr Little

Are you certifying the accounts?

Mr Butyniec

I’m trusting the people who work for my organization, yes(then Re-examination)
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I also now provide extracts from UK public court notes by CMS Cameron McKenna from Mr Edwards cross-examination on
5 June 2008 ( Mr Edwards did not provide any written evidence in his Witness statement on A340-500/600)
Mr Little

Mr Edwards

Have you read all the documents in the Bundle which are relevant to you and
the case and Mr Little’s three roles and responsibilities within Magellan?
Could I have some more explanation on that?

Mr Little

Functional role as Senior Vice President – IT, Strategy and Business
Development , Executive Director of the UK company , Senior Officer of MAC.

Mr Edwards

More properly your role was to deal with specific sctions in the company
related to strategic / IT development.

Mr Little

I had legal/ethical responsibilities as a UK director as well.

Mr Edwards

I am not specifically aware of who the UK directors are or aware of UK law.
I cannot comment. Officers of any public company are subject to full
scrutiny.

Mr Little

I had a duty during my employment to exercise all three roles and
responsibilities

Mr Edwards

I don’t know UK law. Under Canadian law, you would have had to act in the
best interests of the company.

Mr Little

Does the term “shadow director” mean anything to you?

Mr Edwards

No, I have never heard the term

Mr Little

Are you aware of UK legislation regarding directors producing statutory
accounts for their subsidiary companies

Mr Edwards

My understanding is that all UK companies are required to produce statutory
accounts. Beyond that, I have no understanding or familiarity with the rules
or the law.

Mr Little

Are you aware of the UK Directors report obligation for a supplier payment
policy.

Mr Edwards

I have never heard of that.

Mr Little

Do you recall discussing such policies in Tuesday staff meetings?

Mr Edwards

No

Mr Little

The policy is to push out payments to suppliers on a regular basis?

Mr Edwards

No . All management are diligent and competent at running the business.
Customers may arbitrarily change the payment policies, and their impacts on
operating personnel to make their payments. Magellan always paid all
payables.

Mr Little

10 August 2006 Board meeting. You and Mr Neill and I had a meeting. you also
spoke to John Dekker. Mr Dekker reported that you said no more cash to the
UK

Mr Edwards

No

Mr Little

15 August 2006 MAC staff call. You reinforced those comments.
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Mr Edwards

I made the comment that the UK had to live within its own means. It was a
message of general principles to management. UK budgets showed a positive
cash generator and we were attempting to get to that. There were full
receivables, no associated financing and negotiations with BNP Paribas.
Two points 1. UK company should live within its own means
2. A need to focus on management on concluding the financing with BNP
Paribas
History shows we support all divisions and move cash back and forth.
I am not involved personally. It is a management decision. I was offering
general principles only.

Chairman

To summarise briefly; it is the responsibility of each subsidiary including
the UK subsidiary to run its affairs such that Canada cannot keep bailing
them out. Your general observation at the conference call was that the UK
should run without consistent recourse to Canada.

Mr Edwards

Correct, also the Corporation always provided the divisions with funds when
available.

Mr Little

At the staff meeting you said “ No more cash to the UK”
(Note: Mr Underwood’s manuscript notes at doc.2039A–BOARD “ CASH. No more. We need to manage”

Mr Edwards

I just gave a general principle

Mr Little

This was the first time you said it re the UK.

Chairman

On 10 August 2006 , you have no recollection

(BL -His answer was No above)

On 15 August 2006, you said UK had to live within its own means.
Mr Edwards

Yes. The principle was well known and stated by senior management. In
September/October 2006 additional funds were sent to the UK. Since the fall
2006, the Uk has been hitting its targets and has been returning funding to
the parent. There has been method and some success in this approach.

Chairman

Mr Little’s case is that you uttered, “No more cash to the UK”

Mr Edwards

I cannot recollect those specific words, but the general theme was to that
effect.
(Added in public evidence from others on this “No more cash to UK” subject)
Mr Neill
Mr Stafford QC- We’ve been looking at the staff meeting 15th August - in
the
course of that meeting – Mr Edwrads attended by
phone – at one point he said words to the effect that “No
more cash to the UK”
Mr Neill

-

Correct
Although Murray Edwards made it very plain on telephone –
no more cash – my experience was that he always made
dramatic statements for the management to effectively
manage resoources.

Mr Butyniec:
Mr Lynch QC

-

Mr Smith gave evidence re Mr Edwards “cash not to be
provided to the UK” and he spoke to you?
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Mr Butyniec

-

Mr Edwards regularly reminded everyone that they were
responsible for their own cash. He was upset and indicated
to the UK not to continue to send funds. I said to SS that
if UK gets in trouble and needs funds Canada would send
them.

Mr Dekker:
Chairman

-

If someone says Mr Edwards is not bluffing and he’s going
to allow the business to go to the wall would you believe
it?

Mr Dekker

-

Absolutely not
He’s an astute businessman. He put
additional funds into the business. It was our
responsibility to see that he did. He was likely to be
unhappy about putting funds in . He’d not be pleased. He’d
be grumpy.

Mr Smith :
Mr Stafford QC – Mr Smith didn’t realise Murray on the Tuesday staff call.
Chair

- This is a year after – 2005 – I thought it was at no
time….

Mr Stafford QC – Pick up this point – didn’t realize Mr Edwards on call –
no cash to UK you had heard no more cash to UK
Mr Smith

-

I did indeed then went to Jim Butyniec. He said it was
just sabre-rattling- it was just an off the cuff comment

:

First port of call – Murray Edwards

Mr Underwood :
Mr Underwood

Mr Stafford QC:

Day after saying no more cash

Mr Underwood

Not my recollection – I remember him saying that a year
before . But not then (see his notes at doc 2039A)

;

Mr Little

Mr Dekker told you about Mr Little’s concern?

Mr Edwards

I have no recollection of that

Mr Little

Vol5/2030

Mr Edwards

Yes

Mr Little

Was the email of 16 August ever forwarded to you or discussed with you

Mr Edwards

This is the first time I have ever seen it

Mr Little

Did you expect Mr Neill to have said something to you?

Mr Edwards

No.
Mr Neill was CEO, he would do whatever was in the best interests of the
company.

Mr little

Were you aware of the problems with managing the A380 programme money

Mr Edwards

No

First couple of paragraphs
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Mr Little

Did Mr Neill or Mr Dekker tell you about our efforts to maintain our position
only needing £500,000

Mr Edwards

No

Mr Little

Have you ever heard the term “doubtful solvency”?

Mr Edwards

No

(BL notes discussed with Mr Edwards in our 19 Sept. 2006 meeting – doc.2410 re Solvency / Overdraft etc and
he was also provided with Mayflower Aerospace story on 14 August 2005 by me and he responded
“Thanks for data. What a tail. All behind us now” – see doc 1016 and doc 735 -753)
and shortly later
Mr Little

What did Mr Neill say I was doing that wasn’t in the best interest of the
company

Mr Edwards

Tthere were broken relationships. Employees had been physically and mentally
threatened AND were refusing to come to work. You had used inappropriate
language.

Mr Little

Which employees

Chairman

What do you recollect from the time not reading employee witness statements

Mr Edwards

In September, I was made aware that Mr Smith felt extreme stress and felt
threatened by Mr Little’s actions, and would not come to work unless changes
were made.

Mr Little

Solely on the 15,16 and 18 September ( Vol 6, 2200-2201)

Mr Edwards

Draft memo

Mr Little

You discussed it with Mr Neill?

Mr Edwards

We discussed Mr Neill’s concerns regarding Mr Smith and Ms Wade prior to
drafting . Afetr the discussion we agreed Mr Neill would draft the memo to list
the concerns and require behavior changes to fix the broken relationships.

Mr Little

Did Mr Neill have any discussion with me on any of this from 21 August to 18
September ?

Mr Edwards

No

Mr Little

There weren’t any discussions. Second para of the memo. What new directives
and changes in the costing and reporting systems in the UK was I impeding?

Mr Edwards

I am not aware of any details

Mr Little

Mr Neill discussed my “dossier” on Mr Smith with you?

Mr Edwards

No

Mr Little

Para 12 of Mr Edwards witness statement , about halfway down. Mr Neill refers
to comment and approval of Mr Edwards to send this memo. Why was this needed?

Mr Edwards

It was not so much approval , he just ran the format by me for any comments. I
had no chance to review it until the following week. I had no conversations
with Mr Neill in the meantime.
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Mr Little
Mr Edwards

Were you present on the 12 September MAC staff call?
NO
(BL – see MAC staff minutes for the 12 Sept.2006 four-hour meeting at doc.2175 recording Mr Edwards
attendance by phone. I also know he participated when we discussed A340 at Point 35 doc.2179 as
Mr Neill, Mr Furbay, Mr Edwards and I all spoke during that section on different aspects of A340)

Mr Little

Mr Neill, Mr Edwards and I were present. Jim Butyniec and Steve Groot were not

Mr Edwards

I have no recollection of the call

Mr Little

Were you aware that I was on holiday at the time?

Mr Edwards

I have no recollection.

Mr Little

Did Mr Neill or Mr Dekker tell you that we were successful in convincing
Airbus to accelerate payment for £1m of work despite their problems.

Mr Edwards

I have no recollection.

I am not involved to that level of detail.

and shortly later
Mr Little

Do you remember complimenting or thanking me for my activities?

Mr Edwards

I’m sure I did .It is important to recognise success in any corporation

Mr Little

Vol 4, 1161 One example. In December 2005, it was increasingly clear we
needed to do something on the pricing of UK products. It was a challenge.

Mr Edwards

I have no recollection. In this industry there are repeated obligations on
revenue and price increases to reflect cost increases. I have no recollection
of the detail.

Chairman

No more questions on detail. ME has no day-to-day knowledge

Mr Little

In my experience he has a phenomenal memory

Chairman

On what has been suggested, where you say you do not have recollection, are
you being untruthful?

Mr Edwards

That is incorrect. I take offence at that. I believe my memory is good but I
can’t recall things I wasn’t involved in.

Mr Little

10 August 2006 After the Board meeting. Our meeting included a discussion of
the A340-500 and 600 programme being under review in Airbus, which would have
a serious effect on our recovery.

Mr Edwards

Your role was in relation to marketing issues, but I wasn’t involved at that
level of detail

Mr Little

I said it would mean write offs on our Balance Sheet

Mr Edwards

You never mentioned it to me at all (See PD 23 – col 1 Admits disclosure

Mr Little

Was a C$30m write off a big issue for the companies/shareholders funds?

Mr Edwards

I cannot say: it would be based on speculation

Mr Little

The write offs from 2006 were signed off by all of us? (BL error–Any/would be)
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YES)

Mr Edwards

I did not sign off on anything. That is a mis-statement on your part. This is
an issue for internal management. I can rely on the fact that things were
signed off under accounting principles. I do not personally understand it. I
was not personally involved.

Mr Little

Why were my points, especially on the A340, not included in the PwC report?

Mr Edwards

A large amount was spent on the external auditors E&Y and the third party PwC.
They were of high repute. They reported to the Board and the Audit Committee,
it was acceptable to rely on them

Chairman
Mr Edwards

How much money was spent on the PwC report?
Too much!! The shareholders struggle with the fact that the amount spent on
that report could have been used for creating jobs etc. It cost in excess 0f
C$3m. It is a substantial amount, but it was at the instruction of the Audit
Committee, which is made up of fully engaged, fully independent directors. It
was a standard and detailed report.
and in UK court hearing on 31 March 2009

Mr Edwards
Mr Little

Mr Little

Mr Edwards affirmed and confirmed his details
I’m going to refer to some of Mr Neill’s evidence of 14 November 2007 and Mr
Dekker’s of April 2008. In both cases it relates to A340-500/600 programs.
I’ll focus on RN and questions asked by the Chair and by my QC Mr Stafford.
Discussion re Aeronca spares. RN don’t agree ????? Chairman tells BL to
read out later in the evidence
You would recognise this as one of the largest inventory items in 2006

Mr Edwards

I don’t have this level of detail. I was clearly aware it was a major
programme for Magellan. I don’t have the degree of familiarity with spares

Mr Little

In staff meetings there would be discussions and documents to be reviewed
and you’d be involved?

Mr Edwards

I’d attend 60% to 70% of the time. I was aware it was a large contract for
Magellan. Biggest things for us we had a contract with Airbus and Aircelle
for sure. There was much discussion and we negotiated for 3 or 4 years. The
contract called for certain price adjustments and it was resolved favorably.
That’s my degree of knowledge. It was a large contract. Commercial
discussions went on and it was satisfactorily resolved in 2008.

MAC gained a “material” price increase of $10m to $15m for the A340
program late last year.
Mr Little

And shortly later pp 9
Are you saying you believe the pricing side was addressed but you’re not sure
of the 2006 financial accounts.

Mr Edwards

We have independent auditors come into Magellan on a regular basis to do
annual review. In each case EY signed off the statements. I have to rely on
my professional advisors

Mr Little

The financial statements that E & Y rely on are produced by management

Mr Edwards

When your auditors <sign> statements they have done a thorough
detailed review. Directors can’t get into details and rely on the
professionals. Given your sensitivity and since you’ve gone we have
gone through due diligence and we have to rely on them.
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And shortly later

pp14/15

Mr Little

Document 3602 . have you seen this before?

Mr Edwards

No

Mr Little

Airbus website . Orders column for A340-500/600. Total now 153. This was the
document now provided to PwC and also what was given to E&Y. Have you any
idea of what the orders position is re this aircraft?

Mr Edwards

Not at all

Mr Little

It is reduced.

The orders position has reduced. Do you see why I

continued to be concerned that you’re not aware that management have
misrepresented, misled and been untruthful to the public and to the
auditors and PwC have not included any documents that would undermine
this?
Chairman

What is being suggested is management has deliberately over-stated
the health of the project by deliberately mis stating the figures.
Are you able to comment?

Mr Edwards

He used the word untruthful and I take some offence at that. My view
of Mr Neill, Mr Dekker, Mr Butyniec – they do things right and with
integrity. It bothers me to hear that comment.E&Y has been in my view
absolutely diligent in producing these accounts. Have been super
sensitive and have never provided the Board of Directors with any
reason for write-off - given their degree of professionalism – one
can always point to a number of variables. Economy has slowed down,
have to look at the pricing/cost forecast. We don’t have the skill
set to focus on this one issue. PwC/EY would also look at
revenue/costs
And shortly later

Mr Little

pp26/27

Document 78,part 3 “all employees……………………. “

added for ease …….

If an employee becomes aware of a materially inaccurate or misleading
statement in a public communication, the employee must report it immediately
to the Chief Executive Officer of Magellan or the chairman of the Audit
Committee of the Board. Making false or misleading statements to external
auditors can be a criminal act that can result in severe penalties. No
employee may directly or indirectly take any action to fraudulently
influence, coerce, manipulate or mislead Magellan’s independent public
auditors for the purpose of rendering Magellan’s financial statements
misleading.”
Mr Edwards

It’s a powerful statement and correct

Mr Little

I had discussions on 8/9 August, with you and RN – PD 23 – on 10 Aug,
14 Sept with JD. Did you know it is my view that a substantive
element of why I was dismissed was because I was going to expose
there would be a requirement for substantial write-off in 2006 and Mr
Neill didn’t want that to happen on his watch and that is part of
what he and Mr Dekker used to remove me?
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I have no reason to believe – I’ve seen no evidence. Mr Dekker and Mr
Neill do the right things. My view is there’s never been any
connection to your dismissal.

Mr Edwards

Mr Little

No further questions

Mr Lynch

No re-examination

Chairman

In accordance with those questions – just check you have asked them all

Mr Little

Confirmed

Chairman

ME’s evidence is concluded

I also now provide an extract from my court stenographer’s transcript from Mr Neill (former CEO/current Vice
Chairman) cross-examination by Mr Little in the UK public court on 27 July 2009
Mr Little : Well, the critical thing is that -- When the production level falls away, these
replacements, the replacements are the only hinge in the Financial EAC and
become the basis of justifying how you and Magellan recover the 40 million NRC,
is that right? That's that this EAC says.
Mr Neill

: That is not entirely true either, because the, as you well know, there were a
whole bunch of negotiations going on with Aircelle, regarding the very same nonrecovering costs, which were settled post you leaving the company and a
substantial contribution was made by Aircelle to the NRCs ... the balance of
that NRC will be then amortized out over the remaining production and the spares
and repairs-of this programme –

Mr Little: And what is that, what is that remaining value and the remaining volumes
assumptions at the end of 2008?
Mr Neill

: Mr Dekker would have supplied that, when he was on the stand, I don't have that

Mr Little

: He didn't –

Mr Neill

: It must be in the area of 15 to 20 million.

Mr Little

:

Mr Neill

: It's -- that is an estimate that is not what was on the actual books.

Right, well I –

Mr Little : From my reading of the accounts I reckon it will be about 20 million because 10
million was written off because of accounting policy but I was interested in
what were the volumes you were still assuming because 800 units at $30000 per
set, we were never going to recover that 40 million on that basis. In other
words, the 30 thousand –
Mr Neill :

I understand -- I understand that this was, you dealt with this, when Mr Dekker
was on the stand, and that he explained to the extent that he was able the basis
for the financial accounting, and I have not done anything since then to follow
through on that, I have seen a number of spreadsheets that have come through
recently, that were referred by you, but I didn't understand all of the
assumptions, nor did I try to follow through on the assumptions to get a clear
understanding.
Mr Little : If you look at case 4B and 4C, it's exactly what we've just been discussing,
which is that replacement thing. I'm going to leave it there, sir, and move on.
Chairman

: Okay

and at the end of his cross-examination
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Mr Little :

From what was said earlier, I would like, to Mr Neill, to ask around the
arbitration process and what not. Mr Neill, you referred earlier to the
arbitration process and the price adjustments and NRC Aircelle, which was the
subject of the arbitration process, or whatever, we know from the published
accounts that around C$10.4 million price change was retroactively agreed, some
of which will be for A340 and some of which for A380. Did you say that all of
that, or most of that, if not all of that, had been used to reduce the NRC
value in the balance sheet?

Mr Neill :

Yes -- I believe I said that earlier, and I have been thinking about that
response since then, and without having the information in front of me to look
at, I do not confirm that or not. Mr Dekker was here and you had him on the
stand, so I would have thought he could have given a much better answer to that
than I can, because the arbitration process was settled after I'd left the
position of CEO and I only became knowledgeable about the outcome as a member
of the board of directors.

At least three things are certain
1. FY 2006 had USD 38.25 m of NRC/Learning costs recorded on the MAC Balance Sheet. This was equivalent to
circa C$44.5m at that time and the largest single project asset on the Balance Sheet. PwC report para 8.118.
(Document 702)
2. On 1 January 2008 , due to the update of Canadian Accounting standards for Inventories (3031) to be more in
line with international Financial reporting standards/UK GAAP, the Learning costs across MAC projects were
adjusted . As a result Learning Curve balances of $39848 and a future income tax recovery of $7692K were
charged to retained earnings on adoption of Section 3031 effective January 2008. Approximately C$10m ( circa
$8.6m) of this learning costs were for the A340 program. Mr Dekker’s webcast response below would lead one to
believe that for the A340 element the C$10m in cash will be fully recovered by MAC, as bid.
Q1.2008

12 May 2008 Webcast Claude Proulx

BMO Capital Markets – Analyst

(doc 3305/3306)

Mr Proulx :

Thank you, good morning. Just again on that accounting change, if we look going
forward, it seems to me conceptually that because you wrote off a cost that
your margins will be improved going forward. But at the same time, when you
start delivery and probably you brought up like a bonus for the Joint Strike
Fighter or 787 or the Airbus A350, the margins will be depressed. So when we
look going forward like for the rest of 2008, that C$550,000 , is that
something that we could put in our model for each of the (next three) quarters
or ?

Mr Dekker :

I guess there is a couple of comments, Claude. First of all, the fact that we
had to take a charge against retained earnings does not mean that those were
not valuable costs and not anticipated cost. Those were costs that we had
anticipated when the programs were originally bid, and we will still get
recovery of those costs going forward.
As we sit here at this point in time, very few of our programs going forward
will require learning curves with the current programs in house, other than the
joint strike fighter that you have identified. And we are reviewing the pricing
structure on that as well as other bids going forward, because the change in
account may in fact affect how we bid the programs and how we bid the revenue
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stream for these programs. Because the cost of the initial units will be higher
than the 100th units, for instance.
Mr Butyniec: We actually are doing block pricing with the first aircraft being priced higher
and subsequent aircraft coming down to more reflect the fact that we are not
able to use learning curve.
Mr Proulx :

Okay. And what about guidance for the rest of the year? or is it impossible for
you to give any guidance on that – the impact of the accounting change?

Mr

The impact would have been highest in the first quarter. As we move forward, as
I said, with the programs- take for the Joint Strike Fighter, most of the
programs are well into or through the learning curve phase. So we should not
see any adjustments of nay magnitude

Dekker:

3. During the course of FY 2008 a total of C$ 14.474m (circa USD13m) was accounted for in the MAC accounts
(reducing Other Assets) (document 4127A). It was not known how much of this was for A340-500/600 but it
seems probable that a substantial amount of it was for A340-500/600. This was much higher than the previous
USD $30,000 amortised for each unit delivered. Based on the deliveries from Aeronca from January 2007 from
Aircraft 103.5 there would be approximately 84 units delivered to Aircelle by the end of FY2008 - that is
approximatelyUSD $2.5m of reduced development costs on FY2006 $30K per unit assumptions.
See also PwC para 8.117 (document 701) which is highly relevant.
Evidence - The provision and a subsequent analysis of the EACs should be capable of providing a welcome and
clear understanding of the nature and extent of the A340 financial /project status and provide assurances regarding
any further accounting changes, if any, which should be executed in FY2009.
Q3/2008 MAC Earnings statement - November 2008 ( 3481)
Revenues
Consolidated revenues for the third quarter of 2008 were CS173.1m, an increase of C$25.2m or 17.0% over the
third quarter of 2007. As noted in Note 5 “Inventories” in the Corporations’ audited financial statements, due to the
long-term nature of the Corporation’s contracts, the Corporation may be in negotiations with its customers over
amendment to pricing and other terms. During the third quarter of 2008, the Corporation concluded its negotiations
in respect to one such long-term contract with a European customer and as a result, recorded on-time retroactive
price adjustments totaling $10.4m, which was a direct increase to both of the Corporations’ revenue and EBITDA in
the third quarter of 2008.
Q3.2008 Earnings Webcast call – Claude Proulx (3505)
Mr

Proulx

Mr Dekker

:

From BMO. Just some clarification on the CDN10.4 million pricing adjustment.
If we were to just for the sake of having a better understanding of your past
results to analyse current results , where would that money – when should –
sorry – when should you have booked revenues in terms of quarter – on a
quarterly basis? Is there any way you could give some indication?

: Let me take an action on that and look to see what srt of detail we can provide
and we will post that.

Posted on website and at document 3506
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Mr Edwards and Mr Neill have provided evidence on this subject –stated earlier in this Attachment.
Based on the above I asked MAC to voluntarily disclose a number of documents on 7 May 2009 to demonstrate that
they had now addressed the A340 accounting concerns which I had raised. These included Points 16b and 16C were
at Point 16C below.
Subsequently I made an Application for the disclosure of these documents in July 2009, as the Respondents would
not voluntarily disclose them. The Tribunal determined that my case was in regard to “reasonable belief “in FY2006
and that the substantial evidence and documents before them were proportionate to what they needed to form a
view it, on at this time. No further documents or oral evidence was required from me in support of my “reasonable
belief” and we could now move to Closing submissions.
Extract from Application for Documents disclosure

Point 16B

Documentation 2 / Information 2
Commercial contract documents between MAC and Aircelle ( pre 2006 and 2008)

Background - None of the contract documents I saw or was provided with by Aeronca / MAC Toronto for the
A340 in 2005/2006 showed anything to indicate that spares were likely to be a substantive element in the A340
business plan / EAC /or contracts. Whilst Mr Neill said in his oral evidence that we had differing experiences it
would seem that he was not aware or he did not wish to recall that Bombardier Shorts produced the total
nacelles for the Bae 146 and Dash8-400 as well as all the major front nose cowls for Rolls Royce for the RB211
and Trent series engines. I recall that I had manufacturing experience and some commercial experience in
nacelles and with Hurel Dubois in my roles at Bombardier in 1979-1995. Mr David Stewart will be able to verify
that.
I wish to highlight also two related / supportive points A As a result of a significant pricing contract dispute and legal actions in late 2004 and early 2005 Aeronca and
Aircelle finally agreed a Settlement Agreement on 11 March 2005 which in part provided an escalation formula
for Future pricing . (Exhibit 8.1 in PwC report and also at document 849-879). If it were known that there was a
significant opportunity for replacement spares business then it seems very odd that MAC senior management in
early FY2005 did not take the opportunity to negotiate part of the pricing changes to incorporate a higher price
for future A340 spares in that Settlement. I know that the production and spares pricing was the same – this is
also confirmed at PwC report para 8.87. Also nothing in the contract documentation that I saw deals with
replacement spares/lead times - only Repair turnrounds etc - Document 3625 – 3631 were seen. Indeed the
disclosure at document 3626 on Service Life Policy provided to EY and PwC is incomplete.
B in all my discussions with various people at Aeronca and MAC from September 2005 to August 2006 there
was nothing said about substantial replacement spares and any “Hot Life limit” – and most certainly not by Mr
Neill. The first time I heard anything about it was when the Draft PwC report and Exhibits were disclosed to us in
June 2007 when I saw Dr Thamburaj’s 12 March 2007 email at document 3617/3618. If I was wrong why would
the Aeronca management still produce a manufacturing schedule dated 16 February 2007 showing a total of 24
plus 166 spares (total 190) and repairs between 2002 – 2021. Even the most recent Page 2 disclosure on 5 May
2009 with subject 1b shows that the “Best information available at 31 December 2006” was for 190 spares. I
believe that this is because Aeronca spares and repairs estimate is nearer aerospace reality, as Mr Bobbi
independently assessed in August 2007 and March 2009, adjusted for the aircraft expected to be in airline
service. The basis of MAC amortization as per Mr Neill evidence in November 2007 (pp 439-442) was for some
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275 + aircraft compared to a market consensus of circa 135 aircraft. My estimate in October 2007 was for 150
spares and this was used in the various financial models at document 3277 etc.
PwC findings at para 2.23 state that “While Brian Little is correct in asserting that the volume expectations for the

A340 aircraft are being downgraded based upon market events, his allegations are on the whole unfounded from
financial reporting and accounting perspectives” at para 2.25 “As per management’s volume estimates in MAC’s
Estimated Average Cost to Complete (EAC) the A340 programme was approximately 33% complete at the end
of FY2006”. The extraordinary volume of “replacement spares” came along from Mr Neill in mid March 2007
to “assist in further compounding the misleading Q4.2006 EAC presented to EY and for their audit in
Q4.2006/FY2006,” otherwise why was this not included or mentioned in any of the quarterly reviews.
As I said in my oral evidence (p121/122) on Tuesday 10 March I clearly feel that the information in document
(1831) presented in that way to EY was untruthful, misleading and misrepresented the information and was
core in my conversation with John Dekker on 14 September 2006 (PD24) .
If there was commercial and contractual documentation in existence before December 2006, which supports
MAC, then it should/would have been disclosed in the PwC reports or by MAC. Otherwise it is fair to conclude
no such documentation exists or it will be disclosed to support the Respondents decisions.
On 12 November 2008 MAC published its Q3.2008 financial results (document 3480 – 3506) and recorded in
Revenues - “ …. As noted in Note 5 “inventories” in the Corporation’s 2007 audited financial statements, due to
the long term nature of the Corporation’s contracts, the Corporation may be in negotiations with its customers
over amendments to pricing or other terms. During the third quarter of 2008 , the Corporation concluded its
negotiations in respect to one such long-term contract with a European customer and as a result recorded a
onetime retroactive price adjustments totaling C$10.4 million, which was a direct increase to both of the
Corporation’s revenue and EBITDA in the third quarter of 2008.”
The Q3/2008 webcast and transcript has relevant questions and answers at document 3496, 3502, 3503, 3505
and document 3506. Also of interest in this webcast is a Q & A in which Mr Richard Stoneman of Dundee
Securities asks - “Book value per share is about CDN 13 a share. Are you comfortable with that number, and has
it been tested over the last 12 months?” John Dekker (MAC CFO) – We have not done any valuations to test that
number, Richard. Stoneman – “But are you comfortable with it?” Dekker - Yes
Evidence - Following the conclusion of these pricing negotiations/arbitration with Aircelle there will now be
revised commercial and contractual documentation which supports the MAC position at Year end FY2008 and
FY2009 and beyond. It should now be disclosed voluntarily to demonstrate that all of these matters have now
been contractually addressed by MAC and Aircelle. This would obviously assist in logically showing that the
matters have now been successfully concluded from a commercial perspective and that the accounting
treatment is indeed appropriate.

Point 16C
Documentation 3 / Information 3
FY2007 and FY2008 Estimate at Completion (EAC) to EY For Q4.2006 both EY and PwC were provided with the full EAC pack from John Furbay of Aeronca . In Q4.2007
and Q4.2008 a similar EAC pack would have been provided to EY for their FY 2008 audit.
I therefore seek disclosure for FY 2007 and FY2008 the following documents
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1. The A340 Q4.2007 and Q4.2008 EAC – in a similar format to that of document 1831/1830. Also the
supporting similar doc/info to 1831A/1830A
2. The A340 Aeronca Estimated Quantities – in a similar format to that of
Document 3605 and if asserted that EY would have considered the equivalent “at a glance “3605A” document
provided to EY and PwC for EY audit.
3. The external market reports for A340 disclosed to EY by MAC to support their business assumptions and EAC
at Q4/2007 and Q4.2008 - those which are similar to the Forecast International April 2007 report at doc 36063616.
(e.g for example can you confirm that MAC provided the Teal and Forecast International A340 market report docs
at 4083 -132 a/c /4084-133 a/c in March 2009 to EY).
4. The Airbus production program (wings programmes) disclosed to EY by MAC to support their business
assumptions and EAC at Q4/2007 and also for Q4.2008 – similar to that dated Feb 2007, disclosed at document
3599-3601.
5. Finally the schedule of A340 NRC showing the accounting transactions added to the MAC/Aeronca Balance
Sheet for FY 2007 and then again for FY2008. For example it was USD $38.25m at 31 December 2006 – what was
it at 31 December 2007 and 31 December 2008 and the accounting transactions which were audited by EY in
those changes

None of the documents at Request 16B or 16C have been disclosed by MAC to demonstrate that
these A340 matters have been properly addressed.
I asked outside the Tribunal process, after the last hearing in October 2009, that these requests 16B and
16C may be confidentially disclosed to me, to allay my fears about the current situation at MAC. I was
advised by PinsentMasons on 10 November 2009 that MAC “ do not agree to search for and disclose to
you, further documents so that you can “satisfy yourself” as to concerns that you say you may have.”
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Part B : Brian Little A340 -500/600 assessment
SERIES PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT BUILD
For information A340 -500/600 (4200 A/C)

Current status (as at 30 November 2009) on

Airbus Order Book - 132 (and 6 recorded for Virgin Atlantic which will never be delivered – 138 – e.g. See FI (4084)
(Note that 2 of the 19 existing VS fleet in storage in Lourdes at present / 2 for lease/sale and
the six o/s order is expected to be cancelled this month and replaced by the six A330 order)
(also the 2009 deliveries to Iberia MSN0960,MSN0993,MSN1017 are in storage at Lourdes)
Deliveries
- 125 aircraft
Finished Assembly 4 aircraft
In assembly A340 500
Total

3 aircraft

(2 ex Kingfisher Airlines –resell by Airbus and 2 for Iberia – MSN1079/MSN1122 in
final assembly for delivery in September 2010 and beyond
(for VIP – 2010 delivery - MSN1091 and MSN1102 for Kuwait govt. and MSN ?)

132 aircraft

“Normal” Sales Campaigns A340 500 VIP only
(excludes contract disputes – Airbus recent failure re SAA to force 2 A340 500 into contract resolution/agreement
- dispute re Marsans Grupo and Argentina Government – A340 in proposal unlikely)
And completeness – Airbus production plan in Feb 2007 (3600) was for the build of 32 x A340 – 500/600 aircraft
for the period from 2007 to 2009. The Actuals , as at 30 November 2009 , are now a total of 30 aircraft delivered
and +2 built in mid -2008 for Kingfisher Airlines of India and now the subject of reselling efforts elsewhere.
There are no further deliveries of newly assembled aircraft scheduled in 2009. Appropriately the conclusion is
therefore that the January/February 2007 Airbus Production Plan = Actuals for 2007 - 2009 was as planned.
My current understanding is that the Airbus production plans published internally in Toulouse and the UK in
December 2009 for the years 2010-2014 are now for a provisional 5 to 6 aircraft in the 5 year period and with
certain restrictions on future inventory and assembly before commitment at key milestones. There has been some
effort to use and sell A340 aircraft in contract disputes - for example: SAA (4299/B) which was satisfactorily
concluded but with No A340 orders. This strategy is also being deployed with Grupo Marsans - outcome not yet
public - but fundamentally other than these the A340/500-600 is “dead” for airline orders. Two provisional
allocations for VIP “unordered” A340 -500 Toulouse aircraft assembly in 2012 have been made in the 5-6 a/c.
SPARES AND REPAIRS

On 30 September 2009 I wrote directly to both the MAC/MALUK UK solicitors and their QC as I
was concerned that they may be unwittingly assisting MAC in breaching the law. I set out what I
considered to be a education-by –correspondence position on Spares ( Replacements) as I wanted
them both to consciously understand their case .
I provide some extracts -In the simplest layman terms what Mr Neill said in his oral evidence on 27 July 2009 was that the airlines are now
recommended to schedule their inspection checks, described in the disclosed Airbus/Aircelle Component
Maintenance manuals, from the second removal of the Trent 500 engines for overhaul (i.e at 40000 flying
hours/4650 cycles) and at all subsequent 20000 flying hours/engine removals. If any of the inspection/checks
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criteria are found that necessitate a repair then the Airbus/Aircelle Component Maintenance Manual you have now
disclosed suggests it is returned to Aircelle in France for repair.
Mr Bobbi told the Tribunal that, and also then gave evidence about Spares replacements and their “reasonable
predictability” for strategy, operational planning and financial scenario/accounting purposes. I also have prior
experience with this process from my procurement/contracting experience with Shorts / Bombardier on the C23A
aircraft for the USAF and the IAE V2500 nacelle with Rohr/Goodrich over some ten months in 1984/1985 (EY
audit them).
For education purposes in simple terms Nacelle Spares usually arise from three elements
1.
Initial Provisioning for Quick Engine Change Units (QECU) – these are normally contracted with the
initial order and are predictable based on the number of airlines operating the engine/aircraft, the airline
“inventory” policy/MRO centres and their risk of “accidental Airline damage. This information or assessment is
readily available within the aircraft/engine manufacturers and some of the largest component suppliers – e.g.
Rohr/Goodrich, SNECMA/Safran . Today this is also software predicted with various algorithms and from both
the major software packages the data available for A340 aircraft in service would predict 16 units. While I was
at MAC Magellan showed 18 units were delivered for Spares purposes in their EAC.
2.
Airline Spares Inventory / Rotables - Mr Neill referred in his evidence to “Rotables”. These are spare
units which are generally purchased or leased (such as those offered to Virgin Atlantic in document 4263) or
exchanged. This happens when there becomes an increasing possibility of components requiring Repair in the
life cycle of the product. These “rotables” are also forecast using custom software packages in what is part of a
“Ranging and Scaling process” with major drivers obviously being Guaranteed Turnround Times (in MAC case
30 calendar days/25 calendar days) , Replacement prices (say $250K each = as production / Aircelle contract) ,
and “assessed Vendor Repair performance” . This has also been run though as part of the Mark Bobbi report
December/March 2009 report with a prediction of 36 units needed for the in service A340 fleet in 2012.
Separately I have now provided the detailed data from end June 2009 (see summary at document 4240A-E) to
some friends in an organisation I worked with in 1985 and they have provided predictive results for Trent 500 of
some 38 “rotables” units at peak in FY2012/FY2014. It should also be noted that as some aircraft are
withdrawn from service and put in long term storage it is not unusual for some of the high expense components
to be removed and used as part of the “rotables” inventory, which of course reduces the purchase or lease of
replacement spares. An example I would cite is Virgin Atlantic who now have two A340 600 aircraft in storage
at Lourdes in September 2009 and who I understand are planning to use some “high cost” components from
MSN371 as part of their “rotables” inventory to support the scheduled repairs and overhauls of specific
components.
3.
The final part is of course the parts which are returned for Repair and which after analysis are judged
uneconomical to repair (Beyond Economic Repair - BER) and where a replacement is required. There are lots
of benchmarks on this available within the industry and lead times guaranteed for the provision of those
replacement spares and prices. Mr Neill you will see in the transcript referred to “heavy” repairs on a couple of
occasions in his oral evidence and the associated revenues. I have obtained up to date data on this from RR /
Goodrich / Vought / Bombardier and SNECMA for Engine exhaust systems. Including elements 1. and 2. the
lowest number was 13% Spares (as compared with production volumes) for the In service fleet of Airbus A330’s
with RR Trent engines. Of the remaining eleven engine types in the survey the highest % was a current military
application of some 24% in Rohr.
The market/business development people at Rohr/Goodrich estimate that the Spares market is for some 20% of
the in service fleet for the Trent engine exhaust and nozzle, which is 50% higher because of the use of some thin
BETA21S sheet in parts of the Exhaust system. Their estimate for the 125 aircraft in airline service is for a
potential 100 spares (categories 1, 2 and 3) leaving the remainder of the market available for a Repair and
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Overhaul offering (see specifically the A340 exhaust nozzle and plug in their Capabilities Brochure (document
4269F). They also correctly point out that it is an important segment because of the wider strategic Goodrich
relationship with RR (such as A350XWB engine nacelle and new Single Aisle product research) and as the Trent
500 engine is concentrated in 8 global airlines with some 100 plus aircraft– almost all of whom have some form
of “one-stop MRO offering” from the Goodrich family of products. A380 will be similar
If we turn now to Magellan estimates. Their representation to EY for the FY2006 audit was for approximately
1184/1200 units in service (approx 290 production aircraft) as at 1 March 2007 and some 190 units for Spares
AND Repairs. If one excludes the elements 1. and 2. above which would arise from 300 A340 type aircraft
in service (which would on software simulation would be 59 Spares units) then some 131 units would have been
the likely “predictable” Spares replacement forecast. This would have represented Spares of some 14% of
production as a % of aircraft in service.
Mr Bobbi from his detailed work and report , including reviewing the documents from Magellan in December
2008 – March 2009, gave a Spares forecast total of 104 – 130 units (including the 18 delivered) which he knew
was equivalent to some 20% - 25% of the forecast total in service. In this he recognised that some BER repairs,
which would lead to Spares replacements, were more likely than for the usual Inconel /Steel alternatives exhaust
systems.
For my part I had estimated a total of 150 units (including the 18 already delivered) as my Shorts and
Bombardier experience was of an approximately 25% being subject to being Beyond Economical Repair (BER)
criteria. In hindsight my Spares estimate of 25% is probably too high as at the time I had insufficiently factored
in the much higher total Spares replacement prices relative to the actual costs of some of the thinner BETA21S
sheet materials which would be needed in the replacement/repairs”
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Attachment D1 Covering email to E&Y (FY2006 audit) and PwC (independent investigation)
with A340 unit engine forecasts and attachment - Doc 3605B and 3605E dated 1 March 2007
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Attachment D2: A340 Engine forecasts on 1 March 2007 (doc 3605C) to E&Y (FY2006 audit)
and PwC (“independent forensic investigation”) for Production (291 a/c) and Spares and Repairs
( lower doc1831A is the Q4.FY2006 EAC volumes/pricing used by E&Y for year-end audit testing)
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Attachment E

- extracts from Mr Dimma’s testimony (Chair of the MAC Audit Committee)

Mr Dimma did not provide any written evidence in his Witness statement on A340-500/600: Letters at pages 110 - 114

“15. A day or so after the meeting I received a letter from the Claimant, which I note is dated 20 September
2006 (i.e some 4 days before our meeting on 24 September). I presume that the date reference is an error,
as I am clear that I did not have sight of this letter before our meeting on 24 September 2006. Indeed, I
note that the last line of the letter reads “Thankyou for seeing me so promptly today”, which leads me to
assume he wrote the letter on Sunday 24 September after our meeting. The files that the Claimant refers
to in this letter are to the best of my recollection, the ones he left with me following our meeting.
33. I believe that the PwC report vindicates the view that I have consistently held, namely that the Claimant
was seeking to inflate general management issues into whistleblowing concerns. I am pleased to note that
PwC states in its report that its “over-riding impression is of individuals within MAC and MALUK who are
seeking to report properly the financial position of the Company.” This corresponds with the view that I
have always held of the business.”
I also now provide an extract from UK public court notes by CMS Cameron McKenna for Mr Dimma (Chair of MAC Audit
Committee) on 4 June 2008 (He did not provide any evidence in his Witness statement on A340-500/600:Letterat 110/112)
Mr Little

Latter part of paragraph 15 of your witness statement ( see above).
Can you consider that you did in fact receive my letter of 24 September 2006.
It was dated 20 September but you received it on 24 September 2006

Mr Dimma

No I did not see it at that time.

Mr Little

Incorrect, think again.

Mr Dimma

No, I assure you I didn’t. The meeting was so garbled; you couldn’t produce the
letter and discuss it rationally

Mr Little

Vol 6.2497 This is the letter I gave you at the start of the meeting. Consider
your position
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Chairman

He said you didn’t give it to him, it doesn’t matter how often you ask, he will
not change his mind. Let’s make progress

Mr Little

I left my PC with you. It would have had a record of the letter on it. Only
possible that I created the letter in advance.

Chairman

Don’t answer – no need.

Mr Little

Vol 7, 2544
Penultimate paragraph. “An electronic copy of my 20 September letter is in my
local documents – user name is litbr and password is L17tle. The PC will also
be sealed and secured by yourself so that can be used at a later date should
that be necessary”.
BL My three page letter (E1.p110-112) to Mr Dimma was printed from my personal computer prior to
th
meeting him on the afternoon of Sunday 24 September 2006 and is at doc 2497-2499 and the PC left with
him.

Mr Dimma

No comment re the creation of the letter. We just didn’t discuss it at the
beginning of the meeting.

Mr Little

It was the centrepiece of our discussion

Mr Dimma

The centrepiece was your discomfort in being sacked

Mr Little

Simply not true. Vol 6 2500-4
My note of our meeting Records chronology. Starts at paragraph. These notes
were sent to you and you didn’t say they were wrong.

Mr Dimma

I was so overwhelmed with emails and memos from you on advice from counsel and
the Board I didn’t reply.

Mr Little

Exactly how many emails in six weeks

Mr Dimma

An innumerable number (20.Sept.letter.scan.2511/4+3 emails=2536/7;2624/6;2635/6)

Mr Little

There were in fact, three. Was all the relevant information discussed for the
internal report

Mr Dimma

I think so

Mr Little

All documents relevant to my case were included.?

Mr Dimma

As far as I know.

Mr Little

Have you read my witness statement and supplementary witness statement

Mr Dimma

Tiresomely ,Yes

Mr Little

The internal investigation presumably took place between September - November
2006

Mr Dimma

You were sacked and the Audit Committee accepted it as correct.

Mr Little

Following the investigation you produced a report around 14 November 2006

Mr Dimma

Show us it.

Mr Little

Vol7/2676-7
your Report?

The Respondents say this is the basis of your report. This is
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Mr Dimma

This is a letter to you summarizing your position.

Mr Little

This was disclosed by the Respondents in response to a request for your report

Chairman

The letter is after whatever investigations you did.

Mr Little

Where in the bundle are any documents you used to establish the relevant facts?

Chairman

That’s an unfair question .Ask him what he used to establish the various facts

Mr Little

What did you use to establish the various facts.

Mr Dimma

You were terminated . Any aspect of whistleblowing followed your termination.
Whistleblowing complaints can only be made to me under the Whistleblowing
policy . Nothing was made to me before termination. The Audit Committee decided
termination led to whistleblowing not the other way round.

Mr Little

What facts?

Mr Dimma

Abusive conduct. An inappropriate use of the F word. Acting as what us North
Americans would call an imperial CEO when you weren’t CEO at all. This was
discussed with management.

Mr Little

Discussed with who?

Mr Dimma

Rich Neill , John Dekker , Jo Ann Ball and Murray Edwards

Mr Little

They had a vested interest in having me sacked, they were hardly independent
regarding the whistleblowing

Mr Dimma

Whistleblowing was not raised with me until after the fact. You had no right to
blow the whistle without following the policy.

Mr Little

I told Mr Neill I’d tell you. The Institute of Directors said do it internally.
My letter to John Dekker I was no longer standing by to let it happen

Mr Dimma

By my letter (14 November) it was all to do with termination.

Mr Little

What investigations did you do into :solvency in the UK. engineering
overheads,engineering bonuses, Boeing discounts and A340

Mr Dimma

All investigations were about your termination , not about subsequent
claims.

Mr Little

The points re the quarterly certificates etc were investigated?

Mr Dimma

Yes

Mr Little

I gave you files and offered to return early October?

Mr Dimma

I saw no reason for your return. I passed your letter on to the AC, CEO and
CFO

Mr Little

Vol7/2524
Did you obtain the “certs” and ascertain the discussions which
took place?

Mr Dimma

When the AC met, we concluded the principal issue was your termination.
Whistleblowing came as a result of the termination. We referred the
termination back to management

Vol 7

2522

Your own handwriting?
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Mr Little
Mr Dimma

Mr Little
Chairman

Mr Dimma

You didn’t look for the certification documents?
Yes, everything referred to was looked at.
passed to you

Yes or No?

I can’t show evidence that it was

What did I say in those documents?
You are badgering the witness. Not appropriate. WD took the view that you only
raised concerns with him post-termination as a result of your termination
Correct
And shortly later

pp 8

Mr Little

Vol 7 doc2637/2638 Your email in October. Referring whistleblowing back to
management. Or see 2634 – it is all encapsulated in one paragraph

Mr Dimma

I recall sending that email

Mr Little

If I’m blowing the whistle on senior management, how can you pass it back to
them for investigation?

Mr Dimma

All three of us on the Audit Committee concluded the whistleblowing was a
result of you being terminated. Termination is an issue for management.

Mr Little

Vol7/2676 ME met me. Whistleblowing policy doesn’t require me to go to ME
(See complete letter at Attachment E1 pages 110-112)
Not saying that, just that you met ME

Mr Dimma
Mr Little

End of 2676 . No “further steps or remedy” required.
No “unethical or
unlawful acts on the part of the Company or any of its employees.” Is that
still your view?

Mr Dimma
Mr Little

Yes
Nothing I had raised concerns you ethically or legally?

Mr Dimma

Read out from his letter “I was satisfied (and remain satisfied) that the
issues you raised did not (and do not) warrant further steps or remedy. I
considered that the issues you raised were not financial or governance
issues that were of concern to me as Chairman of the Audit Committee. They
did not, in my view, amount to unethical or unlawful acts on the part of
the Company or any of its employees.”
That was true then and that is true today.

Mr Little

What points were not concerning you ethically/legally?

Mr Dimma

You’re leaping forward to the PwC investigation

Chairman

I’m not sure he can say much else.
And shortly later

Mr Little
Mr Dimma

Mr Little

pp9

Why did you instruct PwC?
You met Barbara Hadfield (“BH”) external auditors, E&Y. Auditors are
extremely risk averse. BH raised the issue with her partners. They felt they
had an obligation to meet you.
Then the Audit Committee decided to commission the investigation?
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Mr Dimma

Yes. E&Y were sufficiently aware/concerned you had raised these issues, they
felt they should investigate further. On UK counsel advice, the Audit
Committee hired PwC.

Mr Little

Vol 2.585 transcript of my meeting on 29 January 2007 with PWC “meet with
AC, PWC and EY but without your lawyers to agree the scope of an
investigation.” I never had that –opportunity, did I?

Mr Dimma

Our view was that the appropriate way to proceed was to hire independent
forensic accountants. appropriate arm’s length way to proceed. Terms of
reference set between AC and PWC

Mr Little

I had no say?

Mr Dimma

No reason why you should

Mr Little

It was important

Mr Dimma

You met with John Tracey, as 585 attests, for a long time. The AC felt PWC
investigated your concerns and would further discuss with you.

Mr Little

Why not share the terms of reference?

Mr Dimma

You’re the aggrieved party , we wanted a totally arms length relationship

Mr Little

I saw you in early February at your office.

Mr Dimma

We met in the lobby briefly

Mr Little

I said I wanted to work through it with you

Mr Dimma

I don’t recall , but you might well have said so

Mr Little

Was I asked to make amendments about factual accuracy?
Vol 8/3002 Sent by
independent lawyers working for the AC. I asked to make comments as I had
been advised to do so by Deloitte. I asked if I could be invited to comment
on the factual accuracy – it was denied

Mr Dimma

You met with PwC during the investigation?

Mr Little

These are specific questions I asked if I could make comments .This
opportunity was denied.

Mr Dimma

In the view of the Audit Committee, PwC is a reputable audit firm, a first
class UK forensic accountancy team, capable of getting all the facts for a
sound report. They did so. There was no need for other parties comments.

Mr Little

Why allow the Magellan management to comment on that PwC report and not me?
It now takes longer for me to bring up factual issues.

Chairman

You don’t have to. Not sure WD can help on factual issues. Try a couple.

Mr Little

Major concerns about A340, C$40m plus on Magellan balance sheet

Mr Dimma

Yes

Mr Little

Significant challenge to inventory value, significant impact on future asset
value and cash recoveries

Mr Dimma

Yes

Mr Little

EAC – estimate at completion document – did the AC look at this regularly?
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Mr Dimma

Yes

Mr Little

I raised the issue about this in Q2.2006

Mr Dimma

Yes

Mr Little

Vol 5 /1830

Mr Dimma

Yes

Mr Little

Gross profit : $ 5m loss

Mr Dimma

Yes, I see the number

June 2006

Q2.2006

Mr Little

That didn’t appear in the accounts at Q2 when reviewing the certs docs _ I
put a note on 9 August 2006; Please discuss A340, Boeing Systems integrator
kits. I had a discussion on my return on 8 August about that. Did RN tell
you I had that discussion?

Mr Dimma

I would like to make a general comment before going into this level of
detail

Chairman

Are you struggling to answer?

Mr Dimma

The Audit Committee looks at things from a different level of detail. We
looked very, very carefully at the draft and final PwC report, but we didn’t
get into the exquisite level of detail that BL is now pursuing and Mr Dekker
would have been involved with.

Chairman

Once you received the PwC report, the Audit Committee looked at it but
didn’t investigate the factual issues on which the conclusions were based

Mr Dimma

The Audit Committee read the report, discussed it, but focused principally
on the conclusions and no exquisite details at the bottom of the numbers

Chairman

I’m not sure you’ll get more than that?

Mr Lynch

Mr Dekker and Mr Neill were cross-examined on this. It’s been dealt with

Chairman

You’re expecting too much of Mr Dimma. You have had significant opportunity
to cross examine people who dealt with the detail and there is also your own
evidence.

Mr Little

Vol 2 586/587 Transcript of the same conversation as before, specifically
regarding spares etc on the A340 programme/market analysis data. Why was
this not factually recorded in the PWC report?

Chairman

The PwC Report was prepared on the basis of information PwC obtained. Mr
Dimma can’t say why – it’s a matter for PwC.

Mr Little

I’ll want to call PwC as a witness

Chairman

That’s a matter for you to persuade us. We don’t want to hear any more now.
You won’t carry on in that vein. Mr Dimma is well removed from the nuts and
bolts of this case.

Mr Little

Vol2,605 , paragraph 2.40 (draft report) Didn’t this give you cause for
concern? What if anything, has been done?

Chairman

This is not in the final report. The final conclusion is more important.
Any questions must be answered by PwC.
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Mr Little

In April 2008, Magellan disclosed “fraud” position of C$7m in British
Columbia?

Chairman

What’s the relevance?

Mr Little

They have had another “fraud” allegation, commentary on the overall Company

Chairman

We wouldn’t widen our considerations

Mr Little

It goes to the culture of how they run their business.

Chairman

No, not relevant.

Mr Little

Mr Dimma
Mr Little

10 August 2006 . You’re on holiday, not at the Board meeting. You joined by
telephone conference
Yes
Vol 1 /294
9 November board meeting. You are reporting back on the claim
and your investigation

Mr Dimma

Yes

Mr Little

297C

Mr Lynch AL

J Ball may recollect this page is in the bundle of supplementary documents

Mr Dimma

(J Ball finds page 297C)

7 December 2006 Board meeting

Yes

Mr Little

Your risk-averse remark about E & Y. In your investigation, you spoke to
Phil Underwood, VP and General Manager in the UK?

Mr Dimma

I don’t recall speaking to him about this issue at that time. I do recall
speaking with counsel for advice on the best firm to do the accounting.

Mr Little

P U told us in his evidence that he didn’t speak to you?
advise the Board . What in fact did he say or do?

297D

Chairman

WD can’t answer. This is a matter for your own submission.

Mr Lynch

This document wasn’t put to Mr Underwood

Mr Little

We didn’t have it then

Chairman

These are Board minutes. No one thinks they’re wrong. Move on

PU did

Board minute para 9 “Management was then excused from the meeting with
exception of Mr Neill, Mr Dekker, Mr Underwood and Mr Vaughn. The Board of
Directors proceeded to discuss with Mr Underwood allegations made by Mr
Little in respect of improprieties by Magellan and the situation regarding
mr Little’s termination. Mr Underwood advised the Board the Mr Little had
not raised any of the allegations of impropriety by Magellan prior to his
termination. Mr Underwood advised the Boardthat he had carefully reviewed
the allegations made by Mr Little and was of the opinion that the
allegations made by Mr Little were without merit”.
Mr Underwood’s public evidence
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Mr Stafford QC

Mr Little

Mr Dimma

-

PwC not instructed until much later

Mr Underwood

We were discussing appointing someone

Mr Stafford QC

In the middle of November – was it your understanding
that the whistleblowing issue were dead and buried or
were they still alive

Mr Underwood

I wasn’t aware there were any I was not involved with
the corporate team

Mr Stafford QC

Did you know of the status

Mr Underwood

I would not have known the exact details

Mr Stafford QC

Did you have any involvement with the audit
committee’s investigations?

Mr Underwood

No direct communication with Mr Dimma

Mr Stafford QC

Did you have direct communication with anybody on
behalf of Dimma?

Mr Underwood

Only investigation I was involved with us by PwC

Mr Stafford QC

Did Mr Smith have any involvement in 2006?

Mr Underwood

Don’t know

Mr Stafford QC

Odd thing that Dimma gets the view he did without
asking you any questions

Mr Underwood

No

Mr Stafford QC

Surprised?

Mr Underwood

No

Mr Stafford QC

Because you thought they were trivial

Mr Underwood

Did not warrant investigation

Mr Stafford QC

So why warrant delay in filing accounts?

Mr Underwood

We were all aware that subsequent investigation by
PwC that the company agreed to undertake – took a
long time.

Publication of statutory accounts in the UK. Is the Audit committee
responsible for them at all?
They might come up indirectly

Mr Little

There is no normal process re the legal obligation to file properly complete
statutory accounts

Mr Dimma

Not in detail we rely on the CFO to inform us of any issues/problems/things
to deal with.

Mr Little

Are there any differences between directors responsibilities in the UK and
the USA
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Chairman

We have heard extensive cross-examination of other witnesses on this
subject.

Mr Little

Mr Dimma set the terms of reference for PwC . If you set the terms of
reference you look at the Going Concern at corporation level

Mr Dimma

I didn’t set the terms of reference for the PWC report

Mr Little

11 of the protected disclosures are to do with doubtful solvency of MALUK.
Why was this not investigated?
The terms of reference were set by PWC and the Audit Committee, taking
account of BL’s five issues raised with the Audit Committee. The joint
decision was that what should have been investigated was investigated.

Mr Dimma

Mr Little
Mr Dimma

Mr Little

The PWC Report deferred and never investigated these issues
We discussed the terms of reference over several weeks – what we did
investigate was entirely appropriate.
Solvency wasn’t investigated

Chairman

We have heard Mr Dimma’s answer. Mr Little can make further submissions on
this if necessary.

Mr Little

Are you familiar with the terms “doubtful solvency” or “zone of insolvency”?
What responsibilities, or legal obligations to shareholders, and creditors ,
do UK directors have in such situations?

Mr Dimma

I have no idea

Mr Little

Are you familiar with the term “shadow” director

Mr Dimma

I have a vague knowledge of the term

Mr Lynch QC

Why?

Chairman

(BL- yet he determines the scope of the investigation)

Mr Little you can make submissions on this matter. You have made your point
that they did not investigate UK solvency

Mr Little

Were you aware that Mr Little was threatening to resign

mr Dimma

Yes

Mr Little

Why was he threatening to resign?

Mr Dimma

Generally speaking it was about not getting his own way on certain issues

Mr Little

Mr Dimma

Were you aware of the Supplier Payment policy in the UK, and that it is a
statutory requirement on the directors
I am not aware of that in any detail
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Mr Little

Directors are obliged to have such a policy under statute . the MALUK policy
was stated after a Board meeting in 2004. Vol2.423 Directors report
Practices ensuring the directors are aware of the terms of payment under the
contracts.
My resignation letter - I was making the point to Mr Underwood and Mr Smith
whose policy to continue paying only when under threat was not a policy
consistent with their legal and fiduciary duties.

Chairman

Take him to the document, ask him if he has seen it, if so ask him for
comment. You cannot do things in a vacuum.

Mr Lynch QC

You cannot ask a witness why someone else write a letter

Chairman

Yes, but Mr Little asked if Mr Dimma knew why he threatened to resign. It may
jog Mr Dimma’s memory of he is shown the document

Mr Little

Vol 6 2123 Why was I threatening to resign?

Chairman

Did Mr Dimma see that document

Mr Dimma

I may have seen it

Chairman

The valid question would be , “If you had seen it, how did you form the view
that the real reason for Mr Little threatening to resign was not getting his
own way?”

Mr Dimma

Mr Little was pushing
for more reference to legal than is accepted general practice.
Companies manage receivables and payables as cash.

Re-examination
Mr Lynch QC

Back to the early questions. Your enquiries after your meeting with Mr Little
on 24 September 2006. You looked at the documents, but formed the view that
the whistleblowing was a reaction to Mr Little being dismissed for other
reasons. In you investigation of the documents, if you found anything of
significant. What would you have done?

Mr. Dimma

Convene the Audit Committee. Have a meeting with management. Go through the
allegations in considerable depth .Take action as a result.
This was not done, because we did not view the allegations, as appropriate to
the Audit Committee at the time. It was only necessary after Mr Little

engaged the extremely risk-adverse audit community.

Magellan Defences – January 2007 para 23 (53)
Mr Dimma concluded, as he was fully entitled to do, after a full examination, that there was no substance in the
purported concerns about alleged “governance” raised by the Claimant. In view of Mr Dimma’s findings, the
Respondent avers that it has taken proper steps to consider the Claimant’s complaints. It has further engaged PwC
via the Audit Committee
Notes Mr William A Dimma -- his books

Excellence in the Boardroom published in 2002
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Tougher Boards for Tougher Times - Corporate Governance in the Post-Enron Era ----- published in 2006
Dedicated to “ This book is dedicated to all directors, present and future, who take on bravely the considerable and
growing responsibilities , challenges and risks associated with corporate governance in the early years of this
century. this is not greatly dissimilar to walking into a den without a chair and whip”
Chapter 2 : The Classic Board Dilemma : Individual Competence , Collective Incompetence P23/31 (1154-1158)
Chapter 4 : The Director with Character P 43/52

(1559-1564)

Chapter 23: A Personal Take on Ethics

(1557- 1582)

P225/234

This includes a case study on a Canadian group called Polysar in 1976 (pages 232-234/1581/2) and Mr Dimma’s
comments on “the tense, meaningful meetings with the corporation auditors. Why had they not uncovered the
practice earlier and reported back to Sarnia so that action could be “taken before” not after, the egg hit the fan”. This
seemed to be because “One morning in the autumn of 1976, each of us woke up to read with horror a front-page
headline in Canada’s Globe and Mail. It trumpeted a public release from the then Auditor General that described
certain irregularities in Polysar’s European operations. When the story broke, corporate management in Sarnia,
Ontario and the board of directors were blindsided by the news.”
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Attachment E1. My Letter to Mr Dimma – passed to him at start of meeting on Sunday 24 Sept.
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Attachment E1. Page 2
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Attachment E1 Page 3
Point 1 “ The “certs” from me for December 2005,March 2006 and June 2006 – copies and
ascertaining what “process” of discussion took place around any specified items. The June 2006
Magellan Corporate Office Sub Certification sign off sheet dated 9 Aug refers to A340 and Boeing
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Attachment E2.P1 Mr Dimma letter to me following his “investigation” – doc 2676/2677
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Attachment E2 Page 2 of Mr Dimma letter
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Attachment “F” Transcript notes from MAC AGM in May 2008 &
2009
(included in bundle at 4158-4175)

MAGELLAN CORPORATION - AGM FY2008-- TORONTO – 12 MAY
2009
Q1 (GC to Mr Davis) Bonuses
At the time of publication of the 2008 annual report .... you comment only generally on the payment of bonuses
.... Can you confirm that no such bonuses have been paid in these 2008 accounts .... and can you please tell the
meeting what .... since publication .... you have recommended as the overall bonus figure .... to be paid to the
top 5 executives in the business for their performance in 2008?
RAN, chairing the meeting, intervened: That’s a little bit unfair in that Bill doesn’t have that level of detail right
here in the meeting. There may be others in the room that can answer the question. Bill, do you want to tackle
the question first?
Mr Davis Yes I will. I will speak for myself. We have very able staff who have this information. Mr Davis
refers it to Mr Dekker who says:
Mr Dekker (JD) So let’s take it piece by piece.
GC

I am asking you first of all that no such bonuses have been paid and recorded in the 2008 accounts

JD
At this point in time the Human Resources Committee chaired by Mr Davis, has not yet made that
determination.
GC
Okay So I take it that this means that in the figures for 2009 the figures for FY2008 that you make will
be reported separately.
JD
Given the disclosure in that which is typical in the Management Information circular I should expect
that it is clear and separate.
GC

Thankyou.

Q2 (GC to Mr Davis) Going back to Mr Davis on Directors salaries
Directors salaries almost doubled in July 2008 .... and this was justified .... on the grounds that they no longer
get shares. But it means .... that the Directors no longer .... have any financial interest .... in the share value of
the business .... Is this not a retrograde step .... or does it further evidence .... along with the termination of the
Employee Share Purchase Scheme in Jan 2009 .... the intention of this Board to take Magellan private?
Mr Davis - The reality is that we as directors , as I think you will find, are paid a very conservative figure and
that some people would argue that if Mr Edwards were here that it is low. As Mr Edwards is not here I would not
presume to do that. And if you research you will find that to be the case. I think it is fair to speak that I am one
of the Directors who believe that Directors take a real interest whether they have shares or not. I could almost
argue with you that the more shares a Director has the less objective they might become and others have said to
me that if you have significant shares in this .... based on part of your salary then it is up to the company. I am
quite content to serve and I have to say that the fees are not unreasonable and they reflect a fair amount of
effort on our part in helping refresh this company. I think that answers your question but if not then you are
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entitled to a supplementary question and I have spent 25 years of my life making sure that the supplementaries
were totally irrelevant.
Audience

........ Laughter

(Mr Davis is an ex Ontario Prime Minister)

Q3 (GC to Mr Butyniec) JSF investment and returns
Last year I noted the funding needed for the projects coming up .... was between $112m and $160m .... of which
$80-90m was for the Joint Strike Fighter .... As of your press release in September 2008 you stated the figure
was now $120m, of which $44m was coming from the Government. Does this mean there is double the amount
of work to be done .... or that the cost of doing the same amount of work has doubled from that revealed to Mr
Proulx in the Q2 2007 webcast? And where are Magellan going to raise the extra $40m to do this?
Mr Butyniec I’m not sure I can answer in exactly the way you would like me to answer, but ….............. Mr Neill
interrupts - Are all the questions at this level of detail for this holds up other questions.
GC

I think they are relevant as they are matters on the public record .... Mr Neill interrupts

RAN
it’s just that the whole meeting is being held up by this level of detail at which we can’t really have
that level of detail at present. , I would suggest that if you want to make the question part of the public meeting
then we can certainly take an action item, John , can we do that .... GC
GC

Why?

RAN

An action item then we can post it on the website .. so that people – then everybody can see it.

GC
RAN

Ah, I can assure you this won’t be very long
You have answered two already – you have gone on a fair bit.

GC
I would argue not . I was here last year and asked a number of questions- why can’t I ... Mr Neill
interrupts
RAN
Well, we’ll answer this one and then make a judgment perhaps on the very next question. As
Chairman I have the right to try and keep the meeting moving along.
GC
I would suggest that when you asked whether anybody had any questions and as I’m the only person
who has indicated that they wanted to ask questions then I think it’s reasonable to do so.
RAN

Anything further - Jim Butyniec starts

JButyniec - The capital is a moving target depending on the opportunities and on the key .... we intend to build
around as we gather the information. Ah , Yes we have a Canadian investment with Federal government support
– to the tune of C$40m and that’s based on spending the money and getting a % coverage of.............. I guess
the second part of the question – where are we going to get the money from? We typically spend about C$20m a
year , or at least have in the past, and this capital and capital build up is over 5 – 7 years and that will be about
C$9m a year on top of what we are getting from government and our partners.... and I think that still keeps us
below $20m.
GC Thankyou
Q4 (GC to Mr Butyniec) Airbus and A350 new work
Last year the annual report identified the A350 as a target for new business. There is no mention of it in this
year’s report – though there is a reference to a new $300m contract with Airbus, effectively extending the UK
existing contract from 2010 to 2012 and providing some additional workload on parts on existing Airbus aircraft
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programmes. No press releases have been issued yet for any A350 work with Airbus and I understand from
Airbus press releases that all substantive production workload has now been contracted. What is Magellan’s
latest estimates of the value per aircraft of production work it is targeting to win on the A350?

J Butyniec That’s a lot of detail, can I get some help .
Phil Underwood - We are bidding for three major packages .....
RAN That’s Phil Underwood speaking ....
Phil Underwood - The packages are production-only and are from Airbus UK and
Airbus France and worth about $300m .

Q5 (GC to Mr Edwards – not present > Question to Mr Dimma
Magellan Going Private
GC In the absence of Mr Edwards I would address this to Mr Dimma --- Mr Dimma, although Mr Edwards
appears to have rescued the company with $40m of convertible debentures – convertible at a dollar per share I see from the recent press release that Magellan will repay $17.5m of an earlier convertible debenture to him
by the end of May. And I see also that your intervention enabled him to avoid going through the TSX .... and has
brought about Mr Edwards’ entitlement to convert this new convertible debenture into stock .... so that by
using only $21m of it .... in only a few weeks time he could end up with 66% of the company .... and a change of
control .... If he were to do so at that point .... he would be in a position to buy out the other shareholders for a
much lower price than book value. But having relied, since 2006, on the EY audited book value of around $14-15
for these shares in order to make his agreements with the banks in the first place, will you now call upon him to
give the owners of the 13m ordinary shares his assurance that when he does take the company private he will
redeem their shares at the book value of $14?
Mr Neill: Mr Dimma do you want to answer, on behalf of Mr Edwards
Mr Dimma: Obviously I am not able to answer that and I will not answer that question in exquisite detail. Let me
say that a special committee of the board was appointed to review the transaction or series of transactions that
you alluded to. I chaired that committee and it was made up of 2 other members of the board, Mr Lowe and Mr
Gowan. We were advised by TORYS, a fine Canadian law firm. We looked at this transaction and series of
transactions in exquisite detail. We have hired an investment management firm also to provide advice to us. And
we were in total support of the plan which was then approved and put into place. I don’t think I should comment
beyond that. You’re making an assumption in your question that Mr Edwards intends to privatise that company.
I’m not aware of that, at all, and I’m not sure that anyone else is.
Mr Neill: I was about to make the same observation. We are not aware of any attempt being made to privatise.
GC: I am merely pointing out that the opportunity to do that arises and I am asking Mr Dimma to call upon Mr
Edwards in the interests of the smaller shareholders to redeem them fairly, as and when he might do so..
Dimma: All I can say is that , as the y sometimes say in Parliament, the debate is hypothetical..
GC: So you would not call upon him.....
Dimma: I would not call upon........
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GC:

So you would not call upon Mr Edwards........

Dimma: I would not until the situation arises
RAN - I would add it wouldn’t just be Mr Dimma the whole Board of Directors have an interest in this as well. I
am one of those shareholders so we all have. I have never heard of any plans to go private, nor have we had any
discussions about that. Is that it now?
GC : Yes, thankyou
RAN: OK . Any other questions ......... Brian your turn
BL Maybe I could just start with what Mr Dimma has just been talking about.
Q1 (BL to Bill Dimma) Going Concern and recent funding
In early February 2009 .... you said that the company was in a serious financial condition .... requiring the
injection of some $55m in new funds .... Additionally, the annual banking agreement needed to be renewed by
the end of April .... And you said that $50m of loans from Mr Edwards’ Edco .... would require an extension of a
further year .... at an increased interest rate of 12%. It was expected that this $55m .... would fund a reduction
in the bank operating credit facility of approx C$12m .... a reduction in accounts receivable factoring of C$20m,
and the redemption of C$20m worth of preference shares in January 2010. This would leave minimal additional
funding for allocation to the running of the business operations. Less than three months later, in your press
release at the end of April, you declared your intention to repay $21m of the original debentures on 21 May
2009, 90% of which will go back to Mr Edwards. How have you satisfied yourself that the business will remain a
‘going concern’? And how can you be certain that the company can still repay the $20m of preference shares
when they fall due next January?
RAN

There was a question there , John?

BL The question again there was How have you satisfied yourself that the business will remain a ‘going
concern’? And how can you be certain that the company can still repay the $20m of preference shares when
they fall due next January? In other words it is a different allocation of the funding than that in February 2009.
Already Mr Dimma you have spent quite a bit of time with the Audit Committee reviewing this – after all it is a
significant change. Of course the S20m will have to come from somewhere? Could you tell the shareholders
where?
Dekker : In terms of our projected cash flow we view that funds will be available in January and there will be
sufficient liquidity.
BL : My question Mr Dekker was also in fact to Mr Dimma. Why was the $20m which was set aside for the
Preference shareholders in the February press release is now going to be used to redeem original convertible
debentures to Mr Edwards at the end of this month. Mr Dimma, why was this done?
Dimma - silence
BL - This is clearly relevant as a Going Concern.
Dimma - I think the only response that I can make is that the sum total of the deal or the arrangements that
have been made over the last several months is that if they had not been made I am not certain that this
Company would have survived and I think we should all be very grateful to Mr Edwards for having facilitated a
series of transactions to allow the company to survive and indeed improve its operations, as indeed is evident in
Q1.2009.
BL
I obviously haven’t seen the Q1.2009 , Mr Dimma, you already have. My point is ,and it is a significant
point, and I do realise that Mr Edwards has put further funding up etc , but it is quite a big change and I suppose
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I would ask the question again how have you satisfied yourself that within the next 12 months that there is
going to be sufficient funds , i.e. the $20m for the Preference Shares without further injections from Mr Edwards
for the Preference shareholders. This in the UK would be something called “Doubtful solvency”.
RAN do you want to end this one?
Dimma I think all I can say is that first of all anyone that forecasts the future these days is a fool because the
future is very unpredictable but based on where I stand as a director of this Company we have a very good
chance that we will come through this strongly.
BL

Without the injection of further funds? .

RAN Brian , you have spent a lot of time on this whole issue and its dealt with . so the answer right now is YES
but the world can change as Bill said.
BL My point is that the Bank renewal facilities is now to May 2010 and the Preference Shares do come up for
redemption in January 2010. It seems strange to me that there is no mention of redeeming the Convertible
Debentures in February and now Mr Edwards will receive 17.5m this month. Why would this not have been
considered by Mr Dimma and Mr Dekker back in February?
RAN I can assure you they have, what’s your next question?
BL Is E&Y here, who is representing Ernst and Young?
JL

Someone stands

BL And you are Sir
JL

My name is John Langthorne

BL A little bit of context first?
Q2 (BL to Ernst & Young, Auditors) Book values vs Market values
At the end of 2006, Magellan had a net book value of c$305m .... and, with 90m shares in circulation a market
value of some C$300m .... the stock market value equated to the net book value.
Then by end 2007, the book value dropped to $266m .... and the market value fell to under C$100m ....
So the market value was then trading at significantly below the audited book value....
In May 2008, at the behest of Mr Edwards .... the ordinary shareholders voted on a 5 for 1 share consolidation
deal that reduced the number of ordinary shares from 90m .... to 18m
.... Just two months ago the share price fell to a low of 22c .... which valued the company at c$6m .... down
$299m from $305m only 30 months ago ago ....
Notwithstanding the rally in recent weeks to $1.75 this morning .... valuing the company at $31m in the market
.... the audited net book value remains C$264M and therefore $14 + per share. As the 2008 accounts are
unqualified, you are therefore satisfied that the net book value of $264m is free from material mis-statement
aren’t you??
JL As the auditors our report is as outlined to the shareholders and you will see that the financial statements
taken as a whole present clearly our view.
Supplementary Q2 (BL to Ernst & Young) Materiality – quantitative perspective
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BL So my supplementary question , and I hope it doesn’t fall into Mr Davis’ category/description from earlier
given We know that a number of factors may be considered .... when determining materiality in a company’s accounts
.... Focusing solely on the financial factor .... and given that you have already identified in excess of $7m in
accounting errors and mis-statements .... as reported in 2007 .... as material .... does this mean that you
consider the figure of approx $7m .... as being the sort of leeway .... you would normally apply .... within the
Magellan Group?
JL

I don’t have a context for the numbers you have just said?

BL
In 2007 the Annual Report said that MAC had to re-state earlier results and the cumulative change was
some $7m
RAN
JD

Maybe Mr Dekker you could answer that.
Let Mr Little say a little bit more

BL
Basically when the 2007 accounts were reported there was in fact a cumulative effect of $7m loss and it
was stated to be a material mis-statement at that time. And you therefore re-stated the 2006 accounts – OK?
So my question to the auditors then – does that mean that around a $7m would be the sort of number you
would regard as being materially relevant for MAC.
JL
A decision to re-state the Accounts, if that is what you are asking is a decision for management. So if
management decide that they want to re-state and we believe that is proper to do that then we concur with
management. But that decision is up to management.
BL
But when you state that the Accounts are free of material mis-statement is it around $7m that would be
about the sum for that assessment.
JL
Materiality is something that is a judgement made by the auditors and it is relative to the net income of
the company, and in the absence of net income, the revenue or perhaps asset base- so we would look to that and
judge our procedures accordingly and make our audit procedures around that and if it came to amounts that
need to be adjusted we would discuss with management and then it would be management’s decision what to
do. Materiality is something that is used to assess our procedures and our conclusions.
BL
So the representations very clearly are effectively from management and its management’s decision on
what to do?
JL

They are management’s documents.

BL Q3 (BL to ME – not present > Question to Mr Neill) Deliberate Concealment
The next question Mr Neill is for you in the absence of Mr Edwards--Can you prove to investors .... that when you went to the money markets .... in search of funds for the business
in 2007 .... that you were not deliberately .... concealing up to a C$40m hole in the FY2006 accounts due to the
A340?
Mr Neill – the answer to that is most definitely Yes. We were absolutely convinced that the numbers we
published were correct. The $40m hole you referred to is an issue you raised as part of the Employment Tribunal
proceedings in Bristol and the views of the Company are quite different to your views on this and time will tell
whether the Tribunal agrees with you or agrees with us. We were convinced, and are still convinced, that it is a
very viable programme and that it will be very profitable in that kind of technology and that programme going
forward.
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BL - I should say the Tribunal is in fact addressing the reason for my summary dismissal not the
matters/reasons on the accounting.
RAN - I said that you raised it at the Tribunal.
BL Q4 (BL to ME – to Mr Neill ) A340 Documents disclosure and transparency
BL Can I just make a point now that there are effectively eight documents that prove your sole reliance upon
E&Y and PwC has been invalid and unjustified. Why don’t you publish the following documents on your website
so that all the ordinary shareholders can see what happened in Fy2006- what has been said in evidence , what
has been said by PwC, what has been said by Mr Mark Bobbi and everyone can see what has been said. These
are: ( not read out)
-

Public witness statements for Mr Neill, Mr Dekker and Mr Butyniec, featuring their comments on
the A340
Transcripts of the oral evidence on A340 they gave to the Court in England, together with that given
by Mr Edwards and Mr Dimma
Mr Dimma’s report, mid November 2006
pp73-97 of the $3m PwC report, including the 5 exhibits (8.1-8.5); commissioned by Mr Dimma in
Jan 2007, published August 2007
the actual selling prices and delivery projections used in the A340 EAC for Q2.2006 and EAC Q4.2006
and which was the representation made by Mr Dekker (CFO) and Mr Neill (CEO) Ernst and Young
and used by EY for the FY2006 year end audit testing to support a marginal gross profit on A340..
Brian Little’s witness statement, paras 187-227.5
Transcripts of Mr Little’s oral evidence to the Court in England
A340 reports by Mr Mark Bobbi, Aerospace Specialist, Aug 2007 and March 2009

I have said nothing for 29 months in the hope that we would publicly not be trying to address this and i am now
left that within a month I will provide any evidence/documents over here to the authorities in Canada. I again
ask the question why can Magellan not have those eight document /types available to the public, on the website
and allow the ordinary shareholders to look at the evidence themselves.
Mr Neill - Mr Dimma or John?
Dimma - I think a partial response is that as you know this matter is before the Employment tribunal in the UK .
That Tribunal is continuing its work and has not yet come to its conclusion and made its report and I think it
would be entirely inappropriate for us to publish anything during this period when they are considering the
evidence.
BL Mr Dimma I think you need to discuss this with your UK solicitors, if you wish as the Tribunal in the UK, is
making an assessment as to the reasons why I was dismissed, it will only deal with what, why and how etc I was
dismissed. It is not responsible for deciding whether my accounting concerns were right or wrong, as I only have
to demonstrate that, as you have been told by counsel in the UK, that I had “reasonable belief” that they were
correct. I am now talking to those people who made the representations to the auditors for A340 in FY 2006 .
Mr Neill, Mr Dekker - what they provided as that data to the auditors? Provide the ordinary shareholders with
the information / documents so they have the opportunity to see what has been said, put it on your website and
let everyone see. If you are not going to do it... I will in a month’ time.
RAN - Obviously on the website we provide all the documentation we are required to meet the OSC and the TSX.
To go beyond that in the context of this ---- is over and above what we have to do , especially since we disagree
with you on so many of the issues.
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BL

Why won’t you?

RAN Because there is a Tribunal hearing

BL It has nothing to do with this subject. They are dealing with the dismissal – it is not the purpose of the
Tribunal to deal with the proper accounting and its accuracy.
RAN You have made your point
BL This also affects the Net Book Value – if Mr Edwards said that when he takes the business private will he
pay the ordinary shareholders the full value for Fy2006 – effectively $14 a share ?? and he works , and I ‘ll work
with you to get PwC $1m (or £1m) professional indemnity back for a really sloppy piece of work -- and return it
to the shareholders.
RAN You have made your point and you’ve asked your questions? Now Are there any other questions - such as
what year do you see a single aisle replacement??
No further questions - meeting terminates

Additionally in the handouts of this 8 page document – questions only- (some 40 copies), given to those people
attending the AGM on May 12, a copy of two emails were provided
A, Email from Brian Little to Mr Edwards and Mr Dimma dated 11 September 2007 (page 112)
B. Email trail dated 4 January 2009 to various recipients including Mr Dimma , Mr Edwards and PwC - ET Order 3
December 2008 etc - 3 pages (page 113-115)

Now for the prior year The MAGELLAN CORPORATION AGM FY2007-- TORONTO – 13 MAY 2008
GOING CONCERN
Question --- I was encouraged to read your comments on the positive outlook for the markets in which the
Corporation operates, and to see how you are working to position Magellan for the longer term projects of the
future, BUT I am concerned to read that for the first time ever there is talk of Going Concern in the Liquidity
section of the Annual Report and it states that additional sources (plural) of funding are NOW needed for the
Corporation’s business operations – suggesting investors other than yourself Mr Chairman.
Furthermore, it is clear that Magellan could NOT be a ‘Going Concern’ without you.
So, I would like to know whether you personally are prepared to provide further financial support for at least
the next 5 yearsthrough BOTH future bank guarantees AND further funding to the Corporation?

Answer - Mr Edwards (Chairman) -- Well that is a personal question ,not Magellan. This is a Magellan AGM
and we will deal with questions regarding Magellan not to do with personal matters.
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FUTURE MAGELLAN CASH NEEDS / INVESTMENT
Question -- Drawing both from this Annual Report and the quarterly web casts throughout 2007, by my
calculation, the Corporation has gross cash needs over the next 1 to 5 years of between $112m and $160m.
These include
$30-40m, for net working capital(funding the 7-12% growth forecast p.a)
$2-10m, for learning costs for the A380 and Boeing 787
$0, for capex depreciation replacement and no acquisitions
up to $20m for the Airbus A350 project
and a total $80-90m for the Joint Strike Fighter - this, by the way, was the figure
quoted by CEO, Mr Butyniec, in the Q2 2007 webcast
As there is nothing in the Balance Sheet to show there is any long term money in the business, and as it is clearly
important for the Corporation in its current straitened financial circumstances to reassure customers, suppliers
and shareholders for the long term, can you please tell us,excluding shareholder dividends,what is the net
cash figure shown in the 2-5 year plan referred to in the Annual Report and what is the net cash figure needed
from investors according to the Magellan 5 year Strategic plan?
Answer --- Mr Edwards - I think you have properly identified, and I think I am encouraged by that, you have
identified all the positive opportunities that are available to Magellan… and as we stated the opportunities will
be funded from a number of different sources. In the past Magellan has raised funds through outright equity sale
of the shares – through a rights offering and by private placement, funding by preference shares and convertible
debentures. Magellan in the past, in that regard, has shown it has options or alternatives and willing to
consider a number of different ways of providing equity in the form of common or preferred share in the Balance
sheet and debt. In addition Magellan has the ability to generate positive Operating EBITDA or cash Flow – after
we have gone through a number of challenging years. I mean that in terms of, if you look at the manufacturing
sector of Canada and the aerospace sector specifically the Canadian dollar has had a major impact on the
operations of all of those companies. And despite all the challenges of currencies I am proud to say that
Magellan has always been able to generate positive EBITDA to put back into the business for re-investment in
additional equipment and new programmes. So the challenge for management of Magellan, under Jim and his
team, is to continue to grow the “Free Cash flow”, the free EBITDA. The first quarter showed they had increased
EBITDA by over 50% year over year and the extent to which they can continue that growth that will provide them
the funding sources of capital. So there are number of alternatives and I think it is very positive that Magellan
has all these opportunities for growth and I think the Company in that regard as some opportunities.
$100M/2013 EDCO /CHAIRMAN FUNDING
Question 3 Later this year, before the public release of this year’s Q2 results, Magellan will be facing repaying
to you your $15m bridging loan. And your original $50m loan, also from EDCO will become a current liability.
After the share price collapse from approximately C$3 to C$1 in the last year ….. today you are asking
shareholders to agree a share consolidation that has a most unhappy track record in resolving problems of the
kind faced by Magellan.
In consideration of all of these points, would you not agree that – to give confidence to your ordinary
shareholders – it would demonstrate responsible leadership to NOT ONLY increase your Bank guarantee by
the $15m needed to repay you by July AND to increase the EDCO loans from the current $65m to at least
$100m
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BUT ALSO CRUCIALLY, to extend the term of that $100m loan to 2013 –that is, to 5 years instead of 1?
Answer Mr Edwards - John (Dekker) would you talk about that.
Mr Dekker (CFO). I think that with respect to the bank arrangements of the Company the credit agreement is
due for renewal within the month. And we are in close discussions with the bank and as we disclosed at our
conference call yesterday morning one of the actions being taken here is to consider increasing the limit of the
credit facility and using that increased amount to settle the Bridge loan of $15m that will accordingly require
additional security and that I think is what you are alluding to.

Mr Edwards - I think Gavin, and its Magellan not Magellan (pronunciation), and as a big shareholder I am sure
you know that but just to talk about that. With respect to the Special resolution that has already been passed, I
don’t know whether you missed that part of the meeting that was passed by 80% of our shareholders so
obviously the vast majority of our shareholders support that transaction as part of Management program for the
Company. With respect to the banks John is having discussions with the banks and they have been fully
cooperative to work with us and they understand the strengths and underlying challenges of the business. And
we are dealing with the opportunities that you mentioned, and I thank you for pointing those out and the
challenges one at a time as we work through the journey that Jim talked about – the long-term journey.
Mr Butyniec (CEO) - I will add that the 40.30.30 policy and the progress we are making here we are looking for
funding out of our supply base, similar to what our customers are asking us to do, so as we grow over the next 2
to 3 years, there will be some partners paying their way to get into the market.
Mr Neill (Vice Chairman) I would just like to add on the new programmes just coming down the way there is the
opportunity to obtain some form of government support for the cash needs to develop the opportunities. Only
this week the Prime Minister announced that he had a new plan for $20bn over the next 20 years – which
included funding for the Fighter replacement, which is the Joint Strike Fighter programme, which you referred to
in your presentation and under that programme some progress payments and cash support for non-recurring
activity is available to those parties who are successful in that programme. So I do not see this as being purely a
Magellan play for money but the ability for Canada as a Nation to participate and support aerospace in Canada
for this country.
Mr Edwards. So to answer Magellan has lots of opportunities before it and as we continue to work these one at
a time and deal with the opportunities that are open to us and that shareholders will hear at the annual meeting
and will be able to report progress on each of these items. And gain hopefully the challenges of the currency and
some relative stability of the currency next year would give us the ability to focus on growing the business not
just dealing with the challenges of the currency.

RECOVERY OF AIRBUS A340 ASSETS/INVESTMENTS
From Q4 2006 onwards, every financial report from the Corporation has included the special wording in
Inventories seen in this years Report on p16 and 34 which states, somewhat remarkably, ‘Management’s
assessment of the recoverability of amounts capitalized in inventory may be based on judgments with respect to
the outcome of … negotiations ... The amount of such provision, if any, cannot be reasonably estimated until
such amendments are finalized.’ I know of no competitor of Magellan that uses such ‘catch all’ language and
would observe that Q4 2006 is the period immediately following the sudden dismissal of a Senior Officer of the
Corporation for what he claims was whistleblowing. ….
Interrupts ( Mr Edwards) Gavin , Gavin … I am going to cut you off right there. That matter is ongoing
..ongoing matter and so I will have no further questions on …
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Questioner - It is referred to three times in the Annual report…...

Interrupts (Mr Edwards) - and further questions please ..
AT THIS POINT THE CHAIRMAN INTERVENED TO STOP THE QUESTIONER PUTTING ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS.
FOR THE SAKE OF GOOD ORDER, THE FOLLOWING IS A TRANSCRIPT OF THE FULL QUESTION TO BE PUT
RELATING TO A340 RECOVERY OF ASSETS – PLUS A FINAL QUESTION ON PROFITABILITY AND CASH.
From Q4 2006 onwards, every financial report from the Corporation has included the special wording in
Inventories seen in this years Report on p16 and 34 which states, somewhat remarkably, ‘Management’s
assessment of the recoverability of amounts capitalized in inventory may be based on judgments with respect to
the outcome of … negotiations ... The amount of such provision, if any, cannot be reasonably estimated until such
amendments are finalized.’ I know of no competitor of Magellan that uses such ‘catch all’ language and would
observe that Q4 2006 is the period immediately following the sudden dismissal of a Senior Officer of the
Corporation for what he claims was whistleblowing. Indeed 3 pages of the 2007 Annual Report - 10, 11 and 50 refer to Magellan being involved in litigation with a former employee. So it is clearly no small matter and, in
March/April of this year, someone from Magellan revealed to the Canadian press that this was Mr Brian Little who was a Director of Magellan UK, and both a Senior Vice President and a Senior Officer of the Corporation.
I attended court hearings in this case in Bristol, England, last month when I heard Mr Dekker, the Corporation’s
CFO, give his evidence in public over 4 days to the judge.
Mr Dekker’s evidence included the fact that ‘one of Magellan’s largest balance sheet assets of approx $40m was
for the Airbus A340 aircraft’. It was also stated that the commercial contract for the Airbus A340 expires in 2012
so the Corporation must seek to recover this investment within that time. However, from what I heard it would
appear that this asset may not be realised, and that the recognising of this could be masked by the wording
used in the 2007 Annual
Report on p11 where it states that ‘PWC has advised the Audit Committee that they had not found anything that
would undermine the integrity or accuracy of the Corporation’s financial statements.’
But you will see that this makes no reference to any changes recommended by PWC. And yet from that time
onwards we see the inclusion of the new ‘catch all’ wording in the Inventories section.
Also in 2006 the highly respected aerospace market analysts, Teal Group, described the A340 as ‘Dead Plane
Flying’ and I understand that the only independent analyst who does not agree with this is that upon whom PwC
and the Corporation has relied – ignoring the advice of others and the former Senior VP for Information
Technology, Strategy and Business Development,Mr Little.
To cap this, Mr Dekker disclosed that the Corporation is now also in litigation with its customer, Aircelle, that
threatens the entire contract and which takes the initiative out of the hands of the Corporation.
Therefore, my question is twofold –
how much of that Airbus A340 $40m is NOW included in the Q1 2008 Assets, and do you, Mr Chairman,
reasonably believe that all the A340 $40m in the schedules referred to by Mr Dekker in his evidence will be
recovered by the end of 2012 so they can be fully relied upon to provide the cash needed in Magellan’s 5 year
strategic plan?
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Q5.

INVENTORIES – LEARNING CURVES –3031- PROFITABILITY & CASH

After the implementation of the new Inventories accounting standard (3031) by Magellan I note that in Q1.2008
the Inventories have been reduced by $118m, including a write-off of C$40m of Learning Curve costs against
shareholders funds and that Current liabilities (C$300m) now exceed Current Assets C$240m (Earnings release
Page 8,11&12 Magellan did not disclose how this C$40m would be translated into enhancing profits and over
what period - e.g. is this an incremental C$2m gross profit / net income per quarter over the next 5 years - and
the associated cash recovery ).
In the Q1.2008 web cast yesterday Mr Dekker said only that the gross profits would have been C$550,000 higher
if Magellan did not have to write off the learning curve costs incurred in Q1.2008 and that for the rest of 2008 the
new learning cost impact of new projects would have minimal impact on gross profits and cash needs. I do not
recall Mr Dekker stating the go-forward positive impact on profitability and over what time periods that $40m
would be recovered in profits and cash – though he did assure listeners it will all be recovered.
Mr Dekker, can that information be disclosed now ?
in a similar way to that provided by other aerospace companies when complying with the new Accounting
standards for Inventories 3031
e.g. Bombardier in their 2008 Annual Report – page 107.

Another questioner Yes I have a question …. Last man standing etc…..
Answer ( Butyniec)

then Meeting terminates
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Attachment F1. Brian Little to M Edwards and W Dimma on 11 September 2007
after publication of the Final PwC report – attached to AGM 2009 notes Page 1
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Attachment F2 Brian Little to W Dimma , PwC UK and M Edwards after Tribunal Order
dated December 2008 for A340 documents disclosure AGM 2009 page 1
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Attachment F2 Brian Little to W Dimma , PwC UK and M Edwards after Tribunal Order
dated December 2008 for A340 documents disclosure AGM 2009 page 2
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Attachment F2 Brian Little to W Dimma , PwC UK and M Edwards after Tribunal Order
dated December 2008 for A340 documents disclosure AGM 2009 page 3
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Attachment “G” -

Spreadsheet

Shows: Column B B Little / August /September 2006 re Q3.Q4.2006 pre termination
Column C MAC/ 1 March 2007 – Q42006 EAC to E&Y and PwC
Column D PwC/13 March 2007 – after FI report dated April 2007 (doc 3616)
Column E MAC.14/29 March 2007 – FI report 2007/ and now MAC Spares 3605H to PwC
forecast – min “ 886 “ . PwC separately calculate “1572” Spares and Repairs
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Attachment: H “Draft Executive Summary “ - PwC and E&Y – Brian Little Observations
I understand that PwC Canada were contracted to undertake the work by PwC UK on A340.
Brian Little introduction
1. I never met any of the PwC Canada people mentioned in the authorship of the A340 report – Ms
Stephanie Leblanc and Mr Stephen R Moore. I only met John Tracey properly once.
2. PwC Canada do not recognise Aerospace and Defense as a sector on their Canada website
3. These PwC people were apparently from PwC Montreal. The same office as those responsible for
the Air Canada audit with the “cancelled” 3 A340 600 aircraft.
4. It would seem that none of the information relating to the A340 from the DIR files and dossiers
provided to PwC UK and Canada were considered – for example DIR 44 and the Emirates
cancellation of 18 A340 600 aircraft – October 2006. “End looms for Airbus A340 as Emirates
cancel $4bn orders” - 2642/3) c ) .
2007.

It was also quite clearly stated in the FI market report-April

5. I indicated to PwC UK that there was further relevant information on my PC. Although we had
asked for its return on 11 January 2007 that was being denied by Pinsentmasons. Eventually
forensic copies were provided by PwC in mid April 2007 and I provided a CD2 to Mr Edwards
and Mr Dimma for onwards transmission to PwC (PinsentMasons had demanded an Undertaking
etc so I had to route through MAC Board Chairman and separately the Audit Committee ). This
CD2 was not passed on to PwC Canada. PwC could not obtain it and asked that we provide a
copy directly to PwC. This we did in May 2007 and had receipt confirmed.
6. None of those documents on CD2 or mentioned /exhibited in PwC Final Draft or Final Reports
At the end of March 2007 I was asked whether I could travel to Canada in mid April 2007 to meet
with the PwC Canada people. I confirmed that I could . No further invitation or contact was
received from PwC to follow up.
7. The lead PwC partner committed to my colleague Mr McCreery at the end of out 7 hour meeting
in late January that he would ensure that adequate safeguards would be incorporated in the process
of the investigation to ensure their “independence”. That was not fulfilled.
8.When I asked to be invited to make comments in June/July 2007 on the factual accuracy of the
Final Draft report, after a Court Order for its disclosure, to both Mr Dimma and PwC – that was
flatly refused by the Audit Committee counsel , TORYS.

That PwC report had cost the public shareholders of MAC C$3m+, and was
commissioned/managed by Mr Dimma, following his own inferior investigation in Sep-Nov
2006, in which he had concluded in a investigation/report letter (Attachment E2.page 98/99)
that “the matters that you were raising were historic” and “the issues you raised were not
financial or governance issues that were of concern to me” and subsequently” there was no
substance to the purported concerns”
and in his oral evidence to the court the PwC investigation “was only necessary after Mr
Little engaged the extremely risk adverse audit community.”
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H.1.

I also now provide an extract from UK public court notes from Mr Dimma (Chair of MAC Audit Committee) by Mr
Little on 4 June 2008 ---- start of cross examination

Mr Dimma

By my letter it was all to do with termination.

(See pages 113 -114)

Mr Little

What investigations did you do into :solvency in the UK. engineering
overheads,engineering bonuses, Boeing discounts and A340

Mr Dimma All investigations were about your termination,not about subsequent claims.
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma

Mr Little
Mr Dimma

Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Chairman

The points re the quarterly certificates etc were investigated?
Vol 7 2522
Your own handwriting?
Yes
I gave you files and offered to return early October?
I saw no reason for your return. I passed your letter on to the AC CEO and CFO
And shortly later
Nothing I had raised concerns you ethically or legally?
Read out from his letter “I was satisfied (and remain satisfied) that the
issues you raised did not (and do not) warrant further steps or remedy. I
considered that the issues you raised were not financial or governance
issues that were of concern to me as Chairman of the Audit Committee. They
did not, in my view, amount to unethical or unlawful acts on the part of
the Company or any of its employees.”
That was true then and that is true today.
What points were not concerning you ethically/legally?
You’re leaping forward to the PwC investigation
I’m not sure he can say much else.
And shortly later

Mr Little
Mr Dimma

Mr Little
Mr Dimma

Mr Little

Mr Dimma

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Little
Dimma
Little
Dimma

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Little
Dimma
Little
Dimma
Little
Dimma

Mr Little

pp9

Why did you instruct PwC?
You met Barbara Hadfield (“BH”) external auditors, E&Y. Auditors are
extremely risk averse. BH raised the issue with her partners. They felt they
had an obligation to meet you.
Then the Audit Committee decided to commission the investigation?
Yes. E&Y were sufficiently aware/concerned you had raised these issues, they
felt they should investigate further. On UK counsel advice, the Audit
Committee hired PwC.
Vol 2.585 transcript of my meeting on 29 January 2007 with PWC “meet with
AC, PWC and EY but without your lawyers to agree the scope of an
investigation.” I never had that –opportunity, did I?
Our view was that the appropriate way to proceed was to hire independent
forensic accountants. appropriate arm’s length way to proceed. Terms of
reference set between AC and PWC
I had no say?
No reason why you should
It was important
You met with John Tracey, as 585 attests, for a long time. The AC felt PWC
investigated your concerns and would further discuss with you.
Why not share the terms of reference?
You’re the aggrieved party , we wanted a totally arms length relationship
I saw you in early February at your office.
We met in the lobby briefly
I said I wanted to work through it with you
I don’t recall , but you might well have said so
Was I asked to make amendments about factual accuracy?
Vol 8/3002 Sent by
independent lawyers working for the AC. I asked to make comments as I had
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Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma

Mr Little
Chairman
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Mr Little
Mr Dimma
Re-examination

been advised to do so by Deloitte. I asked if I could be invited to comment
on the factual accuracy – it was denied
You met with PwC during the investigation?
These are specific questions I asked if I could make comments .This
opportunity was denied.
In the view of the Audit Committee, PwC is a reputable audit firm, a first
class UK forensic accountancy team, capable of getting all the facts for a
sound report. They did so. There was no need for other parties comments.
Why allow the Magellan management to comment on that PwC report and not me?
It now takes longer for me to bring up factual issues.
You don’t have to. Not sure Mr Dimma can help on factual issues. Try a
couple.
Major concerns about A340, C$40m plus on Magellan balance sheet
Yes
Significant challenge to inventory value, significant impact on future asset
value and cash recoveries
Yes
EAC – estimate at completion document – did the AC look at this regularly?
Yes
I raised the issue about this in Q2.2006
Yes
Vol 5 /1830
June 2006
Q2.2006
Yes
Gross profit : $ 5m loss
Yes, I see the number
- see evidence in Attachment E

Mr Lynch QC

Back to the early questions. Your enquiries after your meeting with Mr Little
on 24 September 2006. You looked at the documents, but formed the view that
the whistleblowing was a reaction to Mr Little being dismissed for other
reasons. In you investigation of the documents, if you found anything of
significant. What would you have done?

Mr. Dimma

Convene the Audit Committee. Have a meeting with management. Go through the
allegations in considerable depth .Take action as a result. This was not done,
because we did not view the allegations, as appropriate to the Audit Committee
at the time. It was only necessary after Mr Little engaged the extremely riskadverse audit community.

H.2. I also now provide extracts from UK public court notes from Mr Edwards

cross-examination by Mr Little

5 June 2008
Mr Little

Why were my points, especially on the A340, not included in the PwC report?

Mr Edwards

A large amount of money was spent on the external auditors E&Y and the third
party PwC. They were of high repute. They reported to the Board and the Audit
Committee, it was acceptable to rely on them.

Chairman

“How much money was spent on the PwC Report?”

Mr Edwards

“Too much!!
The shareholders struggle with the fact that the amount spent on
that report could have been used for creating jobs etc….it cost in excess of
C$3m. It is a substantial amount, but it was at the instruction of the Audit
Committee, which is made up of fully engaged independent directors. It was a

standard and detailed report. - see UK evidence in court at Attachment D
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and then on 31 March 2009
Mr Edwards

We have independent auditors come into Magellan on a regular basis to do annual
review. In each case EY signed off the statements. I have to rely on my
professional advisors

Mr Little

The financial statements that E & Y rely on are produced by management

Mr Edwards

When you auditors statements they have done a thorough detailed review.
Directors can’t get into details and rely on the professionals. Given your
sensitivity and since you’ve gone we have gone through due diligence and we
have to rely on them.

H.3. From Brian Little UK Witness Statement para WS.216.1 (all A340 at paras 187-227.5)
“Following the interlocutory hearing on Friday 28 November 2008 and in response to the Tribunal Order dated 3
December 2008 at Point 2 - “ On or before 4 pm on the 11th of December 2008 the respondents shall disclose
any documents to which it alluded when asserting in its 2006 financial year statements that the respondent
“relies on external market forecasts to determine the number of A340 (500/600) units over which to amortise
non-recurring cost being those documents provided to Ernst and Young in its audit” and at point 3 “On or
before 4 pm on the 11th of December 2008 the respondents shall disclose any documents provided to PWC for
the purpose of its whistleblowing investigation which contain forecasts made by publications relating to the
market for the A340 (500/600). The Respondents solicitors have disclosed a number of documents which have
not been identified as relating to those for Point 2 (EY) and those for Point 3 (PWC). A significant number of
these documents or related information have not been included in the PwC report, Exhibits or conclusions and
have not previously been disclosed in this case. The majority of these are now in the new Volume 9 supplementary
bundle between document 3597 and 3721. (The relevant MAL Q3.2008 earnings report and webcast transcripts are
also included at 3480/3099E1-1 to 3506/3099G1-1.) I have written to the Respondents solicitors to ask for
clarification about which documents precisely do Magellan assert were provided to whom. In light of this
disclosure I have also emailed separately to Mr Dimma (Chair of the MAL Audit Committee) , Mr John Tracey of
PwC , Mr Don Linsdell of E&Y to confirm which documents a) EY had in their possession and were used to
inform their MAL FY2006 audit and testing and b) which documents PwC had in their possession (particularly
those which did not inform part of their PwC reports and Exhibits).

It is a matter for Mr Dimma and PwC to explain to the Respondents counsel/solicitors and thence
to us why these documents/information were excluded/ignored in their May and August 2007
forensic “independent investigation” reports and also not previously disclosed in this case in
accordance with the Respondents legal obligations for disclosure. My Lynch QC has asserted,
during the interlocutory hearing of 28 November 2008, that “it would be wholly
inappropriate to duplicate the complete forensic accounting already done by PwC”. I do
NOT accept his assertion, based on the factual evidence available, that PwC have carried
out a “complete forensic accounting investigation” nor indeed its “independence” in the
Final Report and the conduct of the seven month process from late January 2007 – end
August 2007.”
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H.4. I also now provide extracts from the UK public court notes during my testimony in March 2009
Mr Little

:

Next doc is p3891. vol 10 it should contain a comparison of the draft/final
report. Provided to Respondents three times and PwC to confirm validity. All
the other changes are made by Magellan – more specifically Mr Neill, Mr Dekker
and Mr Smith are the central characters.

Chairman

:

So PwC would’ve seen a request to make changes by those individuals and PwC,
without forming their own view, acceded to those requests. That’s a pretty
grave accusation to make against PwC.

Mr Lynch QC :

We can call them

Mr Little

But they are paid by you.

:

(Note : Mr Lynch QC/MAC never did call PwC as a witness)

Chairman

: It’s a pretty grave accusation

Mr Little

: I know and I don’t do this lightly

Chairman

: I’ve recorded that

Mr Lynch QC ;

Do we want to hear untested suggestions made. It is unfair to the Respondents
We say the accusation is ungrounded.

Chairman

We’re all experienced enough to make allowances and the stress and
difficulties Mr Little faces in what is an enormous case and he can be
forgiven for muttering under his breath.

:

and shortly later
Mr

Little

EAC Q 4.2006 (doc 1831) . I clearly feel that the document presented in
that way to E&Y was untruthful , misleading and misrepresented and was core
info in my conversation with Mr Dekker on 14 September 2006

Chairman

:

Mr Little

:

What was that you said?

EAC Q 4.2006 (doc 1831).I clearly feel that the
document presented in that way to E&Y was untruthful,
misleading and misrepresented and was core information in my
conversation with Mr Dekker on 14 September 2006

Chairman

:

The thing is. 1831 was generated after all those conversations. 1831 couldn’t
be core to your discussions re Aug/Sept. At that time, did you know they were
inflating the prices of units as would know from Qtr 2

Mr Little :

This is me starting to say we had a fundamental problem – breach of legal
duty – need to do the sums properly. It was leading to those Aug/Sept
conversations to what they have done in 1831 in Q4.2006.
It was manipulating
a result which is what I as trying to stop. The total volumes have been moved
to the right which together with higher pricing is forcing a small profit for
EY. So I’m foreseeing that we will breach our legal obligations.

Chairman

Is this the issue which I or Mr Lynch QC wanted to know why you hadn’t
brought it to the surface.

:
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Mr Little

:

No – stat accounts and engineering stuff with Mr Smith. I’m being getting
shot off here by Mr Neill and Dekker because they have to show a
$10m to $20m loss.

Chairman
:
Mr Little:

Why drop PD21?
The information then not sufficient to amount to a breach of legal duty. I’m
not going to try and justify something I don’t believe in. I’m not wasting
people’s time on that.

Chairman

We’ve got your evidence how you raised and what your concerns were. I do
understand that what you say is manufacturing

:

Mr Little:

It was a cover up. I believe probably that since that
week that Mr Neill was retiring he didn’t want a writeoff of $10-$20m

Chairman :
Mr Little
Mr Lynch:

How long have you felt this?
:

September 2006
This wasn’t put

Mr Little :

I’ve said a number of things on a number of occasions. I’m a maniac for being
able to support 100% what I believe. Because I produced the UK docs list.

Chairman :

I understand what you’re saying but this doesn’t ring any bells. We hear what
you say because you’ve been through this.

Mr Little :

No, I’m publicly whistleblowing. It’s still wrong and
I’m going to give evidence that is the case.

Chairman

PwC – would they have had any expertise in aviation auditing?

Mr Little

I don’t know if these particular individuals did

Mr Lynch QC

No – but in principle

Mr Little

P585/586/587 is a copy of a transcript (reads out). The whole thing is
significant given the whole seriousness about what I’m saying. (from first
meeting in January 2007 meeting with PwC)

Chairman

So you were in a meeting raising your concerns about what effectively became
Q4.

Mr Little

Absolutely – yes. Would assume forensic practice as a minimum would produce
that for Canada

Chairman

So you don’t think Canada’s seen that?

Mr Little

I find it odd. Also read P587 because I go to the materials side as well. Now
p 3744-376.

Chairman

You raise in 586 that this arose in Sept/Oct

Mr Little

He was asking where I am starting to highlight it. He was asking in accounting
terms . It should have been done last year.

Chairman

This suggests you were aware in Sept/Oct.
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Mr Little

there were two lines – certification issue and Q2. My point was Sept/Oct we’d
be aware we need to do something for Q3. I said No Q2.

Chairman

I see it means that you were dealing with the Q2 issue in August/Sept

Mr Little
Chairman

Yes
But he’s asking why in Jan/Feb
Should have been dealt with in July ?

Mr Little

Yes. P3744 – just before the Nov 28 hearing a note was copied to the
Respondents solicitors . Just read all three pages.

Chairman

All you need to say is you asked PwC to deal with your concerns and they
haven’t. That’s what I’m going to record.

Mr Little

Final Page

Chairman

We’ve got the point

Mr Little

Did you understand that they had them in their own system internally?

Chairman

Who, PwC ?

Mr Little

Yes

Chairman

When did you find PwC had documents internally.

Mr Little

I was 100% certain just before Christmas

Mr Lynch

When did you first think?

Mr Little

I had reason to believe from July/August but I wasn’t certain until just after
Nov 2008. Also I don’t underestimate the magnitude of what I’m saying.

Mr Lynch

If Mr Little had this information then plainly he should have
raised it. It’s not for PwC. We’ve heard a number of allegations
of outrageous proportion however serious today. There’s no attack
of PwC in Mr Little’s witness statement. He’s distorting the
facts. These are new allegations

Mr Little

There is……… (Chairman interrupts)

Chairman

These are points which you can remind us of in submissions.

Mr Little

Look at the email …..

Chairman

You found out the information or became aware before Christmas?

Mr Little

Yes

Chairman

Well there you go! Find the email later (added note from BL – provided on page
1 of Aide Memoire on 30 March 2009 to Tribunal)

-

see me saying Teal reports

(Note – see Brian Little W/S 216.1 page 135)
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H.5A PwC governance
A

Extract of email on 5 July 2009 to Mr Powell(PwC Chairman UK)and Mr Clarke(PwC CEO) Canada

“Given the consistency of my open approach throughout this process since 2006 it was concluded that as both of you
hold responsibilities for the corporate governance and ultimately the business for the PwC firms in the UK and Canada it
was in fact appropriate to now address emails directly to you on one occasion. This also provides a written record in
which you are personally addressed directly by me on the quality and process of the alleged “independent forensic
investigation” undertaken for the Audit Committee of Magellan Aerospace Corporation between January 2007 and August
2007. I have confined myself here to the A340 – 500/600 subject at Section 8 but a wider review is encouraged.
You will be aware that I have described the PwC report in parts as “sloppy” but perhaps more crucially the content in
particular areas simply lacks accuracy / robustness and deliberately fails to include documents or information which was
available to you which are manifestly crucial in your conclusions - in effect Magellan and PwC’s actions have become a
party to this “A340 fraud”. The process followed was also inadequate. In short Mr Tracey as the lead partner and the
assigned colleagues in Canada compromised themselves in producing a report through a process which did not maintain
the independence from its client that one would professionally expect, and produced outcomes for Section 8 that simply
were wrong in substantive content. This fear was expressed right at the outset on 30 January 2007 to Mr Tracey and he
sought to reassure myself and my accountant Mr McCreery that this would not happen. There will be an extensive record
of correspondence in Mr Tracey’s files – I have all of it , the tapes and a summary index.
I therefore attach Section 8 of that PwC report on A340 (Canadian copy) and we suggest that you both activate now , if
you have not already done so , a thorough and independent internal PwC process to review the adherence to PwC stated
Quality Standards ( Mr AR Palmer as at February 2007) and your Ethics policy for this assignment. I do not know who
was allocated as the PwC Quality Assurance partner on this assignment but that aspect should of necessity be reviewed
now too.
Finally it is clear from a review of the Canadian biographies of the PwC people apparently involved on A340 (Stephanie
Leblanc and Stephen R. Moore, who for the record never spoke with me) were either ill-equipped in aerospace industry
current experience to undertake this assignment in Canada without reference to people such as Neil Hampson and the UK
team ( who I have copied here ) or were under instructions as to what they were to find to support the previous “no
problems” report/conclusions of their client’s Chair Mr Dimma. In any event the “buck”, as they say, stops with Mr Tracey
and both of you.
Obviously it is clearly a matter for you as to what actions you take now , but I at least we are satisfied that we have
provided you both with the latest information and that opportunity now. No feedback to me on any actions you take or not
is expected by us.
I believe you have all the information with PwC to conduct an independent investigation of your own “Report and
processes deployed” and should you require any further information then please do not hesitate to have a “genuine”
independent person make contact with me.”

H5BExtract of email on 14 October 2009 to PwC:Mr Powell(UK Chair) and Mr Clarke (Canada CEO)
For the Record
Mr Ian Powell / Mr Christie Clark
“I have now received confirmation that a File of Papers (copy 2/11 – Mr Ian Powell and copy 3/11 – Mr Christie Clark) in
connection with the PwC process and investigation at Magellan Aerospace Corporation has been delivered and signed for
at your offices. You also received the email below directly from me some 100 days ago now (5 July 2009).
This Blue file contains the written “process” paperwork and communications between PwC and I from January 2007 to
today. As of now it deals only in part on the factual accuracy of the PwC reports following the alleged “independent
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forensic investigation” undertaken under Mr John Tracey in PwC UK and Canada in the seven months from January 2007 –
August 2007 as the file contains my email dated 28 September 2009 with an attached summary of the identified changes
between the Final Draft PwC report of May 2007 to the final PwC report in late August 2007 and the related comments
from us on its factual accuracy and conclusions. This file does not contain any comments on its factual accuracy, by
reference to oral or contemporaneous documents, on a para by para basis or substantive omissions from either of these
Reports. You know from my prior emails in mid 2007 that Mr Tracey of PwC determined, with the Mr Dimma of the Audit
Committee (despite the fact that the final draft had been Ordered for disclosure by the UK court), that it was not necessary
to receive any factual comments from myself or my advisory team in the two month period prior to its publication in late
August 2007. As the Deloittes partners said at that time to us - this would seem to have been a significant error in
professional judgment from an enterprise risk management and firm reputation perspective.
One would like to expect that by now in your executive governance roles both of you will have discussed my email below
and put in place a review of that work by PwC and the associated process in the last 100 days. I know there is a certain
irony in investigating the quality of one own “independent forensic investigation” but professionally it seems that is was
required. I would expect, from my own experience, that the analysis and conclusions of that review should be with you
both by now
In my 5 July 2009 email I did not wish to explicitly pre-empt the conclusions of that own internal review but, for the
avoidance of doubt, I am now satisfied from all the oral and written evidence and documentation ( not just in UK) that
there are “material” factual errors and omissions in both PwC reports (particularly on A340) . Additionally I consider that
PwC have compromised themselves ethically and professionally in its conduct of this investigation and report to best
practice standards in a number of substantive matters.
Your own internal investigation by now will have enabled you as the primary executives responsible for the governance of
PwC in UK and PwC in Canada to address what has been found and what you and your firm will do about that.
As you probably know I am on record at the Magellan AGM in 2009 in stating that some of the fees (£1m) paid to PwC
should be returned to Magellan Aerospace Corporation and its public shareholders. Also of course the MAC Balance Sheet
appears to still require further recognition of losses and reduced NRC values in accordance with Canadian GAAP / parts of
the PwC report on A340.
No doubt you will consider these matters carefully from at least a business and legal perspective with the appropriate
partners and processes within PwC.
Regards
Brian Little
PwC UK

Mr Powell Royal Mail Registered Mail ref SC445692205GB - delivered Friday 9 October 2009

PwC Canada

Mr Clark FEDEX 8618 2992 4018 – delivered Wednesday 14 October 2009 at 10.17 am

Please replace the first page in the document folder with a copy of this document as the time/date record. Thankyou”

A copy of this file to PwC was also sent and received by Mr Murray Edwards on 13 Oct. 2009 at 10.48 am
repeating my offer to assist in the recovery of monies from PwC for shareholders.

H.6.
AS indicated earlier in my introduction please again note

A340–500/600 Unit “Volumes” - I filed my legal claim for “Unfair dismissal by reason of
“Whistleblowing” (ERA.103A) in December 2006 - and reconfirmed in it (GOC para 65.3 /PD23/2603 )
what I had stated in August and September 2006, before being “fired”, regarding the internal Airbus
future delivery program projections now being between 60 and a 100 further aircraft deliveries (Airbus;
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to a maximum total aircraft build of 195 ) and the resultant C$10m + spite this MAC management
/Senior Officers, Mr Dekker and Mr Butyniec, and Mr Neill a MAC Director, would still lead and represent
in their A340 Program Estimate to Complete (EAC) for Q4/2006 and other relevant documents
(1831/1831A &3605B/D) to Ernst & Young (E&Y), their external auditors, and PricewaterhouseCoopers
(PwC) (1831/1831A &3605E/G) during its “independent forensic investigation”, that there would be almost
300 aircraft built. As late as 1 March 2007 MAC actually presented a A340 -500/600 projected total
build of 291 aircraft /1164 engine exhaust units.
This was almost DOUBLE Airbus’s “Most Optimistic” A340-500/600 further build program
projections. Even the imminent production /delivery rates for the period 2007- 2009 were also
almost DOUBLE those stated by Airbus since August /Sept 2006 (2117). With these “misleading”
1164 units, and the 190 units predicted for Spares and Repairs, MAC could continue to represent that
1285 units be used for amortization/ NRC recovery in its FY2006 financial statements.
In UK court evidence (p.70) the MAC CFO Mr Dekker confirmed that the A340 was the single largest
NRC project in MAC and that after approximately 33% of deliveries (towards the1285 amortization
quantity ) in the Program EAC, there still remained, on the MAC FY2006 Balance Sheet, NRC of
approx. > C$40 million assets. Also that the Q4.2006 EAC workbooks provided to EY for their FY2006
audit represented that the remaining 833 units were scheduled to complete by FY2012/contract period.
In completing this A340.Program EAC each quarter, and particularly for Q4.2006/FY2006,
The Magellan Aerospace Corporation (MAC) FY2006 Annual Report at Page 14 states that
“The Corporation relies on customers delivery projections as well as external market forecasts
<sic> to determine the number of units over which to amortize non-recurring costs”.
So using common (sense) every company with substantial NRC investments, as MAC had, would
consider in its due diligence on a quarterly basis their Program Estimates to Complete (EAC) and use

(a)

its Customers Program and delivery projections whilst also seeking

(b)

external market forecasts from a number (from at least 7 available) of professional providers to
“verify” Airbus “natural optimism” and reading

(c ) the information/data from publications/articles I global aerospace/airline magazines (7 +) and Press
whilst
(d)

listening/gathering and considering the information, which it learns itself, through the numerous
contacts in its trading relationships with their customer – in this instance from Airbus
Toulouse/Airbus Uk and Aircelle and other people in the industry.

These four (“due diligence” checks (a),(b) (c ) and (d) will be highlighted in the following narrative
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Brian Little Observations / conclusions
(a) Its Customers program and delivery projections
A.1. Although provided with the Customer delivery projections from the Airbus production planning
processes for 2007 – 2009, by both MAC and me, PwC deliberately disregarded these in any
analysis/commentary. They also therefore did not consider the consequential impact on the
Q4.2006 EAC and retaining a project breakeven (at a gross profit level $137K) when that could not
conceivably be the case.
A.2. No reconciliation or scenario work was undertaken by PwC on five sources of volume/time data
available to PwC - Q4.2006 EAC, Airbus production programmes and the FI annual numerical
market forecasts for March 2006 and March 2007, and the MAC 14 March 2007 assessment with
two outcomes based on production termination at 135 aircraft and 153 aircraft (see page 19/20)
A3. 2007 – 2009 The single Forecast International March/April 2007 A340 external market forecast
solely relied on by PwC had aircraft delivery projections for 2007 – 2009 (41 aircraft) which were
almost 30% higher than the manufacturer’s own production plan.
A4

2007 – 2016 The single Forecast International March/April 2007 A340 external market forecast
relied on by PwC had aircraft delivery projections for 2007 – 2016 (further 117 a/c) which were some
15% higher than the most optimistic Airbus projections (further 100 a/c) and some 50% higher
(further 60 a/c) than the Airbus “pessimistic” assessment. No one I have spoken to in the last
two years has ever seen a market forecaster with a report showing projections which exceed that of
the manufacturer.

A5. PwC also failed to make the adjustments to the Airbus A340 Order book for “known” cancellations
of orders by customers. This despite the fact that PwC audited, and their firms knew, that these
cancellations had been processed by their other audit clients at Air Canada in Montreal and
Emirates in Dubai - reducing the order book by 21 aircraft to a revised total of 132 aircraft. Instead
of a PwC calculated demand in para 8.67(a) of 224 units- it should have read 140 units (minus 38%)
or a backlog of 35 aircraft. This “cancellation” information was widely reported within the industry
and the airlines had made the relevant cancellations and had incorporated that change in their own
Annual Reports in February 2007 and April 2007 respectively.
A6

PwC also had the MAC analysis dated 14 March 2007 (3605H) which considered the volumes
based on Outcome 1 – termination at 135 aircraft and termination at the “unadjusted” 153 orders on
the Airbus website. This also showed the Spares calculations based on a complete replacement at
40000 flying hours and every years. There were two business errors in this calculation of “886” and
it should have read “in excess of 600 units) by FY2021.

This together, with the sole reliance on the outlier Forecast International March/April 2007 report
(para8/78), effectively EXAGGERATED production demand by approximately 75 aircraft /300
exhaust system units. A shortfall of “365” should have been properly recorded as a “shortfall” in
excess of 700 units in the Q4.2006 EAC.
This had the effect of inflating the project size , revenues and misleadingly retain a “break-even”
at a gross profit level ($137K) in the Q4.2006 EAC, when that could not conceivably be the case.
Conclusion ;
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Brian Little Observations : I find it hard to believe that such an organization could have been so
incompetent. Therefore I must form the conclusion that conscious decisions have been made to be
selective about the evidence which would be used with a view to coming to a result on volumes in the
Q4.2006 EAC that would retain a project breakeven (at a gross profit level), when that could not
conceivably be the case, If this customer information had been properly considered in an integral way by
PwC this could not have provided the answer in supporting 1285 units for amortisation in the Q4.2006
EAC on A340 – 500/600 they wished for their client, the MAC Audit Committee.
A.7. E& Y – we do not know what E&Y considered or acted on with the production programme they
were provided with by Magellan or myself. Or whether they also received the Aeronca MAC document
dated 14 March 2007 (Attachment C2) showing the impact of termination of the A340 programme at 135
aircraft and 153 aircraft respectively. Together with the necessity now of several hundred spares
replacements to support the Q4.2006 EAC.
(b) external market forecasts from a number (2+/out of the 7) professional providers to “verify”
Airbus’s “natural optimism” .
It is normal, in my experience, that external market forecasters discount the manufacturer forecasts to
varying degrees. I , and everyone else I have spoken with, have never before seen professional market
forecasts that are higher than the manufacturer.
B.1. It is unusual to have such a high positive correlation between the market forecasts of these
professional providers. Six out of the seven professional market forecasters projected a A340500/600 build of 130 -150 aircraft in 2006/by March /April 2007. The only “outlier” was Forecast
International, who although they correctly identified the four crucial decisions /information in their
Forecast Rationale part of the April 2007 report (p33), failed to follow through that logic in to their
numerical forecasts in 2007. This has been rectified in the April 2009 forecast report where there is
now a complete consensus of a circa 135 total aircraft build.
B.2. Despite the FY2006 Annual Report reference at page 14 to the Corporation’s reliance on external
market forecasts (plural) and in any event it being commonsense and standard industry practice,
PwC failed to report on or Exhibit ANY other external market forecast reports.
Instead PwC relied in their forensic investigation on a solitary “outlier” forecast -- which was totally
away (by more than 75 aircraft) from the market consensus of the other six and even exceeded the
most optimistic expectations of Airbus. (PwC Observation at 8.78)
B.3.PwC asked me about external sources for A340 market forecasts. I told them to get two or three
analyst reports, which should include that of Richard Aboulafia of Teal Group. At the time I did not
know that the Teal Group Reports were already available within PwC in London (Mr Hoon Lee)
through their annual subscription to Teal Group market services.
Conclusion ;
PWC - IGNORED in their report and exhibits all of the six other external market forecasts available to
them. Including the Teal Reports already in PwC’s own offices in London. I had also recommended, the
Teal work to PwC, although I had not seen it, at the meeting in January 2007,
PwC selected a single “outlier” market forecast that gave them the best (and ONLY answer) to maximize
production demand in the face of dramatic reductions in aircraft production build totals in their Forensic
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analysis and investigation. The combination of all the items above does not come through incompetence
– it was a conscious and deliberate decision to maximize the production volumes (as at March 2007) and
in so doing minimize the Spares (replacement) numbers needed to meet the amortization of 1285 units in
the Q4.2006 EAC – this resulted in a SHORTFALL of “365” and not the proper “700 +”
Brian Little observations ; I believe this was forensic deceit. If PwC had properly considered any or all
of the other external market forecasts/ information this would not have provided the answer in supporting
the 1285 units for amortisation in the Q4.2006 EAC on A340 – 500/600, they wished for their client, the
MAC Audit Committee.
B.5. It is not known which two or more external market forecast reports E&Y rely on for their annual
audits.at MAC. All that is known is that the market forecasters known to Airbus and me predict a total
aircraft production build of circa 135 aircraft.
(c )The data/ information from publications/articles in global aerospace/ airline industry
magazines (7+) and Press
C.1. Mr Neill’s provision of his extensive file of publications (which were in any event available to PwC
in the public domain) would obviously have provided the basis for any identification of the key decisions
on A340 in July/August 2006, which effectively defined the future market demand for this product. PwC
are asserted to have assigned experienced aerospace people from their Montreal office to the A340 task.
I never met them but am entirely satisfied that they could not be considered capable in this market
knowledge domain otherwise these types of error would quite simply never have occurred. In any event
the internal PwC quality processes of Partner Reviews should have identified these matters.
C.2. I regularly provided copies of articles to Board members . Even after my termination they had a
copy of DIR 44 in early December 2006 from the UK Times article in late October 2006, which had
recorded in its headline “End looms for Airbus A340 as Emirates cancel $4bn orders” - 2642/3) c ).
yet is was counted in future demand by PwC
Conclusion :
PwC INCOMPETENT OR was it a conscious decision to ignore Mr Neill’s’ file and/or any publicly
available information. To have properly considered the available publications information it would
undermine PwC SOLITARY reliance on the FI April 2007 report and that additional 75 aircraft /300 units
over the market consensus - instead of a shortfall of 365 (395) it should have been 700+ units
Brian Little observations ; I believe this was forensic deceit. If PwC had properly considered any or all
of the other aerospace publications / information either from Mr Neill or publicly available this would have
created a real concern in relying on a “outlier” single market forecast and concluding a support for the
1285 units for amortisation in the Q4.2006 EAC on A340 – 500/600. It is inconceivable that the EAC for
Q4.2006 could have shown a break even at gross profit level if this subject matter had been properly
considered.
.
C.3. E & Y What did they have - E&Y UK and E&Y Canada certainly had the DIR44 dossiers on the
Emirates cancellation referred to above.
.
(d ) and also gather and consider the information which it learns itself, though the
numerous contacts in its trading relationships with their customer – in this A340
instance from Airbus and Aircelle
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D.1. When PwC for example interviewed Mr Underwood did they discuss A340 , given Magellan’s
numerous local trading contacts in Airbus. Did Mr Underwood tell them that Mr Vandersteen had told him
after the Farnborough Airshow that the A340 600 was “Trashed”. In common with myself was there no
contact with any PwC Canada people responsible for the A340 investigation.
D.2. My frequent discussions with Airbus people in both Toulouse and UK at all levels and reporting back
to MAC through staff meetings and specific discussions
SPARES
E.1. With the fundamental change in production volumes the replacement spares took on a
centrality in meeting the 1285 units for amortization in the Q4.2006 EAC. It would seem inadequate
that PwC do not include in their Report any mention of the relevant industry documents. They failed
to consider the Product Support contracts between Aircelle and MAC for service life policy/warranty
and the Maintenance Manuals. Any of the quality/inspection survey/life documentation in the
possession of MAC or the airlines. Or any of the engineering documentation.
E.2. See paragraphs 8.68-8.78 – these are available in Attachment “C” at pages 55 - 57
As demonstrated through Mr Neill’s cross examination on 27 July 2009 the PwC calculation for the
expected demand was flawed – the logic (at para 8.74 (a) re FY2012 should be FY2005 ) and
calculation of 1572 units (logically and mathematically at para 8.75) - based on the assumption of
one replacement every 8 years
2 times X changes for airline aircraft in service FY2001- FY2005 = 296 (not as PwC to 2006)
1 times X change for airline aircraft in service FY2006 - FY2013
(not as PwC doubled/696)
Also from a business perspective
a) The MAC/Furbay calculation was based on deliveries from Aeronca to Aircelle and not airline
aircraft in service dates - information which was readily available – that is obviously relevant.
b) The actual average annual operating hours are 4400 hours - a nine year “replacement” cycle.
So based on the PwC shortfall of 395 (adjusted for aircraft deliveries) the percentage of airline
returns for Factory Repair (and then judged Beyond Economical Repair - BER) was much lower at
23% because of the PwC wrongly and heavily inflated 1572 (which no one it appears noticed or
brought to PwC’s attention for correction -) – see my W/S 224.4….
“I considered the mathematical spares calculation in the report to be at best, misguided.”
I believe these were simple errors, all consciously undertaken by the accountants involved, so as to
perpetuate the position that “replacement” spares would now make up the PwC calculated
“production” shortfall. These are elementary errors for a forensic accountant – it had to be so - but
that “wrong” analysis could meet their Clients needs in its support of the Q4.2006 EAC.
PwC:365 /1572 or MAC:395/868=46%(should have been on their assumptions BL=707/613=115%
E.3

Despite the new centrality of the “replacement spares” the PwC conclusions are based on a
interpretation of Dr Thamburaj’s research – they never even interviewed him, based on their own
summary of interviewees, and he refers (as they acknowledge at para 8.72) to Repairs. As everyone
else who has experience of the relevant subject matter would do.
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E.4

As per the PwC report at para 8.87 the production and spares pricing were similar. That was
consistent with my understanding, after comprehensively reading the contracts in May-July 2006.

Brian Little observations ; ; I believe this was forensic deceit. If PwC had properly considered the
Spares and Repairs subject they would rapidly have realized that the position they had taken on Spares
and Repairs was simply inconsistent with all aerospace knowledge/experience and the relevant industry
documentation. To compound this with a logical and mathematical error for hundreds of units is not
credible for a forensic accountancy practice. This simply exaggerated the expected demand so as to
rationalise their spares assumptions (23% already high for BER units) and provide support for the
continued use of 1285 units for amortisation in the Q4.2006 EAC and a break even position.
PRICING - as ONE example in my four relevant points
F.1. My factual comments above exclude my A340 “Pricing subject matter ” points (as one example:
my observation on the PwC analysis for the Q2.2006 to Q4.2006 Variance analysis at PwC table 8.62 /
para 8.62(b) - $7640K/$8470K – only 10% of the identified “$8470K revenues increase” was
attributable to delays in unit deliveries so that future sales would be in later years – see actual at 4213A)
The confirmation of the pricing and volume numbers for each FY used in the EAC documents was finally
achieved after five months through further Court intervention for Request Subject 1B and the disclosure of
the single page document 1831A (Q4.2006) on 5 May 2009 and the single page document 1830A
(Q2.2006) on 10 June 2009. E&Y and PwC always had that information in the EAC Excel workbooks for
the Estimate at Complete (EAC) they were provided with by MAC for their audits and investigation.
PwC para 8.62(b), in referring to the Table at 8.62 and the increase in revenues to $8470K stated that
“The increased revenue for the remainder of the programme was due to management’s assertion that a
higher percentage of future sales will be generated in later years, when MAC can expect to benefit from
the impact of compound price escalation. This has the impact of increasing the weighted average future
sales price. This also meant that unit sales in the immediate future are projected to be lower……..”
Here we see the word “management asserts” and that would seem to be consistent with the evidence
from Mr Dekker on 8 June 2009 . What it also signals, from my prior consulting experience, is that the
writer is consciously aware that the reason being offered is likely to be wrong-headed for the matter at
hand. So for example one would expect that a forensic accountant in checking the impact of a change in
volumes would wish to be sure that this explained the reason for the C$8470 variance.. In fact over
C$6m was attributable to changes in pricing.(see 4231A after 1831A/1830A). Had they documented this
(as independents”) they would be professionally obliged to understand the reason as to why the changes
in pricing from Q2 to Q4 and whether those calculations were correct. After all this was important as it
moved the EAC for Q4.2006 in to a small gross profit. Something which of course they did not wish to
do – and then my point 2. We have Mr Dekker’s evidence on this subject matter on 10 June 2009.
Analysis of Revenues variance between Q2.2006 and Q4.2006 EAC - $8470K (doc 4213A)
Price variance
=
$6057K
Volumes variance =
$832k (see detail at $761K)
2006 Retroactive revenue in EAC= $1582K (Q1.Q2 - $894k)
Brian Little observations - this was not a credible “independent” Revenues variance analysis for a
forensic accountant. Of course this would undermine some of the work on pricing and assumptions used
in Q4.2006. The use of the term management asserts signals as a matter <of accounting practice> that
they are relying on Management statements and are not vouching for them themselves. These are in key
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parts of the PwC report an it appears that no forensic checks have been carried out. Even at a glance it
is possible to see the elementary mistakes which have a substantial bearing both individually and
collectively in their “derived” Conclusions. This was a “cop out” and meant proper questions and forensic
analysis were consciously avoided.
F.2. PwC/E&Y would also have been aware that Mr Butyniec was prepared to accept lower FY2006
pricing with Aircelle to settle the escalation formula dispute (with Mr Edwards/Mr Dekker’s approval on
11/12 August 2006) than we had secured in late June 2006 and used as a minimum in the Q2.2006 EAC.
COSTING – as ONE example in my three relevant points
G.1. My factual comments above exclude my “Costs subject matter” (as one example; the assumed
Costs/Escalation formula implications recognized by PwC of successful higher initial pricing at para
8.93/8.95 and the current 0.31 escalation formula portion for BETA21S / implications of same – 4209C
and the
Re pricing at (A) of $X18,148 per unit re doc 1788/1787 from John Furbay on 19 June 2006 which
followed document 1732- 1741 from John Furbay on 24 May 2006) which was provided on CD2.
As I explained to Mr Dekker in our 29 minute telecom on the 14 September 2006 (PD24) we would need
to be very careful in the “arbitration” process as I could foresee MAC being successful in the near term and probably being able to support higher pricing (perhaps even up to $218,148 per unit) at 2006 levels
but the impact of the fixed 0.31 portion in the escalation formula for BETA21S escalation if unchanged
would ultimately work against us.
PwC note this at para 8.93 - 8.95 but provide no related analysis on its implications. (I do at 4209C).
As I was forecasting volumes being cut by perhaps up to 50% (PD23 - Brian Little witness statement
paragraph 212-that was the primary matter) we still needed to be mindful of that Pricing dimension as it
would dictate the calculated level of losses we would have on the A340-500/600 programme in FY2006
and how we would move forward on the “arbitration”. We have Mr Dekker’s evidence to the UK court on
this subject-matter on 10 June 2009 and on the website for retrieval.
Brian Little observations - When I met PwC in January 2007 I paraphased (586) this as “ And the
fundamental issue here, which we now have to come to terms with, this product is a product that
has not only got a cost/price problem but it’s now also got a programme volume.
G.2. It is also worth recording at this point that MAC and their legal team refused from 11 January 2007 to
let me have my PC back – left by me on 24 September with Mr Dimma.
This was until PwC intervened after I said that it contained other relevant information for their
investigation. In due course forensic files were provided to us in mid April 2007. I extracted the relevant
data and provided it on a disc labelled CD2 and sent it to both Mr Dimma and Mr Edwards, for onwards
transmission to PwC. By mid May 2007 PwC advised they had not yet received CD2 and we sent a
further CD2 copy directly to them. None of the A340 information or documents on that CD2 appears to
have been considered or included in the PwC report. I mention that here as it included documents that
were relevant on both pricing and costs. I understood from my solicitors that PwC did confirm their
receipt of CD2 in late May 2007. Brian Little observations - this was not a credible “independent” costing
analysis given various pricing and cost assumptions and their relationship with the numbers. Clearly also
none of the CD2 data (such as Mr Butyniec BAFO 11 Aug.2006) or docs were included in the PwC report.
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Financial Control in MAC
H.1. As identified after three/four months in their draft PwC final draft report (para 2.40) - Financial
control within MAC and MALUK in relation to the areas we have examined is poor and needs to be
improved:this is particularly acute given that MAC is a public company.” . This was removed in its
entirety in the final report
Brian Little observations: Why? did it suddenly improve? Or was it too embarrassing in the UK court?
but too late as they had not anticipated the UK Court Order to disclose.
H.2. The changes between the Final Draft Report and the Final Report some three months later are
quantitatively few but relevant as to why included now.(3891A-F). Most seem to be aimed at trying to
exonerate MAC and MALUK in the Final PwC report. This is despite other contradictory information
being available – for one example Engineering overhead adjustment reduced from £134K to £84K
following Director Representation letters to EY for incorporation in the FY2005 statutory accounts filed in
July 2007 with Companies House and there are more.
Brian Little observations : it is striking to read and consider what has been added and deleted in the Final
Report at doc 3891A-3891F.
H.3. PwC failed to honour their original commitment in January 2007 to a process which would be
“independent” give Mr Dimma’ s prior conclusions that the matters I raised were historic and of no
substance.
Brian Little observations: Perhaps the most gut-wrenching of all - so much for ethics and independence
Following the disclosure of the Final Draft Report after a UK Court Order it remains incredible that PwC
did not invite me to make my comments on the factual accuracy of their Final Draft report.
Brian Little observations ;- hardly “independent” and risk managed or perhaps PwC never expected to
be relied for several years after they produced their C$3m report in this “marathon” process in the UK and
now Canada.
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Attachment : J - “Draft Executive Summary” from Other perspectives
(FINAL COPY versions will now be released on or after 6 Feb.2010 in deference to UK court)
Mr N.Murray Edwards (ME)
Mr Murray Edwards-Chairman of MAC(28% ordinary shares:Witness evidence Att D.P82-89 Extract from Power 25 –Oct 2005

“You may never have heard of Murray Edwards. He’d like to keep it that way. But it’s unlikely that the
fanatically private Edwards – calgary’s most admired oilman – will be able to shun the spotlight much longer.
Reason No.1. is the ascension of Canadian Natural Resources. Considered, until recently, something of a second
rate company, it’s now the 12 th most valuable public name in Canada. Edwards and his executive team are
building the first real homegrown oil sand project, an $11-billion gamble that’s propelled them into a rarefied
stratosphere occupied by the global energy game’s fiercest goliaths: Exxon Mobil, royal Dutch Shell and Total. the
root of it all is a once near-dead company that Edwards, then in his late 20’s, helped recapitalize with $100,000 in
1988. That’s the sort of achievement that makes a reputation, pulling off what every other Calgary hustler only
dreams of. And here’s power: in a town of Tories, Edwards can go his own way as an unabashed Liberal, a major
supporter of Paul Martin. The Regina-raised Edwards is also close to another Saskatchewan boy, finance Minister
Ralph Goodale. Edwards’s clout is felt in other industries, like aerospace (he’s chairman of Magellan aerospace)
and sports: He owns Lake Louise , one of the best ski areas in Canada, and co-owns the Calgary Flames. “
N. Murray Edwards is one of the richest Canadians, according to Forbes. His net worth is said to be $1.4 Billion
US.Edwards studied at the University of Saskatchewan, graduating with a Bachelor of Commerce, after which he
obtained his law degree from the University of Toronto. Edwards is married to Heather Bala Edwards and the two
have a son. Mr Edwards celebrates his 50th birthday this year on 10 December.

On advice, analysis to be completed and provided after 6 February 2010

Mr William A Dimma (WD)
Mr William Dimma – Chairof the MAC Audit Committee (renownedfor his books on Boards/Governance:WitnessAtt.E.p100-114

From his book:Tougher Boards for Tougher Times ; Corporate Governance in the Post-Enron Era
“ Mr Dimma has had a long and distinguished career as a director, serving on fifty-five corporate boards
and another forty not-for-profit boards. For over forty years he has been sought after for the knowledge
and understanding he brings to the field of corporate governance, as well as for his dedication to, and
passion for, improving the practice of directorship…. He earned a doctorate in Business Administration
from Harvard University and hold honorary degrees from several Canadian universities, as well as the
Order of Canada and the Order of Ontario.”

On advice, analysis to be completed and provided no earlier than 6 February 2010
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Mr Richard A. Neill (RAN)
Mr Richard Neill-President and CEO (to end FY2006 when he retired)–now Vice Chairman:WitnessAttC/D Pages 56-64,72-78

On advice, analysis to be completed and provided no earlier than 6 February 2010
Mr James S Butyniec (JSB)
Mr James Butyniec

– COO (to end FY2006) and now President and CEO of MAC (MAC Director) : Witness Att D.p81

On advice, analysis to be completed and provided no earlier than 6 February 2010
Mr John Dekker (JD)
Mr John Dekker

- Chief Financial Officer and Company Secretary of MAC (and MALUK Director):Witness Att D.p79-80

On advice, analysis to be completed and provided no earlier than 6 February 2010
Ms Jo - Anne Ball (JAB) Vice President of Human Resources
Although my Employment contract was for 150 working days per year (and I always did 200+ days plus) and
never asked for, was offered or received any compensation or bonuses (unlike my Group colleagues each year it
is insightful to record that we have seen in the UK court that Ms Ball now famously wrote an email to Mr Edwards
(1711) on 15 May 2006 that “ Murray, fine tuning to the tune of £13012 pounds? Brian told me he had the

money to take care of “it”. This is what I was talking about when I told you Brian has the potential to
bankrupt the company. He has no concept of money and the consequences on people. I presume you
are turning down Brian third or fourth rendition to get the bonus payment he is seeking for these people.
I can only guess, because he keeps trying, that he has promised the amounts. regards Jo-Ann”
Not only was the £13012 number wrong ( it was £2379 – doc 1716) but the court evidence and actual witnesses
have demonstrated that no bonuses were in fact ever promised by me. Indeed I was too focused on the big
business issues that I was committing my own unpaid time to improving the business and financial situation at
MAC and MALUK. I will say more about this and bonuses at MAC-and mine from elsewhere in the final update of
this attachment G after 6 February 2010.

On advice, analysis to be completed and provided no earlier than 6 February 2010
MALUK
Phillip Underwood
Mr Phillip Underwood
: Witness

– Vice President and General Manager – Magellan UK and MALUK Director

On advice, analysis to be completed and provided no earlier than 6 February 2010
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Mr Shawn Smith
Mr Shawn Smith
(MALUK) : Witness

– Chief Financial Officer and Company Secretary/Director of Magellan UK

On advice, analysis to be completed and provided no earlier than 6 February 2010
Ms Mary Walker
Ms Mary Walker - Human Resources – UK

On advice, analysis to be completed and provided no earlier than 6 February 2010
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Attachment J1 Email trail from Brian Little to Murray Edwards re PwC --- Oct /Nov 2009
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Attachment J2 : Other information and UK court evidence (reference purposes)
“Appendix

“I”

Magellan Aerospace Corporation
Board of Directors
General Guidelines
General
The fundamental responsibility of the Board of Directors is to appoint a competent
executive team and to oversee the management of the business, with a view to maximizing
shareholder value and ensuring corporate conduct in an ethical and legal manner via an
appropriate system of corporate governance and internal control.
Specific
-

Establish and maintain an appropriate system of corporate governance including
practices to ensure the Board functions effectively and independently of management,
including reserving a portion of all Board and its committee meetings for in camera
discussions without management present.

-

Appoint the Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”) and senior officers, approve their
compensation, and monitor the CEO’s performance against a set of mutually agreed
corporate objectives directed at maximizing shareholder value.

-

review the integrity of the CEO and other senior officers and ensure that they foster a
corporate culture of ethical practices and integrity.

-

Adopt a strategic planning process and approve, on at least an annual basis, and
monitor the corporate strategic plan, which takes into account, among other things, the
opportunities and risks of the Corporation’s business.

-

Ensure that a system is in place to identify significant risks to the Corporation and
that appropriate systems are in place to manage these risks.

-

Ensure that resources are available to implement and maintain an adequate system of
internal control and management information systems

-

Ensure that a comprehensive compensation strategy is maintained which includes
competitive industry positioning, weighting of compensation elements and relationship of
compensation to performance

-

Review and approve the Corporation’s financial statements and oversee the Corporation’s
compliance with applicable audit, accounting and financial reporting requirements

-

Ensure that processes are maintained to address applicable regulatory, corporate ,
securities and other compliance matters, and that due diligence processes and
appropriate controls are in place with respect to all applicable requirements including,
certification requirements, regarding the Corporation’s financial disclosure.

-

Maintain a system for corporate communications to all stakeholders.”

2005

2006

2007(a)

2008(b)

MAC Group Net Profit/loss

C$6.1M

C$7.4M

C$11.3M

C$12.9M

TSE Market Capitalisation

C$270 M

C$270 M

C$ 133 M

C$ 17 M

C$304M

C$265M

C$263M

Shareholder Net“Book”value C$308M
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2009

2007 (a) Late on the evening of 31 March 2007 and just before he started his evidence in
the UK court MAC released its financial results to the TSE for FY2007 for a net loss of
C$11.3m which disclosed accounting irregularities from 2003 to 2007 whilst Mr Neill was
CEO of over C$6m due to accounting errors and misstatements.
2008 (b) The FY2008 results included a one-time retroactive price adjustment with Aircelle
for the A340 and A380 programmes of some CS10.4m. Some C$4.9m of which was advised as
being in respect of 2006 and 2007.
Mr Neill - former CEO and Vice Chairman stated in his witness statement at para 11
“Far from being a financially dubious or badly or carelessly managed group, Magellan was
and is a solid performer in an extraordinarily challenging market backed by major
shareholders who are both involved and patient.”
Performance Bonuses awarded for top five officers by Mr William Davis
2005

2006

2007

Mr Neill

C$35,000

C$35,000

retired

Mr Butyniec

C$40,000

C$35,000

C$87,012

2008
retired
not disclosed

Mr Little

0

Removed

n/a

n/a

Mr Dekker

C$5,000

C$17,904

C$17,831

not disclosed

Mr Winegarden

C$5,000

C$17,842

C$17,726

not disclosed

Mr Matthews

C$5,000

C$17,008

C$16,651

not disclosed

Mr Hahnelt

C$5,000

C$13,762

C$16,367

not disclosed

MALUK Engineering Division FY2005 (subject of Eng bonuses per employment contracts
and Mr Little functional P & L responsibility)
MAC Approved Budget profit

£612K

Division reported actuals

£550K

Smith (CFO) reported

£750K

MALUK stat filed accounts

£1112K

(note impact of amortization not budgeted)
( 25% gross profit/ 9% net profit)
(+£200K on instruction of Mr Smith – doc 2102)
(Eng.+£562k up on instruction of Mr Dekker/Mr Smith)
(MALUK FY2005 including manufacturing (£943K loss)

to Q3/FY2006 (termination)
MAC Approved Budget
Reported actual results

(£96K)
£254K

Transcript evidence from Mr Edwards on 5 June 2007

Mr Little
Chairman

Engineering Bonuses. What evidence is there that I made any promises.
Has that information regarding the bonuses only emerged for Mr Edwards since
he has read the papers in this case? Or did you know about the bonuses and
the concerns about BL’s behaviour in that regard.
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Mr Edwards
Mr Little

Mr Edwards

I have intimate details of that, I was concerned.
Mr Edwards witness statement para 10, Mr Little was hot-headed and emotional”
at the meeting about engineering bonuses.
Yes

Mr Little

I have a vivid recollection of that meeting. What were the points I was
making?

Mr Edwards

To provide context, it exhibited concerns about your process and approach.
Compensation was a very big issue concerning the shareholders – we needed a
strong process. From a management point-of-view we needed measurable bonuses
which could clearly incentivize and improve performance…………..…In the year
ended 2005, targets were not met by MALUK. You made promises to pay bonuses.
The budget was not met…………Through the whole process , I was disappointed by
your conduct, threatening emails, pushing a topic that was not your
responsibility – your behavior gave me grave concerns about you acting in the
best interest of the company. No bonuses were earned or payable. There was
no entitlement.

Mr Little

I said that we would be breaching employment contracts and recent case law?

Mr Edwards

No recollection………….

Extract from PwC report para 6.61

“ We asked Murray Edwards for his recollections. He was clear in his
recollection that as of 17 March 2006 he had ruled out the payment of a bonus to
MALUK Engineering staff as none was earned under the MIC plan. He was aware of
potential contractual issues involving the Engineering staff and there was a
further review of how engineering staff were remunerated, and what, if any
compensation was needed to end the discretionary bonus entitlements contained in
certain employment contracts. However, at 17 March 2006, Murray Edwards formed
the view , and communicated to his senior team, that no bonus was due to MALUK
Engineering staff in relation to 2005. For this reason, Murray Edwards believed
that it would not be appropriate to record a liability as at 31 December 2005,
albeit he was not personally involved in decisions concerning individual
accounting matters in MAC”
and then finally when the payments were made in May 2006
PwC para 6.70 “According to the letters sent to the employees< e.g doc 1750 for
MALUK Engineering employees drafted by Mary Walker and signed by Mr Butyniec on
MAC letterheading> and much of the email correspondence that preceded these
letters, the bonus payments related to performance in 2005 of the individuals
concerned. <We are pleased to inform you that you will receive a discretionary
bonus payment of £6,512 which will be payable in the May payroll. The bonus
payment is in recognition of your continued efforts in support of Magellan
aerospace (UK) during 2005>. John Dekker , Steve Groot and Murray Edwards all
commented in interview to the effect that, notwithstanding the wording of the
letters, the issue at hand was how to maintain staff morale and ensure staff
retention within a core of engineering staff at MALUK and that it should not be
inferred from the wording used, in their views, that the bonuses related to
2005.”
(BL note – PwC report addressed at MAC level and completely ignored
the MALUK FY2005 stat accounts: individual MALUK Directors Representation
letters (doc 3961-3970) were signed as a requirement by E&Y “2005 Head Office
and Engineering bonus accruals release in 2005 being a 2006 discretionary cost”
and in her Ms Ball public evidence
Mr Lynch QC

Look at BL’s witness statement. It relates to the matter
of bonuses in fact. This paragraph is
para 267 and the
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Ms Ball
Mr Lynch QC
Ms Ball

Mr Lynch QC
Ms Ball
Mr Lynch QC
Ms Ball

Chairman
Ms Ball
Mr Lynch QC
Ms Ball

Mr Lynch QC
Mr Little
Ms Ball

Mr Little
Ms Ball

Mr Little
Ms Ball
Mr Little
Ms Ball
Mr Little
Ms Ball

Mr Little

Ms Ball
Chairman
Mr Little

only alleged protected disclosure made to you. Tell the
Tribunal of your view re the bonus issue.
Sorry what?
Mr Little sets out what he alleges he said. What’s your
recollection?
Mr Little was arguing very hard for bonuses. They’re
discretionary, clearly stated in some contracts. Other
employees have no bonus. Magellan always treated all
employees as one company. Those in the MIC programme got
no bonus because not all made it. We were using the same
logic in 20006 as 2005 & 2004. BL had brought it to our
attention that these people had discretionary bonuses.
We felt it wasn’t good as it was divisive. We were
struggling financially and it would create a them and us
division in the UK
Do you remember BL using the word “Capricious”?
No he never used it to me. He felt we were being
unfair.
He suggested it was more than unfair, breach of duty,
how?
At one point in time he said we’d be in breach of
contract for not paying the bonuses. He sent me over
copies of the employment contracts
He sent them to you?
Yes
What was Magellan’s view?
That it was discretionary. I talked to Underwood, Walker
and Smith as part of due diligence. We all felt it was a
divisive step to create haves/have nots as other people
had.
That completes my questions
and shortly later
Breach of contract When took place. ?
I did have a discussion re CEO discretionary bonuses and
that a bonus was in some people’s contracts . I don’t
know when . Sometime in the spring . Feb? End of May
when resolved.
Can’t take the English literal interpretation?
It has only one meaning to me and I speak English. We
have a contractual obligation to pay the salary but by
law , not for discretionary bonuses.
Not as simple as that?
I saw that you’d made promises that they’d be paid when
it was not approved.
Do you recollect English and to Mr Dekker?
I don’t remember but I won’t deny it
Did you ask Mary Walker what is Mr Little talking about
re breach of contract and clauses
I had many conversations with her and Mr Underwood. They
said it was not appropriate at this time in the post
Board meeting when BL mentioned it he was quite
emotional in trying to get it across the importance. He
slammed his books, walked out and said he’d pay the
bonus out of his own money.
Doc830f - You’re aware that PinsentMasons do the
quarterly fact sheets . Have you seen this particular
document circulated in Jan 2005
No
(BL this was sent with the contracts to JAB)
Then there’s no point in reading it
In the evidence you’ve just given your perception and
everyone else’s is that there’s no legal term re
discretionary
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Chairman
Mr Little
Chairman
Mr Little
Ms Ball

Mr Little

Chairman

Chairman

Mr Little

Not in general terms. You must say exactly what you said
re discretionary bonuses
I said there is another interpretation of the word
discretionary
Yes but Ms Ball can’t remember
and shortly later (p92)
I’m trying to get across their awareness of UK law.
Your point is that you believe there was a potential
breach of contract which you brought to the attention of
your employer. The tribunal’s question is, does what you
were doing qualify as a protected disclosure . Arguments
re law are what you need to make submissions on . Not
direct to the witness.
I’m trying to get an understanding of their knowledge .
PD to JAB was primarily re these contracts and that you
can’t take the literal interpretation of discretionary.
That’s your evidence ? You don’t have to prove that
there was a breach of contract in this specific case .
You need to focus on your disclosures made in good
faith......
Mr Little I’m sorry, I hope I’m not prolonging this but
your case is not to give consideration re the bonus in
breach of contract . You made disclosure in good faith
and believe it to be true. Whether it’s a breach is
neither here nor there. Your case is having made the
disclosure you were dealt with in an underhand way.
I’m trying to make the point that there was a buildup in
prejudice towards me as I was trying to say there are
other dimensions to this that they didn’t understand and
that’s why my conduct and behaviour was re me trying to
help the organization.

and Mr Edwards continued public evidence

Mr Little

I assure you I said it. You then said we needed to solve the issue once and
for all. You told me to calm down because I was vet upset from an ethics
perspective.

Mr Edwards

I did tell him to calm down because of his in appropriate actions : slamming
the table , threatening to resign.

Mr Little

I was discussing this for fourteen months.

Mr Edwards

I am not aware of the length of time. Up to May 2006 there was lots of
discussion. It was made clear that there was no entitlement and you didn’t
have discretion.

Mr Little

At the meeting after the AGM, you set a challenge for me, saying can you try
and make sure you cover this off yourself this year for £70,000.

Mr Edwards

No recollection.
Notes from other witnesses . Given the substantive concern about paying the
bonuses and the cash it is interesting that it is only me ( and not Mr
Edwards , Mr Neill, Mr Butyniec and Ms Ball( who remember the specific
comment from Mr Edwards.

Indeed Ms Ball wrote to Mr Edwards afterwards when Martin Bellia had made all
the relevant adjustments, taking account of the totality of the changes
required, and told Mr Edwards in a private email on Monday 15 May 2006.
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“Murray , fine tuning to the tune of £13,012? Brian told me he had the money
to take care of “it”. This is what I was talking about when I told you Brian
has the potential to bankrupt the company. He has no concept of money and its
consequences on other people. I presume turning down Brian third or fourth
rendition to get the bonus payments he is seeking for these people. I can
only guess, because he keeps trying, that he has promised the amounts.
Regards Jo-Ann”
and then in her cross examination in January 2008
Mr Little

-

1716 Explains £83K is not for 2006 . Spreadsheet reading off
shows clear expectation. This shows the total as £72379 for
bonus salary adjustment for senior staff. Mr Little is not
asking for £83k in 2006.

Ms Ball

– I’d have to look at the spreadsheets

Mr Little

- doc 1717 Mr Edwards seen as supporting. He’s fed up with us all?

Ms Ball

-

On Tuesday do you remember he asked could you cover that?

Ms Ball

-

Sorry I don’t remember the cash conversations. I guess I’m not
attuned to it

As regards the engineering bonuses a number of people were called to give evidence on that
subject. Phil A Underwood – designer as witness PAU 4-9Paul Nokes WS4 – 12 / SWS3 , Paul Precious WS14/15 and

SWS Para 17/18 and Mrs Corrie Prinsloo SWS 4).
Mr Little
Mr Edwards

You were upset about the bonuses?
They were not bonuses, they were one-time retention payments. We could not
justify bonuses to Divisions not doing so well as other divisions who were
also not getting bonuses.

Mr Little

The Engineering part of the business mets its targets in 2005?

Chairman

There is no point there

Mr Little

Mr Edwards

In 2007, the engineering part of the business paid bonuses when the other
parts of the business did not?
No recollection

and shortly later
Mr Little

Mr Edwards witness statement , para 10 . I was senior VP , not interested in
doing the CEO job , why was I doing no more than just engaging with you as Mr
Neill instructed?

Chairman

Mr Edwards cannot answer

Mr Little

Vol3, 805B

Mr Edwards

J Ball, who is providing documentation to Mr Edwards cannot find Page 805B …

Chairman

What Questions?

Mr Little

I made clear in deciding business strategy

Mr Edwards

I do not recall that
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Mr Little

Mr Edwards
Mr Little

Do you recall a conversation in late November 2004 when you thanked me for my
work on engineering while Mr Neill was off? You asked if I could consider
doing more to help.
I don’t recall that
Did Mr Neill say to you that mr Little said we should restructure to cut down
Mr Neill’s time?

Mr Edwards

No

Mr Little

Were you aware that my contract was only for 150 days per year.

Mr Edwards

No

(BL - see docs 805B and 2596 and his manuscript notes on the document)

Mr Little

Mr Edwards witness statement para 10. You say I had a “personal agenda”
do you mean

Mr Edwards

The example given – your approach regarding the bonuses. Your thinking
about “integrity”.

Mr Little

Were you feeling it from an ethics/justice/legal perspective?

Mr Edwards

I cannot make a decision contrary to corporation policy.

Mr Little

Can you go out unilaterally and ignore UK law?

Chairman

Mr Edwards cannot comment.

Mr Little

Did Mr Little receive any compensation for his extra work.

Mr Edwards

I was not involved in that level of detail.

Mr Little

You sign off all the forms?

Chairman

What

more

Why persist? You will tell us in your evidence. Do not waste our time with
irrelevant questions to this witness.

Mr Neill Evidence - transcript pp 363-365
AST
RAN
BL
RAN
AST
RAN
AST

RAN
AST

Doc 4/1511 Bonus not approved today – Ms Walker forwards to Martin Bellia
Yes
Writes to you later that week Is it right that around third week of March you had told BL that you were going
to try and sort out the issue that week
Can’t recall
And that JBU and you had agreed that should recognise the younger engineers re bonus.
Yes
4/1515 Your response to that top email
5/!590 sent to you re audit adjustments – 2 comments – telecom last Wednesday …
Reversal without any input / referral to us then sets out at some length the case 4/1593
Recognize the document please read. If you look at the bottom of 4/1593 – alerts to the reversal of the
bonus. The effect is to removal the wherewithal to pay bonuses.
No – as was eventually done – put in the month actually taken – not against the accounts
Concern –treated as an accountancy issue.
No – appear from paragraph – was below market – the delay was we had to go and satisfy the questions – were
we below market – if so what steps had to be taken.
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RAN

What prompted this email was Mr Smith saying he was going to take out of the accounts. It’s right that Mr
Little wrote to you – saying – entitlement to be considered for the discretionary bonus – if we do not even
consider it – we’ll be breaking our promise?
Yes we had that conversation – that is why I listened

And Ms Ball

Evidence in – Chief January 2008 pp11 -12

AL

Last doc – volume 7 / We know from your witness statement you had some involvement re the issue on bonus
payments. Sorry Tribunal , vol8/3006 . We know BL was keen to get the engineers bonuses. This is the exit
interview for Phil A. Underwood (distinguished from PU) 3008 of interview, final para headed Bonus. Read to
yourself. What’s your understanding in terms of what BL indicating to engineers as to their bonus.
JAB My interpretation is that BL spoke to the engineers and……
Chair Before we carry on . You’ve asked the witness to look at the document. It is an additional question as to her
understanding. She won’t have seen this document until the litigation. It doesn’t take us much further.
AL
Sorry. Very well. Move on . I your witness statement you claim not to have seen the whistle blowing email
until after 18 September. When do you recall you first knew about the email?
JAB
Either Wednesday or Friday of that week. I remember going to Mr Dekker’s office when I saw it and asked
him if he’d seen it. He said no
AL
20 or 22 ?
JAB
Yes
AL

Look at BL’s witness statement. It relates to the matter of bonuses in fact. This paragraph is para 267 and the
only alleged protected disclosure made to you. Tell the Tribunal of your view re the bonus issue.
JAB Sorry what?
AL
Mr Little sets out what he alleges he said. What’s your recollection?
JAB BL was arguing very hard for bonuses. They’re discretionary, clearly stated in some contracts. Other employees
have no bonus. Magellan always treated all employees as one company. Those in the MIC programme got no
bonus because not all made it. We were using the same logic in 20006 as 2005 & 2004. BL had brought it to our
attention that these people had discretionary bonuses. We felt it wasn’t good as it was divisive. We were
struggling financially and it would create a them and us division in the UK
AL
Do you remember BL using the word “Capricious”?
JAB
No he never used it to me. He felt we were being unfair.
Al
He suggested it was more than unfair, breach of duty, how?
JAB At one point in time he said we’d be in breach of contract for not paying the bonuses. He sent me over copies
of the employment contracts
Chair He sent them to you?
JAB
Yes
AL
What was Magellan’s view?
JAB
That it was discretionary. I talked to Underwood, Walker and Smith as part of due diligence. We all felt it was a
divisive step to create haves/have nots as other people had.
AL
That completes my questions
MALUK statutory Supplier Payment Policy and Practice (PD 9 etc;Keith Baigent w/s paras 17 -23
,doc415/417,2370 and new documents 3551 and 3559;)
Mr Neill in November 2007 pp375/377
AST Trade creditors were not being paid in accordance with the terms of the agreement
RAN Terms of agreements made between the company and trade creditors
AST Are you saying that having sat through this Tribunal – that the reason not paid on time was because
arrangements with suppliers had been made?
RAN Can’t say that but it was the message from Canada
AST Not what Mr Underwood took from the instruction was it
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RAN Have read Mr Underwood’ memo - an overstatement
AST Striking that he had not taken the message to be – go out and arrange deferments.
RAN From the tone of the email he understood the need to make arrangements
AST Will take you to documents – the situation in the UK – not systematically to make arrangements – but to
systematically to refuse to pay. Were you aware of that
RAN Aware that trade creditors were pressing and no money to pay
AST repeats Will take you to documents – the situation in the UK – not systematically to make arrangements – but to
systematically refuse to pay. Were you aware of that
RAN I was not directly aware of that
AST You were directly aware
RAN No-one told me – I knew that the situation was being managed – and that trade creditors were pushing
AST
Were you aware that some trade creditors were not being paid to terms
RAN Was aware that trade creditors were frustrated at the situation and pressing to be paid
AST
And what did you do about it
RAN Weekly discussions about what to do to manage the situation. To manage cash in line with business needs
AST That is a euphemism for not paying until you really had to
RAN No – but everyone was doing it to us – everybody was extending terms
AST
The message was to ignore the legal position and do what was best for the company
RAN Delaying terms
AST
No breaking payment terms
RAN I have no knowledge of each individual terms – but to manage in accordance with industry practice
AST You did nothing to encourage MALUK to stick to its contract terms
RAN
Disagree – put in money where required and had meeting – and told them to make arrangements. We told
them to manage in accordance with industry standards
AST
Cash tight for both MAC and MALUK in 2006
RAN
Yes
And shortly thereafter pp381/382
AST
RAN
AST
RAN
AST
RAN
AST
RAN
AST
RAN
AST
RAN
AST
RAN
AST
RAN

But the effect of that would be to subordinate the interest of the UK company /creditors to the interest of the
group
No – standard cash management – in accordance with corporate need
Puts UK Directors in an invidious position – and makes the UK look as if it cannot pay its creditors in
positions when they can. Asks the Directors to give a blessing to a situation where cannot pay creditors when
debts fall due.
If we did not do this bigger problems elsewhere. My real problem is the term where debts fall due.
Agreements made to defer
But the overwhelmingly evidence suggests that no deferments were made
Silence
You were a Director of the UK Company
Yes
Understand your duties?
Yes
Been a Director of a UK company before?
No
In UK can become personally liable
Yes
And that company would be acting in breach of contract if not paying?
If breach the terms

AST This reminder is intended to explain where MALUK has been in the past – and why important to pay trade
creditors.
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RAN Recent past – in fact Mayflower was in recent past – we made good every one of the debts – and continued
to make sure all creditors were paid?
Mr Neill --- can you turn to doc 2506/2507. Mr Andrew Hornigold at PinsentMasons lost well over £100K in
Mayflower legal fees and if we read document 2506/2507 we see that about £1.5m and therefore
about 50% of the value off Mayflower creditors went unpaid. Those are actually the facts aren’t they?
MALUK FY 2005 Statutory Financial Statements – Payment Policy and Engineering o/heads
Transcript from Mr Smith evidence in November 2007 – P 82 –parts to 85 (also at SS Q3)
AST

2/420 Report MALUK 31 December 2004, 422 Directors Dekker,RAN,PU,BL
2/423 - Suppliers payment policy – it’s a Public Policy
SS
Yes
AST
That it will respect contractual terms with suppliers
SS
Yes but in 2004
AST
Signed by Dekker – end of August 2005 – that was just about the time when Cnada was saying not to
pay until banging on the doors
SS
Not sure used that statement – and was a month earlier
AST
Did MALUK ever in 2005 or 2006 issue a correction to that policy
SS
Not specifically – but the policy is different in 2005
AST
The significance of this is a prospective supplier may look at this to see if sound business
SS
But also need to look at parent company’s position
AST
But wouldn’t look at Parent Company Suppliers Payment Policy
SS
Silence
AST
507 – your signature
510
Difference between 2 – the first line is the same – a much looser formulation.
SS
You could look at it that way – re what had occurred in 2005
AST
Much more appropriate to a company who had not in 2006 complied with contractual terms
SS
The intention is always to abide by the terms of agreement – but you need to have the cash - in 2006 it
was much more controlled
AST
I’m sure it is correct to say that MALUK always had the wish to pay creditors – but after September 2005
– it never had the intention of complying with the contractual terms
SS
No that’s not right at all
Chair Mr Smith – between September 2005 and September 2006 is it you evidence that there was not a practice
SS
The document at 423 was perfectly correct re end of 2004 – when get to 2005 – severe cash difficulties
– had to stretch out cash.
AST Which in practice at that time 423 or 510? (question wrongly attributed to SS in record)
Chair You have got a policy which relates to 2004 – did that continue to be the policy until 2007
SS
continued to be policy but 2005 could not fulfil it as great as much
Chair You intended to but couldn’t
SS
Yes
Chair Is your evidence in 2006 you did abide by that policy consistently
SS
We endeavoured to abide by it. Am not aware of a time we did not abide by it for any specific period of
time
Chair It did have a practice of not abiding by policy at 423. But this was not our intention, we
just were not
in a position to pay – in 2006 may be a problem – but was not a long term issue. In 2006 did not have a
policy of waiting for suppliers to be banging on the doors
And later pp93-94
AST A director who is unable to prevent a company acting improperly is not thereby released from his duties
SS
Yes
AST In those circumstances a director who is unable to get company to act properly – only has one recourse – to
resign
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SS
AST
SS
AST
SS
AST
SS
AST
SS

Yes
Not paying bills on time is a breach of contract with supplier
Yes
Do you believe that you demonstrated competence during July and august re cash management duties
Absolutely
September 2005 – 18 September 2006 that you had appropriate regard to creditors
Yes given resources
Same period – in the discharge of your duties MALUK adhered to the contractual agreements with
creditors
In so far as possible I saw to it that MALUK adhered to the contractual terms agreed with suppliers.

Mr Smith evidence - pp104
SS
Him saying disagree with your approach
BL
I don’t know what you are reading – fundamentally flawed
SS
In his opinion Could have got lost in the post. Can think of supplier send £6K and never received it – it
had got lost in the post
Chair
Mr Little is asserting that he does not agree with the policy that ….. Mr Smith interrupts
SS
I don’t disagree – that was his opinion
AST
Your opinion is that it is a proper way to proceed
SS
Normal
AST
Proper?
SS
Not ideal, but normal
AST
Proper?
SS
Not Ideal
AST
Why won’t you answer my question?
SS
Answered – in my opinion – not ideal – but something that is normal in my experience
And later at pp 152 - 155
AST
Rather than pay creditors – make computer upgrades
SS
No – cash position very good
AST
If so good – why not pay the creditors
SS
We were
AST
Only in reference to the policy
SS
No – as they requested
AST
Which is different to as they fell due
SS
Yes …
AST
SS
AST
SS
AST
SS
AST
SS
Chair
AST
SS

As we go into September – right isn’t it that the cash position started to improve significantly
Yes – hence my happiness that in a reasonable cash position
What BL wants to do is to get control of the backlog of overdue creditors
Yes
What Little will say is agree with AMS and Apollo to defer payment
That is what he is saying Yes
To delay from mid-month to the end of the month
He will talk to the suppliers
He wanted to agree a contractual variation with creditors
So it would be agreed rather than unilateral?
Yes

And shortly thereafter (pp166-168)
AST
Made a complaint to BL – about the suppliers – you were fully aware that he had kept you informed
SS
- But he had not kept me or Mr Underwood informed that he intended to approach
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AST
SS

was this a made up allegation designed to get a rise out of the Claimant
Absolutely not – real concern and took issue with him

Statutory Filing of UK financial statements for FY2005
And again in oral evidence from Mr Underwood (P300-303 – earlier part of evidence)
AST
7/2676 Have you seen this letter (from Mr Dimma) before
PU
No
AST
Dimma – Chair of the Audit Committee – read letter
So far as whistleblowing complaints are concerned there is nothing in them
PU
Yes
AST
Issues raised do not warrant further steps /remedy – not financial / governance Are those opinions which
you share as well
PU
The man is the Chair of the Audit Committee - I would agree with his conclusions
AST
Bundle 2/ 507 MALUK statutory accounts Fy2005
Turn to page 511 – can you see dated 11 July 2007 – you were a director throughout this period
PU
Yes
AST
Had chance to approve
PU
Yes
AST
Saw Directors Report
PU
Yes
AST
Approved that
PU
Yes
AST
Lateness of filing accounts – relates to Claimant
PU
Yes
AST
Delay entirely put on the shoulders of the Claimant? (MALUK FY2005 stat accounts--PU
Yes - it’s what it says.
(Not true – see Smith doc 495 -20.11.06)
AST
Do you agree with it?
PU
The report was late, and it was late – BL’s concerns was one of the reasons.
AST
One of the reasons, what were the others?
PU
It was the main one.
AST
What were the others?
PU
There was a lot to investigate.
AST
Was it the sole reason?
PU
Refer back to FD – unable to file reports.
AST
As a director with responsibility for filing the accounts – is it your view that it was the
sole reason for late filing of the accounts.
PU
Sole?
Chair Are you saying that independent of the Claimant’s raising of concerns
and the investigation of them there were other reasons for the lateness
of the accounts?
PU
Short Silence
If Dimma letter says – nothing in it – why were they not filed immediately thereafter.
PU
Don’t know
In your November 2007 oral evidence (continued from later at P302) you said
AST
PwC not instructed until much later
PU
We were discussing appointing someone
In the middle of November – was it your understanding that the whistleblowing issues were
dead and buried or were they still alive
PU
I wasn’t aware there were any
I was not involved with the corporate team
AST
Did you know of the status
PU
I would not have known the exact details
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AST
PU
AST
PU
AST
PU
AST
PU
AST
PU
AST
PU
AST
PU

Did you have any involvement with the audit committee’s investigations?
No direct communication with Mr Dimma
Did you have direct communication with anybody on behalf of Dimma?
Only investigation I was involved with us by PwC
Did Mr Smith have any involvement in 2006?
Don’t know
Something that Dimma gets the view he did without asking you any questions
No
Surprised?
No
Because you thought they were trivial
Did not warrant investigation
So why warrant delay in filing accounts?
We were all aware that subsequent investigation by PwC that the company
agreed to undertake – took a long time.

Mr Dekker cross examination – April 2008

Chair
BL
Chair
BL
Chair
AL
BL
Chair
JD
BL
AL
Chair
JD
BL
JD
Chair
BL
Chair
JD
Chair
JD

Chair
BL

Just ask questions of the witness that you feel are relevant and which you need to challenge.
We
don’t want to get embroiled in another discussion about the documents.
Can I just explain what the documents are?
I’d rather you put the questions and if you need to explain them then do so.
Mr Dekker’s witness statement para 33. I’d specifically like you to recognise the third line – alleged PD7,8
and 15. You do not recall speaking to the Claimant. Is that evidence your evidence ? PD15?
Look at the disclosure
It’s Volume 1, 76
Para 47.2
We need to go back to look at the context and that’s at para 46
I stand by that. I have no recollection. We spoke about it at earlier points but I can’t recall
specifically August 2006.
R1 Schedule of Factual Issues, first draft. Turn to that PD - concern re status of the MALUK accounts.
That was the position in March. The latest document on that subject R13. This would then suggest that the
Claimant did make the statement. So Mr Dekker is that you evidence in October?
R13 is the Claimant’s redraft.
Yes but it is your comment at the bottom. It is your client’s case at that schedule that it’s not disputed. The
parties agree the statement but not the specific words. Mr Dekker’s evidence is he remembers but not
specifically August 2006.
It had been discussed on a number of occasions. I didn’t see merit in ploughing this ground one more time.
The auditors confirmed there was no problem.
Do you have any recollection of 11 August 2006 at all?
Not at all?
This particular subject?
I distinctly recall. To me that means you distinctly recall.
Yes, you do but distinctly recall the conversation?
That’s the same position I just expressed.
The claimant’s case is you couldn’t remember but in your supplementary witness statement
you do. He wants to know why you remember then but not now.
-We spoke a number of times but I’m not sure if specifically about this matter or in Aug.
Mr Precious was not happy, BL was not happy. The auditors had gone through it and I
would not necessarily take records. The auditors had been through in March and I didn’t
make a particular note.
Put it to him. It might jog his memory.
You recall me referring to the email sent earlier that the numbers were not right and we
were including stuff that was wrong. The calculation was incorrect. I explained why I had that view.
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JD

I don’t have any specific recollection. The issue was behind us, sign-off. I wasn’t
addressing it any longer.
BL The point I was making was the statutory accounts were incorrect for the UK.There was an error in the calculations.
JD
I don’t recall specifically that conversation.
Chair From the evidence position it is likely you distinctly recall. We have to decide if JD did or
did not recall. He certainly recalls it at some time. I don’t think you can take it any further.
BL
Can I try one other mind jogger?
Chair You can.
BL
The docs I signed-off/SS signed-off were not the correct calculations. That’s what I mean
about the Board meeting slides. Does that help?
JD
I recall some discussion but can’t pinpoint when. Paul Precious was in charge of posting
the UK accounts for engineering. Was digging in heels in booking so delayed so it was not
booked by PP. The next account we had in place booked.
BL
Incorrect booking I said did you recollect? I was bringing it to your attention?
JD
But we had booked it in MAC. It was included in the year 2005 figures.
Chair I don’t think that jogged his memory.
BL
The number went into the final public accounts £134K for 2005?
JD
I cannot recall £134K but certainly based on that.
Chair We have to decide whether you made that PD. Can we move to the next one?
BL
I want to explore the assertion in PwC re correct figures. JD’s witness statement paras80, 81 & 82.
Repeats at the end of 82, however I observe….correct figure. I cannot find nowhere in the PwC report
where it says that.
AL
P639/640.
BL
If you’re going to quote…
AL
I’m trying to assist the witness and the Tribunal. I’m not quoting.
JD
P619 para e is what led me to believe or led me to make that statement (reads it out).
BL
That doesn’t use the term correct figure.
Chair So you want to put it to him about the correct term?
JD
I accept that. It doesn’t say correct figure.
Chair But neither does your statement but from para you concluded it was correct. How?
JD
The dispute was any engineering overhead was put in that inventory. There wasn’t a quantum.
Para e confirms it was consistent with the policy. I would amend my witness statement.
BL
We did again on 11 Aug discuss this. It is the calculation that is my primary concern.
JD
No
BL
635, para 5.16. That, I’m assuming, draft statement became the final statement?
JD
I can’t confirm that. Mr Smith prepared it I wouldn’t have that info.
BL
614. PwC did have a comment re the calculation – paras 5.48/5.49. Just to put it in context,
in Vol 5, 1785.
Chair What do you have to say about 5.48. Conclusion at the bottom is MALUK.
JD
When we were working through the overheads E&Y work alongside in coming up with
computations. They were satisfied. The approach need to be refined, that’s fair.
E&Y didn’t draw anything to our attention.
Chair So no adjustment was made?
JD
No
BL
Are you saying they did not recognise the calculation was incorrect?
JD
I don’t have any info to that effect. (BL : subsequent E&Y 11 July 2007 letter disclosed shows Mr Dekker had
information of the change and that he signed a personal Representation letter to EY for the FY2005 accounts exolicitly showing
a change in July 2007. Separate Representation letters were also signed by Mr Smith and Mr Underwood – “Absorption of
direct overheads in Engineering inventory and that only appropriate overheads have been included within this calculation.”
Chair “May wish to”. It’s less than should.
BL
This is “consulting” speak.
AL
NO !!!
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No. You’re not going to challenge this. You can approach this when you give evidence.
It’s too light.
BL
549
JD
It’s providing some additional colour to suggest we may like to make changes.
BL
1785 for context. The left hand side is the calculation. See?
JD
I see the column non-specific costs.
BL
Total £1.2m?
JD
I see 1.187
BL
548/549 they’re questioning. Is spoilage and waste and should not be included.
JD
I’ve not reviewed this document.
BL
Half of the uplift.
AL
Who should have reviewed it?
JD
Engineering Accountant reporting to Mr Smith.
BL
1784, this schedule is produced by E&Y??.
Chair What relevance has this issue to the PD?
BL
The numbers are not correct.
Chair What you allege re the PD is £134K. The Respondents deny that you had a reasonable
belief to show a breach of obligations. What was your motive for that PD?.
BL
The accounts were overstated by £80-£90K.
Chair One of the relevant facts is did you have a reasonable belief?
BL
Yes.
Chair I think you’ve gone beyond that. You need to put to Mr Dekker why it was you were raising this.
BL
But this is all relevant to the conversation on 11 Aug.
Chair What is important is whether you made the disclosure and what your motive was.
The Respondents attack your statements.
BL
It wasn’t the correct figures.
Chair JD has withdrawn that comment. PwC were saying the policy is not appropriate but his
statement is not accurate.
Bl
Go back to Mr Dekker’s witness statement
Chair Are you going to the next PD?
BL
I’m trying to get through the process
Chair Can you see what I’m saying ? You can forget the correct figure issue. There’s some construction on the
Respondents side. My interpretation is that Mr Dekker was interpreting from the document at , I think, 619
that the correct figure was arrived at and looking at that document no such assertion was made by PwC but
that no criticism of the policy was made.
And shortly later pp161-162
BL
The draft statutory accounts are different?
JD
I am not sure what the question is
BL
The point is some things are changing
JD
You asked if anything changes as a result of PwC. My answer is nothing. We were working with E&Y and
things may have changed.
BL
Go back to 509
JD
I am looking at these and E&Y have signed off
BL
We don’t have the original ones to see how things changed. I don’t believe your case
JD
I am trying to understand. Can we spend time on us ?
Chair I don’t think we can. The Claimant’s view is there were changes
BL
Were the accounts filed late re Mr Little subject?
JD
That was not the only reason. We were late getting the accounts assembled. We required an extension in I
think I was to 15 December. Just before E&Y were prepared to sign off just before Mr Little submitted his
ET1
Chair Your evidence is that they were delayed but even before then you were seeking an extension?
JD We were on track (BL Doc 494 shows Companies House letter to Directors advising legally overdue – then Mr Smith responds)
Chair
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Attachment J3 : Chronology/timeline pre 18 September 2006 and post 18 September 2006
Chronology –initial Chronology available pre 18 September 2006 in UK court files
- this is being integrated with the actions of others and will be available in a new version after
the 6 February 2010.
For the 18 September 2006 actions please see DIR 64 files – a summary of the daily actions
sent to the MAC Directors on a regular basis from 18 September 2006 to
MAC FY2006 AGM in May 2007
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Attachment “K” _
Preliminary Reader comments based on provision of the Final Draft report at pages 16 -115 (excluding the
information at Pages 1 – 15 and 116 + ) to various “interested parties” so as to check for understanding and
create a reservoir of feedback to assist in correcting/improving the explanation in the main document and
input to the remainder of the document.
Reader Comments 1
Conclusionongoing doctoring of the figures to enhance the Balance Sheet
with information supplied by MAC to the Auditors and not adjusted by them to
reflect the true situation
Reader Comments 2
During your work for Magellan you became aware that the management of the
firm was making forecasts on the basis of a demand for orders which they
should have known were inflated.
When you drew this discrepancy to their attention, they refused to act on
your advice.
You continued to insist that the company take action to recalculate their
forecasts.
The response of the Director, Mr Neill, was to dismiss you from your
employment summarily and without warning.
The company is attempting to argue that your concerns were unwarranted and
that your continued insistence on raising them was unreasonable.
You are attempting to make the case that directors etc. of the company
have been engaged in false accounting, that they have deceived the
accountants who had examined their books, and that the facts of the
situation (through the documents your cite) clearly imply that your
predictions of what amounts to a $10 million + shortfall have been proved
correct.
Reader Comments 3
I take it that you recognized in 2006 that MAC were managing the NRC debt
on the Balance Sheet as a Bank with Toxic Assets?!!
It’s very clear that the original cost recovery on 300 A/C Sets was a bad
judgment by MAC and the later analysis of only achieving 135 A/C Sets left
a gaping shortfall in recovery. I take it all the NRC’s were spent on the
development and testing of units? Was there any over run on NRC spending
and if so where was that dumped? So that leaves Magellan with a large
amount of money in the Balance Sheet. If this had been done on the P & L
Account this would be showing a massive loss on the books!! Hence trying
to hide it on the Balance Sheet. Is that correct analysis? What is the
normal way of managing new product introduction?
We get from Airbus a regular update on Aircraft Sales by model and this
looks out from current year through to next 4 years, so presumably this
was available to view and would have shown the real A340-500/600
requirements. My recollection was we were only doing 10 sets pa on this
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range and about 90 A330-300’s. This Airbus Customer information was better
than any Forecast from Third Parties.
It’s quite clear that the spares replacement market was not going to be
there as technically the product was repairable and with service life of
greater than 40,000 hours. After all the Engineering estimate of 40,000
hours was theoretical and not proven and service life bulletins do not
state only 40,000 hours of service life. So again the assumptions of
spares requirements and replacements was not going to meet the total 1285
units required to recover the NRC costs in the timeframe set when contract
was started.
For your part you were trying to ensure that the Company came clean on
this issue and report to TSE information which was true. I don’t
understand how the Auditors can fabricate information to suit MAC board
managing the numbers.
Reader Comments 4
The bulk of the document concentrates on the data used by PwC, and makes it
clear that PwC were provided with extensive material on the A340 market much
of which conflicts with the sole external market forecast relied upon by
PwC. The document discusses in great detail the evidence that was available
to all relevant parties, that seriously undermined the forecasts and
projections which were used as a basis for the financial statements and the
PwC report.
The document also outlines how B Little expressed his concerns over these
matters within MAC from the beginning of August 2006 to the point where he
was summarily dismissed in September 2006, and indicates how his views have
been excluded.
Based on the evidence presented within this document it is difficult to
conclude other than there is considerable uncertainty as to the accuracy of
the MAC financial statements in relation to their treatment of the A340
assets. In addition the concerns raised by B Little in this matter appear,
with the benefit of hindsight, to have been valid, reasonable and
appropriate, and that in this regard he was acting in accordance with the
duties and responsibilities of his office.
Reader Comments 5
1. Magellan Aerospace Corp. had a contract to engineer, develop and
manufacture 1285 aircraft units of various nature and cost was to be divided
over the 1285 items ordered.
2. Portions of this order was canceled reducing the aircraft order to a much
lower number than previously agreed. This left MAC to divide their cost
over fewer items and greatly affected their bottom line.
3. Internal investigations of the damage was greatly flawed resulting in
loss to stock holders.
4. There seems to be a serious disagreement about the need for "spares".
Therefore the project income from these parts was greatly inflated by
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company balance sheets.
5. There seems to be an indication that this was known but not reported and
therefore caused millions in errors on the balance sheet.
6. If I read this correctly someone or several people knowingly inflated the
MAC bottom line to make the stocks and in particular the A340 project look
far more valuable than it was. This is fraud if I read it correctly.

Reader Comments 6
First Reading:
In my opinion Mr. Little was fired because someone in the company
misrepresented, lied or falsified documents about the financial well being
of the company and someone had to be the fall guy for raising that.
2nd Reading:
1. a contract had been established for the sale of goods
2. PWC was deceptive in their projection of market sales as they did not use
all of the data
3. "Trashed" Mr. Underwood already knew that the project was finished but
had not shared info with MAC
4. Sales of the Airbus went to other companies (Market evaluation done by US
firm, does that favor Boeing?)
5. MAC had not changed it's forecast for spare parts replacements but had on
airplanes, this causing a problem with the balance sheet. Big time!!!
Reader Comments 7
1. The position of Magellan Aerospace UK (functionally, contractually and
geographically) makes its senior management uniquely positioned to advise
the Magellan Corporation on matters relating to Airbus programs
2. That the accountancy practices of the Magellan Corporation are generally
sloppy
3. That the external professional advisors to the Corporation are at best
incompetent and at worst open to corruption
4. That the views of senior management of the Corporation are at best
blinkered and at worst dishonest.
5. That the sole reason for the dismissal of Brian Little was his integrity
with regard to the portrayal of the A340-500/600 profitability both
internally and within the Corporation's Annual Accounts.
Reader Comments 8
1.

How did PwC let themselves take a brief from Dimma who writes books on
Corporate Governance and allow him to Chair a further investigation “independent forensic investigation” when he had already concluded the
matters were historic ??? and of no concern to him. This was a major
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2.

3.

4.

error in judgement with no other safeguards. The PwC Canada people never
met you – unbelievable?
You have made the point about the Magellan management common (sense) due
diligence activity on their largest “cash” asset. I totally agree – in my
business I would never lose sight of the value of customers and cash.
This is very detailed and thorough leaving us with no doubt that you can
back it all up (not surprisingly to us) through documents and court
evidence.
This is an incredible story of “cover up” by some very high-powered and
reputed people in Canada and the top global audit firms.
It should be a book or film

Reader Comments 9
1.

Forecast International market report forecasts that are higher than
Airbus – never seen that before

2.

PwC - incompetence and with the magnitude of it left with the impression
of deliberate action and complicity

3.

Real Issues- Corporate Responsibility and your business and legal
responsibilities in MAC

4.

Their customer Aircelle is disconnected from their latest assertions on
Spares and replacements - I loved their guy’s hoax conclusion

5.

Totally Damming of Dimma – why did he not get your factual feedback in
October 2006 and then again in June / July 2007? That was no right!

6.

MAC now rely completely on a Dr Thamburaj for Spares replacements – this
would be very odd from my experience. Did he know he was going to be
relied on in this way? Can you send me his court evidence?

Reader Comments 10
1

A first for me too - a professional analyst predicting more than Airbus?
using only one analyst report and ignoring the consensus in the other six
– that’s just incomprehensible. None of us here use just one analyst.

4.

I completely agree - Farnborough 2006 “finished” the A340 programme

5.

In my 42 years in aerospace I have never heard of any engineering work
leading to complete replacements on exhaust systems after several years.
You quote notes of Neill’s evidence … they are good to undermine
themselves
Brian – I had no idea it was this dreadful and not at all surprised about
your detailed evidence. Now I realize why the MAC badmouthing and
distraction campaign.

6.
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Reader Comments 11
1.

E&Y/PwC - market information (only a bit) Unfortunately from my own
experience I am not that surprised about our US and Canadian firms
But for a 3m forensic study that was hopeless.

2.

Why did the other members of the Audit Committee allow Dimma to Chair
the second investigation by PwC? PwC seem to have ignored all the simple
processes they could and should have insisted on invoking to sustain
“independence”.
From his evidence to the Tribunal, he seems to be doing their job as to
why you were dismissed instead of focusing on his role as Chair of the
Audit Committee. Amazing given he writes those books. I checked the net

3

Although you do not mention it in Europe we would also consider the
present value of revenues and costs for such a large NRC investment. Did
PwC or EY consider that at all?

4

Everyone knew 2006 finished the A340, even me, and it is very telling
that the Airbus A340 “Trashed” comment to Underwood was ignored. How in
March 2007 Magellan were still submitting there would be nearly 300
aircraft sales of A340 simply beggars belief.

5

As ever, you have immense memory and detailed facts. That is as I have
come to expect from you, and they will no doubt have been thoroughly
vetted and cross-checked.

6

Finally and you will not be surprised at this from me. Our laws are quite
clear the buck stops with the MAC Board and management. To rely on the
auditors for meeting their legal responsibilities is perverse. The
auditors and PwC are accountable for the quality of that audit and
forensic investigation. With all the vested interests here, I cannot see
anyone holding the other to account but this report should make chilling
reading for all of them. This is bad for both these firms.

Reader comments 12
1

It appears that the management team of MAC has
diligence and responsibility in looking at its
that projections are in line with market based
sheet seems to have been overstated because of
costings.

2

MAC’s auditors appear to have failed it, by only relying on 1 single piece
of external market analysis to make judgements and assumptions on how to
deal with spares/replacements etc. Management of MAC also seems to have
been found wanting, by the fact that they too did not challenge PWC on its
assumptions for its calculations, nor did they take heed of the warnings
from B Little on these matters.
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shown a lack of due
balance sheet, and ensuring
information. The balance
the A340 capitalised

3

The manner in which B Little was fired without warning, clearly in breach
of disciplinary and dismissal procedures, is deeply troubling, and goes
against MAC’s ethics policy of acting with honesty and integrity. In
fact, the way that MAC’s management has operated throughout this case and
with regard to the balance sheet issues which have been emerging, calls
into question their honesty, transparency, integrity and capabilities to
run a large corporation. It feels as though they have stuck their head in
the sand, continued to operate their business based on poorly
substantiated assumptions, which fly in the face of market realities, and
rather than listen to and take on board the worries and concerns of a UK
director of the company, found it easier to sack him – I guess sticking
your head in the sand is much easier than tackling the issues and
realities of the A340 project, and its implications for MAC, head on.

4

I am left wondering what the future holds for the MAC organization and its
ongoing financial outlook. What do its shareholders think of the
situation?

Reader comments 13
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Accounts are mis-stated in Fy2006 and continue to be mis-stated.
PwC investigation is a “whitewash”
Magellan have a Ethics standard but they ignore this as they go about
their business
Magellan say they rely on E&Y/PwC to keep them right but MAC have a
fiduciary /legal responsibility that they are obviously ignoring
They seem to be able to ignore the market implications in 2006 and then use
Spares and Repairs etc in an attempt to compensate
Impressed by 16 witnesses – for support of a whistleblower.

Reader Comments 14
You asked me to sum up what I see as the six key points in your document?
1.

You were dismissed from MAC unfairly for bringing to the attention of the
Board your concerns about the ‘fairness and truthfulness’ of the publicly
stated financial position of the company (you were exercising your
fiduciary duty as a director). You became a ‘whistle-blower’.
2. The office-holders of MAC have repeatedly sought to undermine your stated
view (held by you as a reasonable belief’) and silence you.
3. In seeking to neutralise the potential damage to the reputation of the
company the officers instigated an expensive, comprehensive, independent
forensic review by PwC that, it turns out was neither comprehensive, nor
independent, nor adequately forensic. The PwC Report is a wholly
inadequate, superficial whitewash.
4. The Officer-holders of MAC believe that, armed with the PwC Report,
together with the compliance of their auditors, E&Y they have no case to
answer for their dereliction of duty, and no case to answer to for your
dismissal.
5. They are wrong on both counts.
6. The office-holders of MAC should be censored and barred from office and
the true financial position of MAC needs to be admitted publicly.
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Reader Comments (15)
1. Magellan management at best incompetent – no wonder their market cap.
value has languished.
2. PwC at the least incompetent but too many “important” coincidences to
support MAC case numbers – looks like complicity to me.
3. BL – integrity about what is right as a director. That does not surprise me

You as reader

-

comments / observations / conclusions

1
2
3
.
4
5
.
6.
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Attachment “L”
THE EMPLOYMENT TRIBUNALS

CASE NUMBER: 1402867/2006

BRISTOL

B E T W E E N:

MR BRIAN LITTLE
Claimant

- and -

(1) MAGELLAN AEROSPACE (U.K.) LIMITED

(2) MAGELLAN AEROSPACE CORPORATION
Respondents

______________________________________________________

SECOND SUPPLEMENTARY WITNESS STATEMENT
(Admissibility subject to Respondents wish to cross – examine)
OF
BRIAN ALEXANDER LITTLE
______________________________________________________
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I, BRIAN ALEXANDER LITTLE, of Blackwood Cottage, 14D Cardy Road, Greyabbey, Newtownards, Co.
Down BT22 2LS, Northern Ireland, WILL SAY as follows:
1.

Since my summary dismissal at Toronto Airport I have been left feeling increasingly despondent about
my future prospects. In the 2 years and 5 months since that shocking event I have, at every stage,
sought continually to find a way of resolving matters with my employers and I have deliberately
avoided speaking publicly about this affair. This has added a further gruelling burden to my family,
unable to answer friends locally about what has happened for fear of compromising my attempts to find
a remedy.

2.

At first, until I was obliged by legal rules to file my claim with the Employment Tribunal, I pressed for
an investigation by Mr Dimma, Chairman of the Audit Committee. A man of high reputation, author of
respected books on corporate governance. I then wrote to every Director on the MAC Board. Then,
unwillingly and under pressure from the external auditors EY, Mr Dimma was obliged to commission
an “independent forensic investigation” report from PwC, This was to take some 7 months to complete.
Following the Court Order in June 2007 to disclose the Final draft I then asked would I be invited to
comment on the factual accuracy and conclusions and on the methodology, and was refused.
Throughout this time I have sought to get the Respondents to recognise the accounting flaws that drove
me to whistleblow and to resolve these matters privately. They have continued to refuse. So now it is
time to finally tell my story to the wider public.

3.

What I set out to do in my employment was to manage, in my various roles, those business matters for
which I was responsible within Magellan Aerospace Corporation and Magellan Aerospace (UK)
Limited, properly, legally and ethically - and in accordance with the Board’s primary objective of
“maximising shareholder value”. I pursued a vision for how I could add value to the business, which I
shared with my colleagues, and our business partners. I therefore found some of the comments of Mr
Edwards to this Court about not working in the business interests of the MAC shareholders to be an
affront and profoundly distressing as this court witnessed with my “seizure” on 5 June 2008 during Mr
Edwards cross examination.

4.

After all had I not proved this time and again? Most memorably, supported by Mr Underwood and Mr
Martin in MALUK, I consciously decided at the end of June 2006 that I now needed to go over the head
of Mr Steve Vandersteen to the top management people in Airbus UK to secure 100% of our increased
pricing targets for 77 part numbers in MALUK (Bournemouth) Order Book. Just six weeks before my
termination, I succeeded in persuading Mr Vandersteen’s Airbus UK superiors of the validity of our
“corrective pricing” case and we achieved that objective 100%. This further price element will add, over
the life of the remaining contract, a further c£4m plus in MALUK sales and profits to 2010. Without my
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dedication this result would otherwise certainly not have been achieved. That same focus and effort
before, during and after my employment termination - because I continued to consider myself legally
and honour-bound as a MALUK Director - substantively assisted the MALUK cash income in the
autumn of 2006. It also offset a prior provision release and added £209K to the profits of MALUK
engineering in September 2006. The Airbus UK former MD Iain Gray and three other management
employees witness statements provide their evidence on these matters. As a result, MAC reported a
Q3.2006 net income of C$221K in their Earnings release to TSX, for the first time in many quarters. My
attitude and behaviour to suppliers in seeing they were paid broadly in accordance with the published
MALUK Supplier Payment policy exhibits a respect and understanding for their part in the success we
could achieve. And the mutual respect I enjoyed from those in my own company who were prepared to
put their shoulder to the wheel – in particular, the engineers and some accounting staff – was rewarded
by the extra miles they travelled to achieve the objectives we set.
5.

Whilst only being engaged in my employment contract for 150 days per year, from 2003 to 2006 I
worked consistently for over 200 days each year without any further financial compensation from
Magellan. Notwithstanding that we in MAC never met our MAC Board approved Annual Budget plans
for those same years, I remain to this day the only Senior Officer to have never received a bonus from
Mr Davis and the Compensation Committee. As I track MAC on the Toronto Stock Exchange I see
clearly that the MAC Boards primary objective of “maximising shareholder value” has not been
achieved. Since my summary dismissal and the filing of the Defences (ET3) by the Respondents in
January 2007, the stock market value of the Magellan Aerospace Corporation has fallen from over
C$300m to less than C$20m – a uniquely poor performance for any company in this business sector. In
the same period the consequences of my summary dismissal on my future prospects and my life have
come as a huge shock to my family and me.

6.

Reluctantly my family and I have now had to accept, and consent to, the fact that this court action will
no longer be a combined liability/remedy hearing. Thereby in my recent witness statement I have not
updated my evidence of the steps I have taken to mitigate my loss, though they naturally continue. I also
believe that my summary dismissal and the subsequent actions of the Respondents have tainted me in
the job market so that I am still unemployed after more than 2 years. And I fear that I am now
practically unemployable. I have now experienced in the real world what Ms Ball described in response
to the question put to her in cross examination in January 2008:-

1.

Question - So there were no formal complaints about Mr Little? Ms Ball “No, and that’s very
interesting. People didn’t want to do that. The Aerospace industry is a small organisation in the UK and it would
affect people’s careers.”

7.

I do feel deeply upset about my treatment by the Respondents – both about the dismissal itself and the
impact on my reputation in the Aerospace industry – as I believe that they would have known how this
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would catastrophically damage my new employment prospects. I now believe that one of the MAC
objectives in sending the precipitate Announcement (document 2402) to their clients and suppliers was
to deprive me of access to and to distance me from persons in the industry. This was no impersonal
announcement. It was signed by the Chairman, Mr Edwards, and by the CEO, Mr Neill.
8.

As my counsel Mr Andrew Stafford QC said in paragraph 32 in his Skeleton Opening “Moreover it is
important to appreciate that the respondents’ approach is entirely consistent with the way in which
whistle-blowers are treated – first ignored, then demonized, then dismissed , then publicly rubbished”.
That has been my experience of Magellan Aerospace.

9.

As I deliver my evidence to this court I understand myself to be “whistleblowing” on the Airbus A340500/600 program business, and my understanding of the accounting practice of Magellan Aerospace
Corporation by international business standards.

10.

My family and I have had to make extraordinary sacrifices to enable me to continue fighting this
extraordinarily lengthy case. Indeed, unfortunately for my family, my case may be destined to set a UK
Employment Tribunals case record for a single-person Claimant, in terms of actual Tribunal hearing
time – 40+? days - and overall calendar duration –18/30? months. I am forced to conclude that an
element of the Respondents motives in delaying disclosure and attenuating the Tribunal process has
been a deliberate strategy to drain me of funds and force me to abandon the prosecution of my case.
This, my second Supplementary Witness statement, is therefore submitted now in fulfilment of my
Solicitors letter to the Tribunal on 19 July 2007, where it states “the Claimant instructs us to put on the
record that he will be making an application for costs under Rule 34 at the trial.”

REASON 1
1.1

The Respondents pleaded a THIN case (10 allegations) & turned up at the Tribunal with a THICK
case – (finally 56 allegations) (just 8 days after witness statement exchange).

1.2

The “swarm” of Allegations of Misconduct now made against me seeks to demonstrate a pattern
of (unacceptable) behaviour by me dating back to 2002. I have, of course, provided my written
responses to every one of these allegations. But others naturally ask me, if these were
contemporaneously made, why was no disciplinary action considered or taken in the form of any
informal or formal warnings to me on the consequences of continuation of this alleged behaviour.
Equally it will not have escaped the notice of the Tribunal that, in dismissing me on the grounds of
Gross Misconduct, the Respondents have not sought to build a case that I acted consistently
against the interest of the Respondents. Included in the final “Misconduct allegations Made
Against the Claimant (56)” schedule there remain however, a small number of disparate allegations
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relating to the conduct of certain external contracts with customers and suppliers. These I found
distasteful given my track record in the shareholders interest – before, during and after my
employment termination. I have given my detailed factual response to these on a case-by-case
basis.
1.3

The Respondents have consciously widened their case regarding their “Claimant misconduct”
allegations – contradicting what my solicitor believed he agreed with the Respondents solicitors, in
March 2007. In their exchange following CMD1 (see 9 March 2007 letter document 3158/3160)
my solicitor proposed a meeting between respective Counsels to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of the misconduct allegations – a process my solicitor described as “knocking the
corners off your defence” – but this first, of a number, of attempts at early “case management”
between the parties was refused by the Respondents.

1.4

The Employment Tribunal service has, therefore unavoidably, been involved extensively from the
outset. Skeleton arguments were presented by both QCs at CMD4 on 6 June 2007 (CL – Close of
Pleadings paragraph 43) and again in CMD5 on 2 July 2007 (Close of Pleadings paragraph
21/Costs paragraph 22). Then, following extensive correspondence exchanges between the legal
teams over six months, my Solicitor finally said (document 3229, dated 24 July 2007) “In short, our
position based on Leading Counsels’ advice, is that your clients “put up or shut up” on these
matters. It is after all now over 10 months since the Claimant was dismissed and over 7 months
since this case was begun. It is in that context, simply preposterous and evasive for you to argue
that you do not need to plead or at least specifically particularise everything on which your clients
intend to rely as justifying their dismissal of our client for reasons otherwise than his alleged
whistleblowing or, if this should be the case, in support of any case for a just and equitable
reduction in compensation. Without this your clients will be able to conduct a defence by ambush.
We also remind you that we have yet to receive our direct answers to requests 1 through 4 and 7
and 8 made in our letter of 28 March (document 3171-3173) or any disclosure which directly
addresses these matters, as best as we can tell. Rather, we received in your letter of 4 April
(document 3180-3184) the evasive reply that these matters were pleaded with sufficient
particularity. This was and for obvious reasons remains wholly unsatisfactory”.

1.5

Indeed the Respondents also had to amend the pleadings on the responses for three of their
illustrative examples – see document 3260/3261 – to the Tribunal.

1.6

It is noteworthy to record the initial sequence of exchanges between the parties. First, before
coming to court, I issued my 24 Protected Disclosures and in response the Respondents issued 10
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allegations of misconduct. I responded to these in writing, rebutting their claims and requesting the
documents they relied upon. This exchange lasted from Feb-May 2007 when a date in October was
set for hearing the case. The respondents complained during this time that I was trying to settle the
case through correspondence and they were notably unco-operative in providing disclosure and
the return of my PC files. From the day I received their 10 allegations of misconduct until 8 days
before the October hearing – some 9 months - the Respondents gave no indication of introducing
46 additional allegations. I would now contend, as I consider their actions in the wider context that
is now available, that through our written exchanges the Respondents began to see that their case
was unconvincing. Consequently, they had to adopt a new strategy – which was to overwhelm and
then ambush me with allegations, which would take me so long to rebut that they would either
‘drown out’ my argument or make it financially impossible for me to stay in the case. Either way,
they had a better opportunity.
1.7

Following the exchange of witness statements in mid October 2007, the Respondents proceeded
with what was, in due course, to become the “Misconduct Allegations made against the Claimant
(56). Claimant Schedule C10? (This was some 8 working days before the actual scheduled 15 day
hearing - and almost nine months after the Respondents filed their Defences).

1.8

My QC recorded right at the outset of the first hearing in October/November 2007 that “You will
have seen from our Opening – there is a whole host of new allegations made against the Claimant
in the Witness statements. We will argue tomorrow that those complaints should be excluded.”
Arguments on Natural Justice and fairness ensued from my QC, who also said “How is it fair that
he came into a 15 day hearing with no forewarning with intention to blacken his name. Real
purpose of the unpleaded allegations is to help the Respondents to win case. He is having his
reputation attacked with evidence given at the last moment.”

1.9

The result of allowing the Respondents to proceed with this in this haphazard way culminated in
the immense burden in time and costs placed upon the Claimant and other witnesses (totalling
now 17) to address these “Misconduct” allegations. This was in addition to the already onerous
task of obtaining discovery of ’whistle-blowing’ related documents from the Respondents – many
only by order of the Tribunal – including some by the Claimant from his recovered PC files. This
has necessitated extensive Supplementary Witness statements and new witness statements from
five “Claimant” witnesses – all of which, cost and effort, might have been avoided.
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1.10

Powerfully today as I move towards giving my evidence-in-chief next week after more than two
years of saying nothing in public, the essence of that 9 March 2007 letter from my solicitor Mr
Jeffreys is particularly poignant and deeply felt by my family and me.

REASON 2

The Claimants case - Consistent evasion of requests to resolve factual issues when
expected, undermining the Claimant’s attempts to put forward his position on
Protected Disclosures and “Reasonable belief”

2.1

The Respondents have adopted an evolving and changing position on the CMD “ordered”
Schedule of factual issues. Their first PD schedule in this Court emerged only after several
iterations - eventually “squeezed” out by the Tribunal during that first hearing in November 2007.
My understanding is that in the Respondents schedule before the Court at this time there are only
four acceptances of Column 1 Disclosure Yes and Reasonable belief at Column 3 (1) and (2) Yes
(See also the letter from my solicitors in July 2007 (document 3218/3219) and PinsentMasons
response at 3220/3223 and then my solicitors again at 3227/3230.) Acting on the evidence from
the transcripts from the Respondents witnesses’ oral evidence, on 28 November 2008 Mr Stafford
made a direct request to Mr Lynch QC that this be amended. Yet this met with the reply from the
respondents solicitors in their letter dated 3 December at paragraph 8 that “the Tribunal had made
no Order in relation to this matter and that they would further consider it.” Their record shows
that the Respondents will simply cause more time and cost at the Tribunal, rather than submit an
amended Respondents PD schedule with further admissibility of Disclosure (1) and Reasonable
Belief” – (3). Their failure to do this means that most if not all of the 4 days set aside for me to
give my oral evidence will now be taken up unnecessarily going over old ground – depriving me of
my sole opportunity to tell the court my story and fully explore the few PD’s that remain –
arguably - unanswered. This will be brought about because of the strict guillotine the Tribunal is
applying. I submit that it is simply unjust that, my having waited over 2 years to tell my story, the
Respondents should be free to manipulate me into the sidelines and smother the heart of my case
at this defining moment - through simply failing/refusing to bring their PD schedule up to date
with the evidence given. I submit that this is a contemptible misuse of time and an abuse of natural
justice. My QC will formally ask the Respondents counsel, through the Tribunal Chair, whether
the Respondents wish to provide now such an amended schedule before the commencement of
my evidence-in-chief.
In stark contrast I did not include all the potential Protected Disclosures for all the accounting
issues raised with the Respondents (see documents below). I focused my case on specific matters
in the Grounds of Complaint and the twenty four (24) Protected Disclosures associated with
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those. Furthermore, as soon as it was clear that PD18, and then PD21, did not meet the
requirements of the legislation I advised the Respondents (and Tribunal) immediately that I was
dropping them – in the interests of natural justice and to save everyone time and money.
2.2

I have not sought to amend my Original Grounds of Complaint - although I confess that the
thought has crossed my mind on a couple of occasions - to encompass the accounting issues and
related “protected disclosures” on the other accounting matters which I had also raised prior to
my termination. Those matters, apart from MALUK “doubtful solvency”, had been noted and
understood by Ernst and Young. (See document 3571 now disclosed for Request 14 following
the December 2008 Tribunal order from Ms Hadfield. And again that recorded in the minutes of
the MAC Audit Committee on 20 December 2006 from Mr Linsdell of EY at document
297F/297G.)

2.3

I have stuck then, and now, with the original Protected Disclosures that I included in my
Grounds of Complaint in December 2006 - except PD18 and PD21 withdrawn, as noted above.

REASON 3

The Respondents failure to present “key-allegation matter” witnesses & their
protestations about the admissibility of written evidence from Claimant’s
witnesses who are subject to Tribunal witness orders.

2.

3.1

All of the Respondents witnesses are remunerated by MAC/MALUK, except Ms Wade.
The one non-employee they rely upon, to support Allegation 44 and ET3 para 9.8 - Mr Steve
Vandersteen (ex Airbus UK) - is not presented as a witness. Nor have they demonstrated what
reasonable efforts they have made to recover the key “alleged orchestration complaint” document.
So far the information available to me is that the Respondents have made no significant searches.
Had they made such an attempt and found the email/letter in question I know I would be
vindicated. Mr Ian Pike is prepared to provide evidence that to his knowledge no attempt has been
made by the Respondents, following his 3 September email to me. This was provided to the
Respondents solicitors on 4 September.
For the Respondents unpleaded allegations case, neither Mr Baigent (Allegation 2) nor Mr Stewart
(Allegation 9) nor any of the people at the very centre of the “incidents” were presented as
witnesses by the Respondents. Instead I have called them to give their evidence and they have
both now produced a witness statement.
In addressing the Claimant’s case, in particular to deal with the financial complexities, the
Respondents have called neither Ernst & Young nor PwC. Ernst & Young are the Corporation’s
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external auditors. PwC were commissioned to carry out the “independent forensic investigation”
into some of the financial concerns made by me. Why have they not been made available to answer
questions? In whose interests?
In fact in responding as a witness to a question in court on 5 June 2008 as to “How much money
was spent on the PWC report?” Mr Murray Edwards, the Respondent’s Chairman replied “ Too
much. The shareholders struggle with the fact that the amount spent on that report could have
been used for creating jobs etc. It cost in excess of C$3m. It is a substantial amount, but it was at
the instruction of the Audit Committee, which is made up of fully engaged, fully independent
directors. It was a standard and detailed report.”. Following CMD 4, the Tribunal ordered that the
PwC report referred to in the Q1/2007 MAC financial statements should be disclosed (document
66). “The Final Draft Investigation report into Areas of Concern raised by Mr Brian Little”,
initially without the Exhibits, was then disclosed to my solicitors on 20 June 2007.
I affirm that, despite asking whether I would be invited to comment on the factual accuracy of the
PWC Report, at no time was that opportunity afforded to me (document 3002-3005). Many people
told me that they thought this was very strange as it represented the perfect opportunity for PwC
to have the “whistleblower” provide his input to that “independent forensic investigation” as PwC
moved towards the final two months of their work. On the other hand, the Respondents did
provide their input to the investigation on multiple occasions as recorded by PwC.
It then took my solicitors letter dated 21 August 2007 (document 3248/3250) and also an
application for disclosure of the Final Report made to the Tribunal in August 2008 before the
Final Report was produced. I believe that the changes between the two Reports are highly
significant – both in the additions and the deletions and the focus of PwC in the further three
months of their “independent forensic investigation” through contemporaneous documents. I
prepared a summary of these changes and have asked the Respondents to verify its accuracy. Most
recently we requested this from the offices of Mr Dimma and PwC (document 3814/3815.)
Neither has honoured this simple request even though it could be done in less than an hour. Nor
have they contested its accuracy. I stand by the statement that those changes clearly demonstrate
the “focus” and motivation at MAC and PwC in the period from May 2007 – August 2007 – and
will satisfy the interest of the court. See the evidence at document 3891- 3891H.
For my part I am now fully satisfied - confirmed through the final document disclosures by MAC
in accordance with the Court Order of 3 December 2008 - that the PwC process and report did
not meet the requirements of a forensic “fact finding” analysis and report. It fails both in terms of
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accuracy and omissions in all sections 5 – 9 in accordance with the instructions from January 2007
through to August 2007. As a result, in a number of matters the PwC facts and conclusions are
flawed. In seeking to clarify parts of the Report I have tried to bring certain examples to the
attention of Mr Dimma and PwC (document 3821-3824) but no response or input into my factual
comments have been forthcoming. In fact most recently that opportunity was afforded again and
the Respondents solicitors in their letter of 9 January 2009 have declined (document 3845). In my
mind it remains an open question for at least a while longer as to whether this was PwC ineptitude
or an attempt to produce a biased/”managed” report. I am now satisfied from all the evidence
available to me that I can prove it was not the independent forensic investigation, which the MAC
Audit Committee instructed them to produce, and was promised by John Tracey. Given all of that
evidence I do not believe that the entirety of the PwC process, reports and conclusions could be
considered to be the result of an
“1. independent

2. forensic

3. investigation.”

Given also the cruciality of such an assertion, I recognise that I must demonstrate the substantive
documentary evidence to underpin it.
If the Respondents and PwC (&EY) wish now to present their evidence then that must be
permitted in the interest of ethics/professionalism and natural justice. As a shareholder myself I
most certainly could not recommend relying on the entire PwC Report to my fellow shareholders
as good value for C$3m. I therefore concur with Mr Edwards’s observation on the “overall” PwC
report value for the public shareholders of MAC.
I believe it is valid to comment on the consultant/client process. The Draft is the original document of
findings and conclusions presented by PwC to its client. The client has had direct input as to the
findings but no direct input into the conclusions. The Draft makes the client aware of the conclusions
being drawn by PwC and gives the client the opportunity to challenge them and get them changed. Any
subsequent changes that occur, therefore, do so only because of the reaction of the Client (which in this
case is also the paymaster). It is insufficient that PwC subsequently stands over the Final as being all its
own work unless new findings have come to light that necessitate a change in the conclusions, or
mistakes have clearly been made. Unless the Respondent and/or PwC can show what new findings were
made and/or what mistakes were corrected between the dates of the presentations of the Draft and the
Final, and why these new findings necessitated the changes that were made, they cannot claim that the
Final is a legitimate statement of affairs.
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For completeness we should record that Ms Hadfield of Ernst & Young was called by me (under a
July 2007 Witness order) but was stood down by the Tribunal. (This was as part of the Tribunal
Order on 3 December 2008, with consent, following the ordered “Requests 13 -15” disclosure by
the Respondents). The Request 14 disclosure in particular warrants further documents disclosure
and evidence and an Application to the Tribunal for a further Order was submitted on January 12.
(This relates to the management letter from Ernst and Young to the Directors of MALUK for
FY2005, dated 11 July 2007 but only disclosed in December 2008, document 3566-3575)
3.2

Finally, an observation concerning Claimant witnesses. Unusually, as I understand it in a
‘whistleblowing’ case, these include MALUK employees and former employees (9), a customer (4)
and suppliers (3). Crucially the Claimants witnesses, although subject to witness orders and under
no legal obligation to produce a witness statement, have all now done so (with the exception of Mr
Terry Stocker of All Metal Services).
Now the Respondents seek to exclude some of this supplementary witness statement evidence.
Crucially, they oppose the admissibility of evidence from a number of people (marked R in the
witness statements) who are the subject of October 2007 Witness Orders determined by this
Tribunal. For example, in their letter of 10 December 2008 they now oppose the admissibility of
Mr Wilkins of Apollo Metals. This includes his entire witness statement as well as Mr Fairbairn’s
entire witness statement. Not content to stop there they wish to exclude Mr Baigent witness
statement for Allegations 46 - and 47 at paragraphs 17-28 of the witness statements. This would
deny me the ability to defend myself against Allegation 33 and Allegation 26 at para 7. The sole
witness for the Respondents subject to a witness order - Ms Wade - did not produce a witness
statement in advance of her oral evidence. She was the only person presented as a witness who was
no longer remunerated by the Respondents. I would never have thought of preventing her from
giving oral evidence. Why, when they know what our witnesses will say, do the Respondents wish
to stifle them?
The remaining question posed by this behaviour on behalf of the Respondent is ‘What do they
have to hide?’

REASON 4
4.1

Respondents consistently failed to comply with Disclosure obligations

The record shows most visibly over the last 21 months that the Document disclosures track record
of the Respondents has been tardy, begrudging and even obstructive. This has occurred, despite
their legal obligations and despite their solicitors’ remarks in their letter of 16 February 2007. This
stated “For the record, my clients have made it clear to me that they intend to fully and properly comply with any
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order for the disclosure and exchange of all relevant documents. I have had sight of the documents that are referred to
in the Response, but they are not assembled in such a way that they can simply be run though a copier and sent to
you. I do not believe that it is in accordance with the over-riding objective that my clients should incur the time and
costs of my firm compiling and sending to you documents in advance of the CMD. Such piece meal disclosure only
serves to increase costs. The documents referred to my clients’ responses will form part of my clients’ overall disclosure
in accordance with the anticipated order. “
3.

My counsel Mr Andrew Stafford QC presented this “disclosure” matter comprehensively in the
Claimants Skeleton argument for CMD 5 (document 69A-69H). He stated at Point 22 “the
Claimant presently makes no application for cost in relation to the tortuous process which
disclosure has become, but intends to in due course”. Whilst Ms Christiansen ruled that “No order
is made for a director of either Respondent to serve an affidavit in relation to their disclosure
requirements” (document 70) she, I understand, firmly reminded both sides of their duties and
responsibilities in regard to disclosure under UK law.
The Respondents actions in accordance with UK disclosure and natural justice culminated in the
arguments put by Mr Lynch on 28 November 2008 against the disclosure, amongst others, for
Requests 13-15 and 21 transcripts. As a QC he carries the trust of the court to decide the relevance
of his client’s documents to the case. That his vigorous arguments were set aside by the Tribunal in
the Order dated 3 December 2008, so that now we have sight of the MAC/Aeronca A340/Trent
500 production, spares and repairs schedule in February 2007 (document 3605) along with Request
14 - the E&Y letter of 11 July 2007 to the Directors of MALUK for the FY2005 statutory
accounts, demonstrates to me that those responsibilities have not been met. It is arguable that had
these disclosures not been blocked I should not have had to forfeit our ancestral home of 399
years and bring such distress to my family.
Separately I will provide a record of the analysis of document disclosure with regard to the
Claimant’s case. The Tribunal is also aware that a sample selection of documents (Requests 13, 14
and 15 and A340 -3605) has been provided as the basis of an Application to the Tribunal. This
follows the Respondents refusal to answer, and it seeks an Order that the Respondents answer
four precise questions for these four documents – 12 January 2009 email at 02.28. I have asked
that an Order be issued by the Tribunal requiring those responses within 21 days. A further
analysis of all documents in the case for the Claimant from the CMD1 Order is underway. This
will be available within 4 weeks.
Also, following a previous assertion by Respondents counsel to the Tribunal that they had no time
to do so, the Claimant produced a preliminary analysis of the documents disclosure track record by
the Respondents. This was sent to the respondents’ solicitors (and copied to the Tribunal) on 5
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October 2008. An update for the unpleaded “56” misconduct allegations at version 3 will also be
provided to the Tribunal within four weeks.
11.

Costs

The Tribunal was advised in an “on the record” letter from my solicitors on 19 July 2007
(document 71A) that I will be making an application for costs under Rule 34 at the trial. The recent
document disclosures following the Tribunal Order on 3 December 2008 ought now to finally
permit me to accelerate that application for costs. This I can do once we understand whether Mr
Lynch will continue to argue, as he stated vigorously for requests 13-15 on 28 November 2008,
that “The respondents’ evidence is almost complete. If these documents are produced, BL’s
witnesses will be able to comment but the Respondents’ witnesses will not. Litigation does not
work like that. Applications should be timely. This would prejudice the Respondents”. For the
record I believe that I have been prejudiced in these proceedings by the Respondent’s
unreasonable failure to disclose and would wish to put further questions to certain of the
Respondents witnesses, which will include with-holding of evidence and documents in some cases.
Once I understand how the Respondents and their legal team propose to the Tribunal to now
address this prejudice then within four weeks my team will be able to finalise my Rule 34 costs
submission schedule to the Tribunal for this Trial.
12.

Finally

Throughout my life and my career I have sought to leave things better than I found them. And to
help others to succeed in ways they thought difficult if not impossible. And I have aspired to
succeeding in what others might call ‘harder tasks’. Taking advantage of the know-how of my late
father and the inspiration of my mother, wife and children, I was never someone to cut corners or
seek the easy way out. I am methodical and rigorous. This can be intimidating – as people in a
courtroom can feel intimidated. It is because they fear being tested. I am passionate, but never
violent. I have never been vindictive and I am no bully. I have a system that has kept me right, that
I can trust, and it keeps on doing so as long as I am working with those who share the basic belief
that it is better to tell the truth. It can be undermined by collective deceit. While it is the current
fashion in some quarters of society - and in some kinds of business - to champion those who seek
consensus over honesty, there are other quarters that depend for their future on the pursuit of
accuracy, integrity and taking personal responsibility. I fall into the second category. I am not
claiming moral superiority. There will be balance. It is a question of emphasis and horses for
courses. I was brought up with the mentality of a shareholder, to champion the legitimate interests
of shareholders. And yet I am here in this court as an employee, defending my legitimate rights as
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an employee. It may be that this potential conflict of interests has created difficulties for those
trying to understand my motivation and behaviour. But I hope it goes some way to explaining it.
Remaining true to myself is why – and how – my family and I have kept going in this case /
mitigation effort.
From the outset my family decided to hire an experienced legal team and any expert accounting
advice where necessary. This even though we have had to sell our ancestral home of some 399
years “Fortfield”. The sale proceeds have had to pay for those costs so that even after this I do not
have enough money left to pay for my legal team to see the case through for me on a full
representation basis. My solicitors advised the Respondents on 30 October 2008 of the total value
of legal services on the Claimant’s case at that time and I have since provided an update at £1.55m
to 31 December 2008 to the Respondents solicitors on 13 January 2009. (document 3892-3893)
13.

I also verify the facts contained within the Schedule of Loss prepared by Deloittes and in particular the
after-tax £1,316,151 for the future loss of income/ permanent unemployment to my retirement
(document 3281) if Option 1.

14.

I believe that the facts stated in this supplementary witness statement (2) are true.

Signed ………………………………………….
Brian Alexander Little
Dated this 15 January 2009 (Evidence-in-chief on Monday19 January 2009 – 22 January 2009)

Note after giving my evidence please see pages 7 and 12
“ As a QC he carries the trust of the court to decide the relevance of his client’s documents to the case.

That his vigorous arguments were set aside by the Tribunal in the Order dated 3 December 2008, so that
now we have sight of the MAC/Aeronca A340/Trent 500 production, spares and repairs schedule in
February 2007 (document 3605).”
After the December 2008 Tribunal Order document disclosures we now have had further crucial
document disclosures which support further the case that Pricing (1831A- 5 May 2009 and 1830A – 10
June 2009) was inflated between Q2.2006 and Q4.2006 helping achieve a small gross profit at their
client. Further doc.3605 range documents for representations were made to E & Y (3605B/D- Att D1
/D2 ) and PwC (3605E/G) on 1 March 2007. Also calculated Spares Demand on the basis of the MAC
assumed 8 year replacement life (which for the avoidance of doubt I do not agree with) and production
build outcomes almost identical to what I was saying at a total aircraft build of 135 aircraft (3605H) All
of these few documents should have been disclosed at the start of this case
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L1 : Brian Little - System of Identified Motivated Abilities (SIMA)
undertaken by Dr Nick Ickbister whilst in Bombardier /Shorts in 1994/1995.
It is critical to understand that the Best Use Recommendations describe a
pattern of motivated strengths and appropriate applications for those
strengths . The recommendations are not meant to define the limits of what
the individual can or cannot do . It is also important to understand that the
motivational pattern contains a complex interplay of variables . Do not make
the mistake of taking any one comment or element out of context and
generalising that to be typical of the individual. Once you understand the
context, together, you will be better able to apply the pattern .
fez

MOTIVATED ABILITIES PATTERN SUMMARY
BRIAN LITTLE
WHAT IS THE ESSENCE OF HIS MOTIVATION?
Be key, be central, help others succeed
WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES TRIGGER HIS MOTIVATION ?
Problems
Needs
WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES SUSTAIN HIS MOTIVATION?
Difficulties, obstacles
WHAT SUBJECT MATTER RECURS IN HIS ACHIEVEMENTS?
Values
Logistical resources
People: Individuals
Human behaviour
Strategies, tactics, angles
HOW IS HE MOTIVATED TO GET INFORMATION , EXPERTISE OR KNOWLEDGE ?
Investigating by surveying, gathering information, developing a big picture
perspective .
HOW IS HE MOTIVATED TO EVALUATE, ORGANISE AND PLAN ?
Evaluating by discerning, empathizing, reading people/by assessing
work and appraising value .
Planning by strategising, charting a course/by arranging
details, scheduling/by anticipating, foreseeing .

HOW IS HE MOTIVATED TO INFLUENCE, MANAGE AND COMMUNICATE ?
Overseeing by managing the talents of others, employing each person
appropriately.
Influencing by initiating, suggesting/by convincing, persuading .

Communicating by discussing, conferring.
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WHAT RESULTS IS HE MOTIVATED TO WORK TOWARD?
Response of appreciation
Effectiveness
WHAT DEGREE OF STRUCTURE/DEFINITION DOES HE NEED?

Group, team
WHAT WORKING CONDITIONS MOTIVATE HIM?
Results oriented
Tests, challenges
Causes
WHAT RECOGNITION FACTORS ARE IMPORTANT TO HIM ?
Reputation
HOW DOES HE WORK BEST WITH PEOPLE ?
Collaborative key contributor
HOW DOES HE PREFER TO BE MANAGED?
With initial presentation of problem or opportunity to contribute
APPLYING THE MAP
HIGH MOTIVATION APPLICATIONS
Right-hand man . . . plays a key role in providing perspective, insight, observations,
and ideas to those who make the final decisions . Helps others clarify their thinking,
see additional options for actions, and feel confident about their ability to handle the
future .
Psychologist/psychotherapist . .. helps individuals understand their actions, in light
of their background or current situation, and offers suggestions for solving problems
or handling difficulties . Note though that Brian is no Rogerian counsellor (all
empathy and sympathy) - he is much more active in his focus .
Philanthropist . .. anonymous donor or financier for start-up operations or worthy
charities which grow and prosper because of his contribution .
Key member of long-range planning team .. . helps others see ahead and
understand the opportunities and threats the future holds .

Collaborative Key Contributor
(Managed best with initial presentation of the problem or opportunity
to contribute )

You want to be key, be central, help others succeed.

Further examples to be added after 6 February 2010
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L2. 1995 Example for Church (anonymous) Page 1
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L2. 1995 Example for Church (anonymous) Page 2
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L2 Church (public) – Mayflower Aero after tax payment for uncompensated days in my
employment contract (567)
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L2

Charity /Public Service (anonymous) ex Bombardier Senior Executive
Phantom Incentive Scheme bonuses – 1989 -1994 Paid out in 1995/1996
Information and latest status to follow in subsequent website updates
Pack also includes prior publicity on the A340 subject matter from UK court
1. See also Auditors – In the Palm of the Banks? - UK Times – Jan 2009
(Accountants are trembling ,waiting for the awkward questions)

2. 13th Annual Evaluation of private securities class action lawsuits – by PwC
1 April 2009 (doc 4097 – 4108) 52% of accounting actions are estimate-related

See also www.fortfield.com Brian Little and Magellan Aerospace button
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